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PREFACE.

This work was undertaken partly to gratify the taste and wishes of some

friends who had an opportunity of examining the original drawings and who,

thinking it would be a pity to throw away so much labour and skill of the painter

by publishing them as uncoloured outlines, urged the propriety of at least

publishing a few coloured sets, in case any of the purchasers of the Icones

should wish to colour their copies. The force of their arguments backed per-

haps by the promptings of an anticipated ready sale for the work, induced me

so far to depart from my original plan as to have 100 extra copies struck off and

coloured : the great expense of colouring preventing my incurring the cost of a

larger impression.

Having gone so far it then became necessary to endeavour to add to their

usefulness and interest by combining, in as popular a form as I could, some ac-

count of the Botanical families to which they belong and their connection with

Alpine vegetation generally.

This I soon found amoredifficulUask to execute than I anticipated and, I

greatly fear, the descriptive matter has become more scientific than was consis-

tent with my first intentions or than is quite suitable to the tastes and previous

information of many of my readers. I do not know that this need be a subject

for regret, as possibly the perusal of the following pages may prove the means

of inclining some persons to desire a deeper knowledge of the mysteries of the

vegetable organization and economy than they supply, and induce them to have

recourse to some of the more elementary works on Botany, written expressly for

the elucidation of such matters.

Should such prove the case, I can, as the result of a good deal of experience,

promise them a most enduring " feast of reason and flow of soul" of the purest

and, in the right direction, most elevating kind ! For who can study the won-

derful and mysterious operations of life and endless adaptations of organization

for the preservation, not merely of the individual, but of the species without

having his soul elevated and purified, by being led through creation, to the con-

templation of the wisdom and attributes of the Almighty Creator of all things

animate and inanimate. *

Grand and sublime as are the objects brought within the comprehension of



man by the powers of the Telescope, not less perfect and wonderful to the re-
flecting mind are those brought to light by the Microscope. In either case all is
perfection, with this difference, that in the former we witness his perfections on
a scale of grandeur far too magnificent for the comprehension of our limited fa-
rulties, while with the other we are easily enabled to detect organic structure in
objects so inconceivably minute as to be almost invisible to the naked eye.
With the aid of the former the motions through space of the heavenly bodies,
distant many millions of miles, can be measured with such extreme accuracy as
to show that in the course of thousands of years their rates of progression has
not altered even a second of time, while by the latter we are enabled to trace
evidences of complex structure and organization in the filmy dust of the moth's
wing, or the equally minute particle of matter constituting a grain of pollen.
Nay further, we learn from its use, that so infinitely varied and so. constant are
the forms of these minute objects that, in many cases, the practised observer
can, by marking their differences, detect the families to which they belong, and
ran even tell, by the shape of the red globules in a drop of blood, whetherTt was
drawn from the veins of a man or a lower animal.

These are no doubt extreme cases and demand an amount of skill in the
use of the instruments not easily attained, but much, very much that is deeply
interesting, can be learned from either by the merest novice, and each renewal
of the attempt to interrogate nature by their means, adds to the skill of the ob-
server. Such then are some of the dishes composing the endless intellectual
feast which nature provides for her votarfcs and of which she, most bountifully
invites all to become partakers.

The magnified figures in the accompanying plates make no pretensions to
such perfection in displaying the minutiae of organization, but even in them are
exhibited points of structure which could not be made out by the naked eye and
for the most part show, on a sufficiently large scale to be easily followed, 'these
more minute and intricate portions of the flower, seed vessel, and seed em-
ployed ,n tracing among plants their relationships to each other: a knowledge
which forms the basis of our present Natural System and which if ever the true
Natural System of Botanical classification, now so ardently sought for by all
Philosophical Botanists, is discovered, must still prove equally useful not to say
indispensable towards its acquisition.

As it is not improbable some of my readers may only know of "Natural

t™T I n i
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WHh0Ut^^ any VGry Predse idea of 4at is meant by the
term, I shall here digress a little to endeavour to convey some information re-garding what Naturalists understand by it. Imperfect the effort must necessa-
rily be tor, in truth even the most learned and philosophical among them, seemnot to know quite clearly what they are in search of and of course can scarcely



be expected to inform others what they do not well understand themselves.

For example, opinion is divided on the question of the existence or non-existence

of a Natural System, some maintaining that there really is one of nature's own
contrivance and others, that the, so called, " Natural System" is neither more nor

less than a human contrivance by which the most nearly related species are

brought together and placed, as much as possible in juxtaposition. This last

doctrine I for one reject as unphilosophicai and utterly at variance with innu-

merable facts and indications of wise design and contrivance which every divi-

sion of nature presents for our consideration and instruction : without, however,

going so far as to deny that those who maintain the doctrine can adduce many
strong arguments in its support.

Those who maintain the existence of a Natural System set out by showing
-the admirable symmetry and just proportion which all nature's works, from the

greatest to the least, present and bear to each other : and by tracing the delicate

progression from group to group, family to family, and species to species, thence

assume that there is not only a Natural System, but further, uphold the doctrine

that there can be but one, justly observing, that it is impossible to suppose tha:,

Almighty Wisdom, if he admitted system at all into his works of creation,

would execute them so imperfectly as to admit irregularities, much less a medley
of systems. The object then, of the philosophical naturalist is, they maintain,

to approach as nearly as our finite faculties will permit towards the realization

of this one grand and sublime idea, the discovery of The Natural System of or-

ganized beings.

Two methods are now in use for the attainment of this end or rather, limit-

ing the statement to the vegetable kingdom, for the solution of the problem,

what is the natural system of plants ? These may be respectively called the

Linear and Circular methods.

The first, it is admitted on all hands, is essentially artificial and can never

succeed in placing the most nearly related objects of creation in juxta position,

thus, to some extent, virtually tulnutti! s the existence of a circular one and its

superiority as being the more natural of the two. Necessity, therefore, not choice

constrains its continued employment, rather as providing a convenient kind of

cabinet or store room in which to store our daily accumulating facts, in an

easily accessible form, to have them in readiness for use so soon as a more
natural arrangement is discovered, than as affording such an arrangement itself.

The supporters of the circular method claim for it a higher degree of perfec-

tion, that of really furnishing a clue to the Natural System, and apparently with

much reason on their side. This method assumes that nature has systematically

arranged all her creations in a series of circular groups, each intimately united to
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others by a complex but beautifully simple net-work of affinities interwoven, if I

may so speak, with a similar net-work of more remote analogies, all of which are
found to exist in every perfect circle and that these circles progressively diminish
in magnitude from the highest to the lowest, until we arrive at the last link of the
chain, Species. The primary circles are three, Animals, Vegetables and Inorganic
matter. Animals being the Typical circle, Vegetables the sub-Typical and Inani-
mate matter the Aberrant ; which last is made up of three minor ones the endless
modifications of Earth, Water and Air ; each equally perfect, thus making together
a series of five.

&

Animals again divide themselves into three lesser groups viz. Vcrtclrate An-
mats—having an internal bony skeleton—Annutose animals (insects, crabs, &c.)
having a hard crust or, as it were, an external skeleton—and Acreta or soft mol-
luscous animals having neither proper bone nor crust.

Vegetables in like manner divide themselves into three primarv groups
viz. Dicotyledons or Exogens,- plants increasing in size by the addition of layers
of new wood to the surface, or from without Monocotyledons or Endogens
plants increasing in size by additions from within, the arborious forms of which
have at first a hard crust, increasing in thickness towards the centre by additions
of woody fibre to its interior. And lastly, Acotyledons or Acrogens fiowerless
cellular plants. The third or Aberrant group of each of these kingdoms is again
divisible into three perfect circles. The Acretous circle of animals contains
the Acreta proper-the Mollusca or slugs, snails, shell-fish, &c. and the Radiata or
star-fish. 1 he Acrogenous circle of vegetables in like manner naturally divides
itself into Fungi or Mushrooms: Protophyta or Sea-weeds and Lichens: and
Acrobryous or Psendocotylcdonous plants including Ferns, Mosses, Hepatic*, &clao progressive blending between these circles in their own kingdoms is affinity.'
The more remote similarities or blending as it were of habit, and properties often
easily traceable between analogous circles of the two kingdoms is, the analog
mentioned as existing in every perfect circle.

Thus far the two kingdoms advance side by side and step by step together
presenung analogous groups in each. The Vertibrata represented by the Exo_
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of plants do we find analogous groups? I am unable satisfactorily to answer
the question, but still I cannot help thinking as I shall by and by show that pa-
rallel circles or groups may yet be found, and probably, when once traced will

prove as self evident, even to the most casual observer, as the animal ones now
are. The same remark is applicable to the Annulosae and Exogens, where the
parallel circles have not, so far as I am aware, been traced in the two kingdoms,
but probably may readily be so, when the attempt is made by a competent ob-

server who has made himself acquainted with the Zoological system, which, in

first principles at least, seems to have gone far ahead of the Botanical.

Dr. Lindley in his elements of Botany has presented us with sketches of two
circular arrangements of plants ; each perhaps superior to those of any of his

cotemporaries, but in which, so far as my comparatively limited acquaintance with
the subject of circular arrangements, and indeed with the relationships of the
vegetable kingdom generally, enables me to follow him, he does not appear to

have succeeded in bringing out the affinities and analogies of his vegetable circles*

so clearly as Zoologists have their animal ones. In this opinion I may perhaps
be greatly in error and in venturing to express it may only be exposing my own
ignorance of the subject, but still, such is the impression conveyed to my mind
by their examination. The first series of analogies between the two kingdoms is

however known, and when Botanists have succeeded in tracing the second it seems
probable the subsequent ones will prove, less difficult, as the mass of knowledge
of vegetable structure and function already acquired, but hitherto only sparing-

ly applied to such purposes, will supply many new elements well adapted for

forwarding the work of systematic arrangement. Jussieu founded his secondary

divisions, in the Exogens, on the absence or presence of petals and on their be-

ing one or more: hence his apetalous monopclitlous and poh/petalous groups:

and his tcrteary ones on the relative position of the ovary to the flower, that is,

whether the stamens have an inferior (hypogynous) superior (epigynous) or

middle (perigynous) attachment. DeCandollc has adopted this method with con-

siderable modifications, but I do not think improvements as a natural arrange-

ment, though well calculated to facilitate its use in practice.

Professors Lindley and Endlicher have each constructed arrangements of

the natural orders, or Natural Systems of Botany, both very different from each

other and from their apparently more simple, though less natural predecessors.

This improvement they seem to have accomplished by the avoidance of what

maybe called- linear characters, which must inevitably, in some part of their

course, become constrained and artificial ; causing, like the Adjutant's measur-
ing rod, the widest separation of brothers, simply because the one happens to be

m
the tallest

;
the other the shortest man in. his Regiment. By allowing greater

scope or circularity to their divisional characters, they have been enabled to



bring together, under the name of alliances or classes, groups of allied orders

which are occasionally widely separated by the procrustion operation of linear

characters. But though much has, by these and other similar attempts been ef-

fected to improve our arrangements, I still think we are far behind Zoology

through our not having yet discovered In our Exogenous and Endogenous

groups, those almost self-evident secondary divisions or circles so clearly marked

out by nature in the animal kingdom, and so ably taken advantage of by Zoolo-

gists, in working out their animal system.

To discover these, if they actually exist in Nature, appears in the present

state of the enquiry to be the first and grand desideratum towards the discovery

of the true Natural System of plants. In the mean time however, our establish-

ed orders and genera being for the most part pretty nearly natural, aided by the

convenient practical grouping now in use, serves all the purposes of a more

strictly correct and philosophical arrangement, leaving us for the time, very inde-

* pendent of a better, and allowing us to proceed at our own pace, leisurely feeling

our way, while searching for the long and ardently desired natural one. And it

is in the hope that some of the readers of this exposition of what is wanted, to-

wards the construction of the basement of the natural system of plants, maybe
induced to turn their attention to the subject and perhaps that some one

luckier than the rest, may stumble on a clue which will lead himself or others to

the desiderated point and enable him, by the formation of truly natural secondary

groups or circles, to complete at least the lower tier of the edifice.

It only now remains for me to offer a few remarks on vegetable organi-

zation, with reference to its employment in the construction of a Natural System

of Botany. These must unavoidably be brief and imperfect, and probablv, so

far as they go, little to the point, the ideas of Botanists on this obscure subject

being far from precise or settled on a firm basis, especially in what relates to the

comparative value which should be assigned to each part, engaged in the com-

plex organization of an Exogenous plant.

The organ principally regarded as the basis of all our attempts to obtain

a natural arrangement is the Embryo, when present, taken in connexion with

the plant which springs from it, whether, in short, it is mono—or di—cotyle-

donous, giving origin to an Endogenous or Exogenous plant or is altogether ab-

sent as in Acrogens
; plants still further distinguished from those of the two

higher groups by their Cellular texture and the nearly total absence of vascu-

lar tissue.

Dicotyledonous or Exogenous plants have a woody stem, varying in solidity

with their age from the tender herbaceous annual up to the almost stony hard-
ness of the iron wood tree : increasing, with some exceptions, in thickness by the

annual addition to the surface, layer upon layer, of new wood, forming rings or



zones round the axis : these zones are intersected transversely by medullary rays

radiating from the central pith. Occasionally, as above hinted, increase of

thickness does not take place by means of annual Zones, the wood at whatever

age appearing to consist of a single homogeneous zone. Dr. Lindley has taken

advantage of this circumstance and brought together most of the families in which

it occurs to form his group of Homegem distinguished by the Endogenous struc-

ture of their wood. Descending still lower in the scale we come to two groups

of cellular plants, the Rhyzanths mushroom like plants, and the Podostemons,

sea-weed like plants, agreeing with algae in almost every thing except their

fructification.

The leaves of Dicotyledons are, usually attached to, and separate from the

stem by an articulation and are reticulated, that is their veins anastomose and form

a net work, but this is not quite absolute as it is wanting in the leaves of most of

the Gymnosperms.

The flowers are for the most part quinary in the number of their parts and •

are generally furnished with both calyx and corolla ; but departures from both

these rules are frequent : most of the Homogens have ternary, and many fami-

lies quaternary flowers, while numbers have no corolla.

The seed is usually enclosed in a pericarp, but here also a striking ex-

ception occurs, the whole of the coniferus family, forming Lindley's Gymnosperms

having naked ovules and seed, a privation combined with some interesting peculi-

arities of the Anatomical structure of the whole plant. The seed itself is either per-

fect or imperfect, that is, is furnished with an Embryo having two or more op-

posite cotyledons, oris sporulose : imperfectly developed as in Rhyzanths. The

fcmbryo also is perfect or imperfect, with or without albumen. The albumenous

ones are infra or extra albumenous, enclosed within the albumen like the yoke

within the white of an egg, or placed on the outside of it, as in the case of the

curvembryate orders.

From this description, brief and imperfect as it is, we find there are five mo-

difications of structure, as regards vegetation, forming so many distinct groups. 1st

Exogens as generally understood with the wood in Zones or concentric circles :

2d Homogens, first associated as a distinct group by Dr. Lindley: 3d Gymnogens

or conifers: 4th Rhyzanths having more the structure of Fungi than perfect plants

and 5th Podostemons which seem to have an anatomical structure nearly allied

to alga?, but which Mr Griffith has determined, from actual dissection of the seed,

to be dicotyledonous. Then as regards the structure of the seed, there are exal-

bumenous and two modifications of albumenous Embryos ; and a fourth where it

is imperfect. The albumen, moreover, greatly varies in quantity, being sometimes

very abundant with a minute Embryo, varying thence to a large embryo and very

sparing albumen.



All these variations are available for the purposes of classification and doubtless

when thoroughly investigated, with special reference to this object, will furnish

very sufficient secondary circles. The zoned angiosperms Zonagens may then

perhaps be found to represent the Typical circle, the parallel or analogy of Mam-

malia ; the Homogens the sub-typical, the parallel of Birds ; while the Gymno-

gens, the Rhyzanths ( Hj/sterogensJ and Podostemons (Protogens) would unite to

form the aberrant circle. 1 n this case the first would represent in the Exogenous

circle, and have for its analogies in the general system of plants, the Dicotyledons

the 2d the Monocotyledons, the 3d the Acrobrya or ferns, the 4th Hysterophyta

or Fungi, and the last the Protophyta or sea weeds. Here we have a scries of

apparently circular groups all based on anatomical structure and physiological

peculiarities, without reference to the anatomy of the seed, except in so far as re-

gards the embryo. Whether these when properly analysed will prove perfect

circles is a point still to be ascertained. It is a difficult enquiry and the whole

subject is far too deeply involved in obscurity for me to offer any opinion in anti-

cipation, beyond the passing remark that these groups have a circular appearance

and give promise that, though they may not supply all we want, yet that their

thorough investigation may put us on the right path and speedily enable us to

reach the long and anxiously sought for goal.

Endogens have a stem increasing in thickness by additions of new matter

to the centre, made up of vascular and cellular tissue, without distinction of pith,

wood, medullary rays, or bark : the cellular tissue being traversed by bundles of

vessels, often, as in ail the arboreous forms, Palms, the surface first becoming

hard and woody or as it were crustaccous. Leaves with parallel veius connected

by smaller transverse ones, usually sheathing at the base and not readily separat-

ing by articulation. Flowers usually ternary, with both calyx and corolla, but

sometimes both series so closely resembling each other in colour, size, texture,

and form as to be undistinguishable ; or occasionally they are imperfect or alto-

gether wanting. Seed in a pericarp. Embryo turni..bed with albumen or rarely

exalbumenous, with one Cotyledon, or if more, alternate, (not opposite as in dico-

tyledons) the radicle enclosed within the Embryo through which it bursts in ger-

From this general description it would appear there is a uniformity of struc-

ture of both the vegetation and seed, little favourable to the formation of well

defined groups. This however on closer inspection is not found to be the case

as regards the habit and vegetation of several tribes. We have for example the

Lilaceous class, as understood by Redoute, including nearly all the gay flow-

ering herbaceous forms. The palms. The Retose families of Lindley, represent-

ing the Homogens, generally composed of climbing shrubs with homogenous wood
and dicotyledonous foliage but monocotyledonous seed. The Aroideous families,



and lastly the Glumaceous. How far these five groups are strengthened by

variations in the conformation of seed, I am as yet unable to say, not having

given that attention to the subject which it requires, but I apprehend when they

also are closely examined, with special reference to this enquiry, that many points

in confirmation of their stability will be found and, with their aid, a series of

perfect circles be discovered presenting striking analogies with others referable

to the exogenous circle. Until however this is effected Lindley's very practical,

I think also most natural distribution of these tribes, leaves little to be desired

by the practical botanist.

On the last great division of the vegetable kingdom the Acrogens or Cryp-

togamic plants I have nothing to add to what I have already said. This group

certainly forms the aberrant circle, and like the analogous circles in the animal

kingdom is made up of three smaller ones, each of which seems complete, though

all require verification.

For those wishing to acquire a deeper insight into the science of plants than

these pages can possibly supply, I would particularly recommend the study of

Dr. Lindley's Elementary Botanical works which are by far the best in the

English language. His recently published Vegetable Kingdom I have not yet

seen, but it is very highly spoken of by two of my Correspondents who have. In

its arrangement, I learn, he has considerably departed from both those referred

to above, as given in his Elements and Natural System, falling back in a great

measure on the plan of Jussieu, but greatly improved. To those desirous of be-

coming acquainted with the first principles, and many of the details of the cir-

cular system of classification, Swainson's volumes of Lardner's Cyclopaedia are

the only easily procurable text books and are among the most interesting volumes

I ever read on Natural History.



NEILGHERRY PLANTS.

I. RANUNCULACE.E.

This is an extensive and beautiful family of plants, many of which, such as the

Clematis, Ranunculus, Anemone and Larkspur, rank among the most admired favourites of

the flower garden and arbour. Its species abound in Extra-tropical countries, but are of such

rare occurrence within the Tropics that, so far as I yet know, there are not above 12 or 14

found, truly indigenous, in the whole of the Indian peninsula, the flora of which amounts to

probably not fewer than 5000 species of flowering plants, of all descriptions, or it stands in

the ratio of about I to every 400 species found within the same limits. The paucity of

Kanunculacious plants, within the Tropics, may be further shown by comparing them with

the Flora of the whole world : thus, assuming that there are 600 species of Ranunculacese,

and that there are 80,000 species of flowering Plants, they then stand in proportion of one

to every 133 species.

According to published lists, the Indian peninsula, within an elevation of 500 feet

above the sea, can only claim one species (Naravelia Zeylanica) and that of rare occurrence

within these limits. This plant, which abounds at the foot of the Hills, is an extensively

climbing shrub so nearly allied to Clematis as almoit to require a Botanist to distinguish them.

Such being the case, it naturally follows that the next in succession should be a Clematis, and
such in fact is the case, Clematis Gouriana (Nos. 1 and 2) being frequent on the table-land of

Mysore and also on the eastern slopes of the Neilgherries, at an elevation of between two and



2 NEILGHERRY PLANTS.

three thousand feet. None of the other species found on these Hills, except perhaps C. Mun-

ronii, which I found in the jungles below Sispara descend much below six thousand feet of

actual elevation, though all occur within a few hundred feet above that limit.

Continuing our ascent of the Neilgherries, the next species that presents itself is the

Clematis Wighliana (No. 3) which abounds in the thickets about Kaity and along the road

from thence to Ootacamund. The Anemone Wigkitana, begins to show itself occasionally

about Coonoor, but is no where frequent until we have nearly attained the level of Ootaca-

mund, where in the pastures, especially on moist ground, it becomes most abundant, but still

ascends to the highest range of the Hills. The species of Ranunculus are of rarer occur-

rence, two species being generally met with in clumps of jungle, and the third {Ranunculus

reniformis) is sparingly scattered over the higher pastures on the more elevated hills and,

in such situations, is well calculated to remind the European sojourner of the Butter Cups

which so charmingly variegate the Hill-side pastures of our Father Land. It is also met

with in swampy grounds about Ootacamund.

The number of truly native species on the hills, so far as yet found, amounts only to

nine or perhaps ten. Thirteen are described in our Prodromus, but three of these I have since

satisfied myself are introduced, namely the Adonis (Pheasant's eye) and two species of Delphi-

nuim (Larkspur.) The remaining plant excluded from the present list is Anemone dubia

which I have ascertained to be a mere variety of A. Wightiana. These nine are referable

to five genera, namely, Clematis 3, Naraxelia 1, Thalictrum 1, Anemone 1, and Ranuncu-

lus 3. In still further proof of the extra tropical character of this family I may mention, that

Dr. Koyle enumerates in his Illustrations of the Himalayan Flora, no fewer than 72 species of

RanunculacecB found on the Himalayas and in Cashmere.

CLEMATIS. Linn.; (Travellers Joy-Virgin Bower.)

Involucre none or resembling a calyx, and placed under the flower. Sepals 4-8, coloured, in estivation

either valvate or with their edges bent inwards. Petals none, or shorter than the sepals. Stamens numerous.

Aehenia several in each flower, terminated by a long tail. Seed erect.— Perennial plants with opposite leaves, which

are simple, trifoliate, or once oi tninal leaflet.

This is a fine genus of beautifnl climbing plants,—all the species of which seem well adapted for arbours,

and in Europe are much employed for the formation of these retreats, (hence I presume the old English names) as well

on account of their rich foliage as for the profusion of their flowers a feature long preserved by the beautiful silky hairs

of the long feathery tail of their seed, (a rude idea of which I have attempted to convey in Plate No. 2), a mark
which readily distinguishes this section from the rest of the family. The genus Clewatis includes about 150 species

winch are scattered all over the world. The flowers are apetalous with petuloid sepals. Naravclia differs in having
both Calyx and Corolla.

1. 2. Clematis Gouriana (Jioxb.) climbing: lobe the longest, or divided

J
fdiiiich-s, aii'J ,js ovate, out-
sale very pnU :, ts hairy.—

sepals resolute.- W . and A. Prod. p. 2.
i

is abundant among the brushwood of clomps of "initio

perfection. It i, readily .',.

i. In Mysn it i< oi ir-riu. n- occur- woolly pale green leaves.

pickets surrounding most of the hara-
I may here rer,. ark that lap cdom-Ist has represented

them of too clef p n croon, (or which, however, ! v.-.u
3. Clematis Wight^n a 11 ,<';< limbing: leaves

the proper tint.
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ANEMONE. Wind Flower. .

Involucre 3-leaved, distant from the flower, the leaflets variously cut. Sepals 5-15, petaloid, imbricated in

estivation. Petals 0. Stamens numerous. Achenia numerous. Seed Pendulous.—Herbaceous plants with a

perennial root. Leaves radical, stalked, more or less cut or lobed. Scape, when branched, bearing involucres at

Of this genus nearly 100 species have been described in recent Botanical works. They are for the most

part herbacious wi;l !ly, run in ' > <V ingi , 1. I In t ien H< *crs iiaving no distinct

calyx, the floral leaves being all petaloid : hence it is called a petaloid calyx. By this mark as well as by habit, or

general appearance, they are readily distinguished from their next neighbour in the Botanical system, Ranunculus,

which has a regularly formed Calyx and Corolla.

so completely doubled, that all the stamens and pistils have been changed into petals. In this state, however

in the eyes of the florist : many of them, especially the .1 n-mom corona iu, when in that state, being variegated with

the richest tints. Under such a course of treatment it appears to me, the one here figured might be made to

undergo that change and become one of the most choice garden flowers to he met with on its native mountains,

roots to the rich soil of the ^-Joi and preventing

topping, a practice which lias the effect of strengthen-

ing the roots. At the end of the season when the leaves wither, they should be taken up and kept for a few weeks

in a dark place, and again planted. As the roots are perennial this practice would probably in a few seasons effect

the desired change, after which they can be propagated by dividing the root. For obtaining new varieties, plants are

raised from seed, taken either from single or partially double flowers, and treated as above, taking up the roots when

the leaves wither.

•

;
'

._, [..,x,. • :
:

-
'

-

]

' -.•:::.. :.v4

.
.

.

" '

elliptic-oblong : achenia glabrous : style hooked, per- useful qualities as some of them are known to possess

sistent.— W. and A. Prod. p. 3. these.

RANUNCULUS. Butter Cup. Ooic-foot.

somewhat compressed. Seed erect — Herbaceous plants with annual or perennial roots. Leaves mostly radical

;

cauline ones placed at the base of the branches and peduncles.

its perennial roots, the form of its flowers, and structure of its seed, but differs in having a perfect Calyx and Corolla, iu

place of a petaloid or corolla-like calyx, and the seed erect, not suspended in their cells as in Anemone. Like Anemones

these plants frequent pastures, shady woods, and moist soils near water, and they equally, but more energetically, par-

ticipate in the acrid properties of the family. Like them under proper cultivation they become double, and in that

state ate equally prized as garden ornaments. Of those found on these Hills only one, Ranunculus reniformis, seems

well adapted for the garden. I; bed with numerous

I i as above would soon shew number.

The Ranunculus when thoroughly doubled is a fine flower, esn daily when richly variegated. Formerly they

were in much greater repute as garden ornaments than in the present day, when gardens are stocked with such a mul-

tiplicity of new flowers brought from all parts of the world, but I almost doubt whether the lovers of fine flowers have

lion for the large and gaudy Dahlia

teen a Dahlia I m with Ranunculuses and Ane
'e-i'; gardens iu England.
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is ( W. and A ) is of a procumbent habit,

somewhat cordate at the base, coarsely crenated ; lowest monsoon

scape-leaf oblong, toothed, narrowed at the base into a seasons, especially during rainy weather. Another species

pet'ole ; upper ones nearly linear : petals (yellow) nu- is found at the same season and so much resembling

merous, 10-13, twia ot distinguish*

heads of fruit globose : achenia oblong, tumid, minutely able, but is at once known by the seed, which, in this,

TuT^JirJ generally mei who 'in moisf woods, q«Ue smooth »* without asperities of any kind.

II. MAGNOLIACEiE.—Champ, Champac.—Champany

.

The species of this family are for the most part large trees or shrubs, forming a re-

markable contrast with those of the preceding family, and on this account apparently most

unnaturally grooped almost side by side with it. And yet the ablest Botanists who have given

their attention to the grooping of natural families, so as to form a series in which those most

nearly associated by the structure of their flowers and fruit should stand nearest each other,

have hitherto failed in discovering for it a more suitable place in the vegetable system, a fact

not to be much wondered at, as in the structure of their flowers and fruit, the two families

so nearly associate that, but for other circumstances, Magnolias might almost be looked

upon as gigantic Arboreous Ranunculuses.

The bulk of this family are natives of North America, a few only being found in

Asia, and none, so far as is yet known, in Europe or Africa. Several are found in China and

Japan, a few in the Himalayah range, three or four in Ceylon, and two or three on the moun-

tains of the Indian peninsula. Generally they are distinguished by the fiagrance of their

flowers, which has led to the introduction, and extended diffusion over India, of the Cham-
pac as a sacred tree the flowers of which, when procurable, are offered by the natives at the

shrines of their Idols.

The tree here represented is the only one found on the Neilgherries and there

attains the size of a large timber tree the wood of which however is only used in housebuild-

ing. Owing to its hygrometric properties it is not adapted for other purposes as it swells

and contracts, according to the moisture or dryness of the atmosphere, to an unusual extent

even after long seasoning. When formerly writing on this family in my Illustrations of
India Botany, 1 considered this distinct from the plant there figured under the name of M.
Palmyensis, better acquaintance with this one, has led me to doubt the correctness of the

opinion there expressed which was mainly formed on what I now find an incorrect figure

and description.

MICHELIA. Linn.

Carpels arranged in a loose spike, of a consistence between leathery and fleshy, 2-valved, opening from
the apex downwards. Seeds several (3-8), externally fleshy .-Trees. Leaves entire, petioled. flowers axillary,

generally fragrant, usually of a yellow colour.— W. and A. Prod. p. 6, No. 1.

This genus which is the only one of the family found so far south in India consists of lar^e trees or con-
siderable shrubs and may I believe generally be met with, where abundant, in flower nearly the whole year, but on
the Hills are in greatest profusion during the rainy season. The flowers are usually rather large frequently with a
tinge of yellow very fragrant. Those of the Neilgherry species are nearly white.

M. Nilagiraca. (Zenker) Leaves illeptic oblong A large tree found frequent in the clumps of Juntrfe
tapering to a point at both ends, glabrous ; stipules and about OotncamunH. There are several very fine ones in
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III. MENISPERMACEJE.

This curious family consists, with few exceptions, of twining shrubs and is nearly confined

to Asia and America, a few only having been found in other tropical countries. One is found

above 3,000 feet of elevation on the Himalayas and one in Siberia. These 1 believe are about

the only exceptions to its tropical character, doubtless others are found beyond the tropics,

but still in warm latitudes where frost is scarcely known. The one here represented has the

widest range of elevation of any I have met within the Peninsula, ascending from the plains

even to Ootacamund.where it is found in almost every thicket. One other species I have found

on the Hills and only there, but so rare that I have only once seen it and then not in good

flower, otherwise it would have been a more appropriate representative of the family for this

The order is in many respects peculiar and seems hitherto to have nearly set at defiance

all attempts of Botanists to find a suitable location for it in the natural arrangement of the

vegetable kingdom. I here retain it in the situation allotted by that most accomplished

Botanist, Professor DeCandolle, though satisfied in my own mind it is not well chosen, from

feeling convinced that premature and partial reforms are productive of greater injury to

science than the errors they are intended to remedy.

Intense bitterness more or less combined with narcotism is the prominent quality of the

Order as evinced by the well known Colombo root, and the notorious Cocculus Indicus in

which the bitter principle of the family is combined with a less innocent narcotic property

which it is said London Brewers impart to their Porter.

CLYPEA.

Dioecious. Calyx of 6 sepals in a double seri-s, with 3 6 close pressed bracteoles. Corolla none

opening horizontally, placed end to end, and forming a ring round the top of the column. F*m Ovary

Seed solitary,

V. and A. Prod p. 14, No. II.

This genus is oneoffour or fire 1 'y found in the Indian Peninsula and is

asily distinguished from its congeners by its male flowers, the stamens of which are united int© a single

olumn forming at top a large capitate anther which opens round the upper margin for the transmission of

he pollen. The flowers of this like those of the preceding order belong to the ternary form, that is, are com-

s, each having three leaves. In this instance three such are shown in the diagram

h having a scale at the base, in this there are only three scales (fig 3) surroundin

hernavdi/olia. (W. & A. :)- Leaves ovate,
r scarcely truncate at the base.mucronulate, <

glabrooh, icicles 1

;
pedicels very short : poileiuferous ring oa the plains in. racist shady jungle*

••celled-- W. and A. Frod.}
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IV. BERBERIDEJE.—Barberry.

This is a small family of finely flowering shrubs, natives of the temperate regions of both the

Northern and Southern hemisphere. In the Indian Peninsula two species certainly occur, a
third is said to be found in the Coorg jungles, but on that point there still seems room for doubt.
Both are found on the Neilgherries, the one here represented being by far the handsomer of
the two. Other nine genera are referred to the order but this is the only one found in

Southern Indian. The peculiar distinguishing mark by which this family is separated
from the rest of the vegetable kingdom is the curious anthers, which open like the lid of a
snuff box to give exit to the Pollen, combined with a very perfect flower. The cinnamon
tribe (Laurincs) have similar anthers but very incomplete flowers in comparison with those of
Berberidea, and are in consequence far removed from them in our linear series of natural
orders, but, notwithstanding, they have many points in common, showing a closer relationship
than might at first sight be suspected—among these are the ternary arrangement of the
flowers, the valved anthers, and single superior ovary.

The filaments of some, if not all the species, of this genus are endowed with a
peculiar irritability, which causes them when touched at a certain point near the base to con-
tract elastically and strike the anther against the stigma and in that way scatter their pollen
on it. This property exists in both the Neilgherry plants. The properties of the
wood are mildly astringent and bitter, and in the upper provinces an extract is prepared by
boiling the wood which is highly esteemed by the natives on account of its medicinal qualities
In upper Bengal the fruit of two species are dried, like raisins in the sun, and sold as
kistmisses in the bazars all over the country.

BERBERIS.-BarSwra

Sepals 3-4-6, deciduous, in a double externally with petaloid scales. Petals
hypogynous, equal to the sepals in number and opposite ^ »ieui , or iwice as m
inside with an appendage at the base. Stamens hypogynous, equal in number to the petals and opposite to
them: anthers bilocular, the cells opening elastically with a valve from the bottom to the top. Ovarium
solitary, unilocular, confining 2-12 ovules, which are erect, or attached laterally to the inner margin, and
forming there one or two rows: style sometimes lateral, short : stigma orbicular. Fruit baccate or capsular
indehiscent. Albumen fleshy or horney. Embryo straight, in the axis of the albumen : radicle point' to
the hilum : cotyledons flat.—Leaves alternate, without stipules.— W. and A. Prod. />. 15 2V"„. f.

The species of this genus, amounting to about 50, are nearly all shrubs or at most small trees armed
either on their stems or leaves with numerous thorns. In those with thorny stems the thorns are considered
amodified state of the leaves in which the parenchema or dilated portion is displaced and the rib? or veins
have become indurated. Some Botanists propose dividing it, removing the plant here figured along with some
others to form the genius Mphonia which however only differs in the petals wanting two glands at the base
which the others have, a character cousidered altogether insufficient for the purpose. On this account the

one figured is common on the hills and when growing in favourable situations 'attains the 9 i ZP f a smr,u tTPa
A pale yellow dye is extracted from the wood ofbofh the Hill species, a third species belong fn t h e
Matiooia division with drooping racemes of flowers is, I am told, found in Coorg, and which I think I once saw
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but not then in flower. The Pulney plant differs in habit from this in having diffuse

Berberis (Mahonia) Leschbnaultii (Wall)—
Leaves pinnate : 1 o\ ate, nearly As this is a true congener of Nuttal's genus Maho-
equal in size, lligl ka»e, repand nia I preserve that as a subgenerie or sectional

the base; lower pair of leaflets close tothestem: jungle about < ; during the South

racemes elongated, slender 5 bracteoles at the base west monsoon but may generally be met with in-

of the pedicel obi two distinct flower at other seasons though more rarely, the fruit

gbtnds ; filaments without teeth :erry sslohose. <-ro>vii- 1 ipeti.s during the dry season and when fully ripe

ed with the evident style and stigma.— W. and acquire a bluish purple colour.

V.—CRUCIFERJF,— Cabbage Tribe.

This large and most useful family of plants, supplies man with many of his most

.esteemed esculents, among which may be named the whole tribe of cabbages, turnips, rape,

mustard, cress, scury grass, radish, horse radish, &c, and to the flower garden, wall

flowers, stocks, candy tuft, honesty and many others. But though it thus abounds in both

useful and ornamental plants in the temperate regions of the globe, it scarcely merits a place

in this vork, three or four insignificant species being all that are found here where the one

figured is the best looking ofthe set. Such being the case it seems useless to dilate on a

family that can possess so little interest for the lovers of the wild flowers of our Blue-moun-
tains. Though thus rare, even in this temperate climate, the family is a large one including

little short of 1,500 species. A few however are found in warmer climates, the most curious

and interesting of which is the so called Rose of Jericho (Anastatiea literally resurrection

flower) a native of the sandy deserts of Arabia, the ends of the branches of which contract

during dry weather and form a ball which may be taken up and kept in that state for years.

And at the end of that time, if the roots are immersed in water will re-expand, the flowers

open, and in a few hours the whole plant appear as if it had never been out of the ground.

The family derives its name from the Latin word Crux cruris a cross with reference to

the four petals spreading in opposite directions so as to form the appearance of a St. Andrew's
cross, and by this mark they may always be known at a glance. They have besides six

stamens four long and two short whence Linnceus derived his name Tetradenamea that is four

powers, in allusion to the four long stamens.

smaller than the incrassated repl

stigma nearly simple. Seeds ovate, wi

applied to the edge of the cotyledons (

The species of this genus" are very numerous and where they abound

> ./fcptom i» tUe frame si

CARDAMINE.-Zarf.es IHmodk.

X patent, equal at the base. Petals with a claw,

-

Gmbimtire. Bfaonei

ile, linear, elongated , compressed ; valves flat, mrv el.SS, somewh:

• from which they atmally separatee elastically. Sryl< short. or none

without a border, fornWHA single series : podospieras slender . Radit-1

isOCJ-Leavespetioled, < tit ire, lobed, or variouisly di vided, often dii

>rs white or rose-coloured.- JJ-. and A. Prod. p. 1$K
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imple the C.pratimes of English meadows, which/in spring, appear in such numbers a3 to

ds where they grow, so as to give the appearance of bleaching greens ; whence, it is supposed,

English name of "Lady's Smock." The one here figured does not possess that recommendation,

a

:ura but thinly scattered in woods and may generally be found in flower during wet weather at a

mine BABBOHioA(Peraoon).—Leaves trifoli- sometimes 3-lobed or divided into 3 leaf!oUe;
I A. Prod.'

VI.—FLACOTJRTIANE^E.

This is a small family of trees and shrubs, but on the limits of which considerable
difference of opinion exists among Botanists, a subject on which much might be said were this
the place for such disquisitions. Suffice it therefore to say that there are two nearly related
families (Bixacece and Flacourtianece) which many Botanists consider quite distinct, but
which others combine to form one large one. The preponderance of opinion is on the side of
those who keep them distinct

; but they, on the other hand, differ among themselves as to the
genera that should be respectively referred to each, a fact which seems to indicate a degree
of affinity quite consistent with their union and redivision into suborders, the course which
Professor Endlicher has adopted in his Genera Plantarum. Mr. Bennett (Plant* Javanica?
Eariores) has in a long and very elaborate article, under Phoboros rhhianthera, undertaken to
throw more light on the subject and to reconcile the differences existing among Botanical
writers on these two families: but after a copious adduction of evidence on all sides, has
forgot to sum up, and, consequently, has left the question involved in about as great dark-
ness as when he commenced. I learn however from a careful perusal of that article-lst,
That Mr. Brown coincides with Dr. Blume in considering the genus Hyduocarpus as form-
ing the type of a new order, to which the latter Botanist has given the name Pangiacea ;

derived from Pangium an old generic name of Rumphius.-2nd, That he agrees in'opinion
with those Botanists who think the two families ought to be combined, a view in which I
can scarcely coincide, on his own showing, as he states the ovary of Flacourtia has several

cells, with central ovules, while those of all the other genera have one-celled ovaries and
parietal ovules, as in the accompanying figure. For this reason I conceive the order
Flacourtianece should be retained, even though limited to the "single genus Flacourtia. But
supposing this difficulty got over by finding the partitions more or less inconstant, still I
cannot help thinking the association ofnumerous plants having dry dehiscing capsules with
others, equally numerous, having indehiscent baccate fruit, 'one that ought when possible
to be avoided and that all those genera agreeing with Bixa in having capsular fruit ou^ht to
be brought together to form the oxterBixacece while those with baccate fruit are ranged under
the old Flacourtianea. Should this last course be adopted then the present genus can scarcely
be retained, as at present placed, at the end of Flacourtianece from which it essentially differs

in its fruit, being a many seeded nut, in place of a fleshy berry, but is left here until the
question is decided one way or the other.

Little can be said regarding the uses or properties of Flacourtianca. The fruit ot
one or two species of Flacourtia are about the size of a cherry, and very palatable. In Ceylon
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the berries of F.inermis are made into preserves. The seeds of Ilydnocarpusinehrians have

the property of intoxicating fish when thrown into water where they are—hence the name.

RYDNOCARPUS.

Flowers dioecious. Sepals 5 ; the two outer ones ovate; the three inner much larger, exceedingly

concave, Somewhat petaloid ; rostivation twis'.ed. Petals 5, antiunion twisted, beales (abortive

stamens?) opposite the petals somewhat fleshy, Male. Stamens 5, in the centre of the flower;

anthers flattish, nearly renii'orm ; cell* separated hy tne broad conneotivum. No vestiges of a

pistil. Fem. Stamens as in the male, but anthers without pollen. Stile 0. Stigma peltate, flat, closely

pressed on the summit of the ovary aud crowning it, 5-parted ; each segment cuneate and deeply bifid.

Ovarium globose ; ovules numerous. Berry globose, crowned with the undivided portion of the

stigma now thickened and erect (resembling a short stout style) and bearing the remains of its lobes. Seeds

numerous.— Trees. Leaves glabrous ; secondary nerves simple, connected with transverse small nearly sim-

ple and straight veins.— W. and A. Prod slightly altered

Until the discovery of the subject of the accompanying plate, this genus consisted of a single species

the TI. i)i< brums: a tree widely distributed over the shores of India and Cevlon. It is also said to be a native

of tlif Eastern Islands, extending from Malabar Eastwards as far asAmboyna and Java,where we are informed

it was found and described tinder the name of Pangium by Rumphius. It seems not improbable however

that when Rumphius' Pangium is better known it will be found generically distinct as Roxburgh's Gynocar-

dia assuredly is, though referred here by both Lindley and Endlicher. The one here figured so greatly

resembles in general appearance the coast tree, that for a long time I thought them the same and felt greatly

surprised at finding a coast tree at an elevation of 6,000 feet. This it was that first led me carefully to
compare the two, when the difference in the structure of the flowers at once became evident and showed they

in that the petals are broad ovate fringed with hair, in this they are lanceolate and glabrous : in that the

petals are furnished with a short broad densely hairy oval scale, in this the scales are linear lanceolate nearly

as long as the petals, and merely ciliate, or fringed with short fine hairs : in that the stamens have long

subulate hairy filaments recurved at the apex, in this they are short and glabrous: in that the anthers are

muient veins, in this they are quite entire with few veins. This comparison might be carried further but

enough has been said to show that they are amply distinct species.

Roxburgh's Oynocardia or Canlmoorga (the two names refer to the same plant), quite a distinct

genu«, has been, by both Lindley and Endlicher, erroneously, referred here as a synonym, and is by Meisner

altogether over-looked or excluded from the order. Rumphius' Pangium has also been referred here by

Endlicher but with what justice I have still to learn, for there is nothing in either his figure or description to

justify such lumping, unless, which is probable enough, Blume has supplied what is wanting in Rumphiu's

description to authorize its reduction to a synonvm.

equal reflexed : petals ova:e lanceolate glabrous: na ; radicle elongated point

shorter than the petals, glabrous, anthers,obtuse pistil

none : female-tai a the male, II. isebrians ( Fahl) Sepals unequal, the three in-

peltate 5 parted, the divisions obeuniute spreading, white hairs : scales broad ovate, about half the length

A large ramous tree 70 to 100 feet high, not i breed reniforro

:

un:>tq'.ient in deep moist vallies of the Neilgher- hers without pcl-

ry hills about i- I v.-W. and A. Prod. p. SO: Wight's Must. ] tab. 16.

July and August. Leaves alternate, ovate-acu- A tree of moderate size frequent near the coast in
minate entire glabrous, from four to six inches U leaeoos. Leaves
long and from 1 to 2 inches broad, at first red, af- alternate, bus, crenulately
terwards deep green: fruit globose, about the size spirited about f> it 6 ii« hes long and 1 to 2
of an apple ; clotltd with/ short brown tomen- inches broad: racemes a> illary, short, ftw flowered
turn : seeds enclosed in a white fleshy pulp; testa dark fruit globose many-seeded.
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VII.—VIOLARIEjE.—Violet Tribe.

This, like the preceding family, consists for the most part of extra-tropical plants, a

few only being found of strictly tropical origin. By far the greater portion of its species are

herbaceous or low half shrubby plants, but larger shrubs or even small trees also occupy a

place in its ranks. One of the latter is found in Ceylon, and most probably also on the

continent, though I have as yet failed to recognize it. Of the truly tropical forms, two species

are found inCoromandel,small decumbent plants with pink flowers,but so unlike the tree vio-

let and heart's-ease, that no one unacquainted with the formation of these flowers could recognize

their relationship. Others grow on the Andes in Peru still more unlike, and so much resembling

a Stone-crop in the form of the plant that, not even an acute Botanist would, without the flowers

and seed vessel, suspect them to be violets even in the Botanical sense of the term, which
is much wider than common parlance admits. In common language, we have the violet

( Viola odorataj the Dog violet ( Viola canina) and a few others, but some florists do not

admit that the Heart's-ease (Viola tricolor) is a violet, though one of the most perfect of the

genus.

The Violacious plants form a numerous family, amounting to nearly 500 species.

These are scattered over nearly the whole globe, but very sparingly in India. North America
and Europe are their two grand centres, but they are also numerous in South America, both
on the mountains and plains. On the Andes they present the appearance of small-rounded
leafy little shrubs, not unlike some of the European stone crops (sedum), in Brazil shrubby
and small arborious forms prevail. True violets are however of rare occurrence in the latter

VIOLA— Violet.
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! *Stivation *-«"••« Petal. hypogynouB, five, usually withering, generally

unequal; a^vatmn obhquely convolute. Stamens five, alternate with the petal,, or occasionally opposite
tothem.mserted on the hypogynous disc or torus : anthers bilocular, introrso, closely approximated or
united laterally to each other

: filaments dilated, elongated beyond the anthers; two of them, in the irre-
gular flowers, usually with an appendage at the base. Ovary 1 -celled, with many (rarely oue) ovules : style
single, usually declinate, with an oblique cucullate stigma. Capsule three-valved, loculicide, bearing the
placenta on the middle of the valves. Embryo straight, erect, in the axis of a fleshy albumen.-Leavea alter-

This genus includes at the present time upwards of 150 species. 'These for the most part are low
grow.ng herbaceous perennial plants, some, however, show a shrubby tendency. Two or three are found on
the Neilgherrics, but the one here figured is by far the most common, showing its pale blue flowers among ,he
rassmalld.recnons, rapidly propagating itself by means of runners, like strawberries. By an orersight of

ZtoZT' .
•

°f r°°m ' th

r haVC DOt bee" iDtr0duced
'
»d to that extent the figure is imperfect,

but mother respects g.ves a good ,dea of the plant. It is in flower at all seasons. In genera, appearance
tins spec.es much resembles the sweet scented violet but is destitute of fragrance. Of all the Ion- list ofspec.sof this genu,-only two or three species are cultivated in the flower garden, namely, the Pansy or Heart's-ease (Vtola tncohr) and the sweet scented violet {Viol, odorata) the former most justly esteem^

I

I
admirable blending of its colours, and the latter for its charmiag figrance. tZ„ 11>AlZ

*

of which is alluded

The Viola tricolor derives its English name Pansy from the French « pensde" the -

b, Sbakspeare when he says « There's Pansies that's for thought."
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VroLA Wightiana (Wall.) stoloniferou*, slightly A humble plant common on the Neiloherries,

"
' ' '

' •..,...-. ,-. . '.;.. , .;
t ,,

flattish: style attenuated downwards, stigma rostrate, V. odorata but at once, in the growing plant, dis-
convex but not hooked, neirl: .- tinguished by its being destitute of its sweet scent,
lose : fruit globose.— W. and A. Prod, page 32.

VIII.—DROSERCEJL- Sun Dew Tribe.

This is a small but curious order, the species usually frequenting moist swampy
ground, but this is not constant as one of the Neilgherry species {Drosera peltata) is frequent-
ly found on the dry slopes of the hills, but then only during the rainy season showing that
this departure from the character of the family is but partial.

Viewed as a whole, this family may well be called cosmopolite, as they are found in

nearly all countries and climates. This peculiarity of extensive distribution is not unfre-

quent among aquatic and marsh plants and is well exemplified in the accompanying species of

Drosera, which I have gathered on the banks of the Adyar at Madras, and in the most elevat-

ed marshes of the Neilgherries, fully 8,000 feet above the sea. The Parnassias, on the other

hand, are more tenacious of a cool climate, not one having hitherto been found in Southern

India on a lower level than the table land of Mysore. The one here figured I have only met
with on the Neilgherries, and there only in the swamps and bogs of the higher ranges, as

about Ootacamund, where it is not unfrequent during the rainy season.

As in the case of Flacourtianecs much difference exists among Botanists as to the

place Droseracece should occupy in the natural series and whether Drosera and Parnassia

should be united in the same order, my own impression is in favour of retaining them as now

placed, which is certainly sufficiently in accordance with what is called technical characters,

though it is not improbable that, when more deeply and skilfully scrutinized with the aid of a

good microscope, differences of structure might be discovered, demanding the separation of the

two suborders, of which it is now made up, and their elevation to the rank of distinct orders.

The Droseras are all remarkable on account of their Fern like vernation, that is,

the leaves are rolled up in the bud like the mainspring of a watch and gradually unroll as

they grow, they are further remarkable on account of the glandular hairs with which then-

leaves are furnished, which secretes the viscid juice or dew with which each is tipped, and has

procured for them the English name of Sundew. In this dew insects which happen to settle

on them are entangled, while the leaves contract and retain them. One species (Dioncea

muscicapa) familiarly known by the name of Venus' fly trap, possesses the property of irrita-

bility in a very remarkable degree. It has two-lobed leaves, the margins of which are set

round with bristles and a few scattered on the surface. The moment a fly or any other insect

that may have settled on the leaf touches these middle hairs, the lobes instantly contract on

the intruder and remain contracted so long as it lives and excites, by its struggles to get

away, the irritability of the leaf. It appears from the experiments of Mr. Knight of Chelsea,

that the plant in some way derives nourishment from the insects so caught.
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PROSEREA.-Shb Dew.

Sepals 5, persistent, equal : aestivation, imbricatite. Petals 5, hypogynous. Stamens hypogynous,

distinct, withering, five and alternate with the petals or ten: anthers bilocular, bursting longitudinally.

Ovary one : styles 3-5, slightly connected at the base or distinct, bifid or branched. Capsule 3-5-valved,

oculicide, 1 -celled, or spuriously 3-celled, the dissepiments being formed by the placentas meeting in the

axis. Seeds without an arilles : testa sometimes loose and distinct from the tegmen. Embryo straight

erect, in the axis of a fleshy or cartilaginous albumen.—Leaves alternate, furnished with glandular hairs, with

a circinate vernation. Stipules in the form of cilia? at the base of the petioles.— W. and A Prod.

Of this genus there are now above 60 species described, but none of them possessing much interest

except tothe Botanist as they are generally inconspicuous plants of uifrieuk cultivation, if indeed they can

The one figured is very common in the swampy grounds about Ootacamund, but requires to be looked for as

it is generally concealed by the herbage among which it grows.

Dkosera Burmanni {Vah\ :) stemles* : leaves flower at all seasons, but in greatest perfection dur-

all radical, obovate-cuneate, sessile.veins rel mer months. The clump of plants repre-

sf-apes erect, and rh* calv\ glabrous: seed-coat not sented were selected to show the manner of its

arilliiorm.— IV. and A. Prod. p. 34. growth,but unfortunately were unavoidably not taken

est advantage, though it conveys a good idea of

PARNASSIA.— Grass of Parnassus.

Stamens 10 ; 5 fertile; 5 sterile, opposite the claws of the petals. Stigmata 3-4 sessile. Capsule

4-valved.—Quite glabrous, herbaceous, bog plants. Leaves radical, petioled. Scape with one sessile

foliaceous bractea or rarely naked, dilated immediately under the flower.— W. and A. Prod.

The European Parnasria paltutria is supposed to be the plant referred to by Dioscorides as the

grass of Parnassus, hence the name has been reuiued for the genus which now includes about 12

apecies, five of which are natives of India. Dr. Zinker has published a figure of this plant under the name of

P. Schmidelii in his figures of Indian plants, not being aware at the time that it had been already described.

The genus is readily recognised by the yellow glandular bodies situated between the stamens, and

by sessile the floral le if situa <i on t'a • middle of the flower stalk.

Pabna*su Wightiana (Wall.:) leaves broadly almost every swamp which, during the rainy season
cordate-ovate or ilijgbtlj they ornament with their numerous rather showy

leaves, embracing the flowers, in get iwhst resembling
scape : peta > oborate-ol ,n^, their lower half

ery short, broade and cuneate : sterile stamens about stigmas an i 4 lines of s

horn-likes

/ A. Prod. p. 35.

growing herbaceous

IX.—POLYGALEiE Milk-wort Tribe.

This is a large and rapidly increasing family ; within the last 20 years the nun
ber of its species has been nearly doubled : like the preceding it is truly cosmopolite in i

distribution, species in some form being met with in all climates. Of the increase, the gem
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Polygala has had a large share. When DeCandolle published the first volume of

his Prodromus in 1824, he described 164 species, 30 of which were imperfectly known. In

1842 Walpers, in his supplement to that work, enumerates 120, only twelve of which had

been referred to in the original work.

This order is as universal in the forms it assumes as in its distribution, for here we

find the minute Salomonia not three inches high, and the umbrageous X.anthochymus, a good

sized tree, besides many large shrubs. Among the Polygala's proper, in like manner,we have

some not exceeding a few inches, and rising thence step by step through all grades to the

P. arillata, here figured, which I have seen in the sheltered woods of the Neilgherries near-

ly 20 feet high. The Indian Polygalas except the last are for the most part small, having

little beauty to recommend them to the notice of the florist, many of those from the Cape are,

on the contrary, most showy, and are found in many of the Hill gardens under the name of

CapeBroom and such like misnomers. One of the finest has large Lilac coloured flowers. The

one here figured might, 1 think, be advantageously added to the shortlist of cultivated species.

A few species only of this order have been made available to human wants. The

snake root
(
Pohjgala Senega) of America and the Polygala crotalarioidcs of the Himalays

have both got the credit, among the natives of their respective countries, of being an antidote

to the poison of the snakes. Most of the species are bitter and probably, more or less laxa-

tive as is the case with P. amara which was formerly occasionally used iu medicine but is now

held in small repute.

POLYGALA.- Milk wort.

Sepals 5, persistent, the aA* large and petaloid. Petals 3; th<•ir claws:ill united with the isfaminN

ube the lower or,e (r«m«) !
ieel-nhnped, the two additional oities aborti ve. Stamens .miff d into a

t;l at the base, which ront : anthers opening by a pore. Ovariuni 2-celled ; ovules solitary,

pfihiui, us from the apex of the cell. Capsule 2-1ocular, lo.-ulicide, con Seeds pendulous from the

apex of the cells, pabesa»nt, with a e:mraculftte wrillm at the hilum : ItlbumtQ abundant, fleshy.--Shrubs

icton.s plants Flowers arranged in terminal or axillary racemes.- W. ana 1 A. Prod.

This genus theOth, so abt .muling in sp.cies that, 1 believe, ilot fewer than 300 are to be 1bund in

F.nr ,;>tv1U Herbaria, derr lands but a I >riet notice here. It includes probably up'wards of 30 Indian species

n.-arli a 11 of w hich excep l 1'. ariiuta aie aiuiuiiis or small herbaceous pi without either beauty or

prop-it them to doI ice -several are found on the hills, tcumbent and so hie1 among

the »r:i!ss that Botanic e],-es are requi red to detect them, two or three oi hers are annual, appearing during

is among the long grass and about the borders of coru fields. The flow ers of all these an. small,

varying in colour, yellow', pale pink or approaching to_lilac.

; ramous leafy shrub, varying from 6 t
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X.-CARYOPHYLLACE^.-Chickweed Tribe.

To this family belong, alike the beautiful and much admired Pinks, Carnations,

Piccotees, Sweet-williams,Catch-flies and Corn-cockles and the almost inconspicuous flowered

Starworts and Chick-weeds. In the former division there are no indigenous species found

on the hills, and only three or four of the latter. Tiie one here represented, which is a true

native, is introduced rather to show the contrast, as compared with the gay pinks,the aristocra-

tic members of this Natural family, than for any beauty of its own. Such being the case, it is

unnecessary to dwell long on this order. Of the first division (Silenece) several are cultivated

in our gardens such as Dianthus including carnation, sweet-william, &c, SUene or catch-fly

and Argostemma, or corn-cockle : of the second (Alsinea) several are sufficiently abundant

as weeds, among which may be mentioned the Cerastium or chick weed and Stellaria or

starwort, the Arenaria or sandwort, here figured, rarely met with about gardens but is

abundant on the road side leading to Dodabet, and other equally retired situations.

The bulk of the family is extra-tropical, it therefore seems rather curious that the

Neilgherries should have only one representative that they can undisputedly claim as their

ovfn, All the others being European plants and probably introduced.

ARENARIA.--Sandwort.
Sepals 5. Petals 5, entire. Stamens 10 (or fewer by abortion). Style* 2, 3 or 4. Capsule opening

by 3, usually bipartite, valves. Seeds nun'mns, romi lisli snail. Stipules none.

The plants of this genua are generally m-re weeds

ing extensively, or if growing among bushes climbing amc

isolate, nearly the lei

. ProJ. p. 43.

XL—MALVACEjE.-Mallow Tribe.

This is a large, an 1 in its relations to mam a most important family as supplying

him with food and clothing and medicine. Within the tropics, where they abound, several

species, are cultivated for the first, such as Hibiscus esculentus, canab'mus &c. ; cotton,

one of the products of this family, is employed as clothing in every part of the globe ;

while sundry species of mallow, sida &c, are in request in domestic medicine as emollients, de-

mulcents, and for fomentations in all sorts of ailments,requiring such remedies. Though many

of them rejoice in handsome flowers, a few only have found their way into the flower garden,

among these may be mentioned the splendid Hollyhock (Althaea rosea) the Tree mallows

(M'doppfrifida and malacoides and Lnvntera abarea) the Shu'll mer and changeable rose Hibis-

cus. [Hibiscus Rosa Sinensis and mutabilis). Of these the Uolhhock and Malope, and occasi-

onally alarge species of Mallow, perhaps Mai » ylvalris, ami i pl.ee in the Hill gardens.
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The species of this order found on the hills are not numerous, and most of those

I have observed are also found on the plains. This might be expected as the bulk

of them are of tropical origin. It is not improbable, however, when more carefully investi-

gated, that they may prove more numerous than I at present suspect, for I must plead guilty

to the negligence of having bestowed less attention on this tribe than I might and ought to

have done, in the course ofmy occasional visits to the hills. Had it been otherwise, it is my

belief, I might have found more than two undisputed Neilgherry species with which to illus-

trate the family. One of these, the Mallow, belongs to an extra-tropical family, the other to

a tropical one, having several representations On the plains of India, the best known of which

is the Bandy-kai (Abilmoschus esculenius) the glutinous fruit and round pea like seed of

which is esteemed by many and considered by most people a wholesome vegetable.

The very nearly allied orders Bombacex and byttneriaceos I have not met with on

the table land, if it may be so called, of the hills, and have not in consequence introduced them

here, but several species are found on both the Eastern and Western slopes, shall as Bombax,

eriodendion, two species of Kydla, a species of Microchhna and some others. I may however

remark that further consideration leads me to suspect the species of Kydia I published under

the name of K. cahicina (Icones No. 879) is distinct from Roxburgh's plant, though identical

with the species described in our prodromus under that name, which circumstance misled me

while putting the name to the drawing. The smaller flowers and involucral leaves of my
plant give rise to this suspicion, which, however, I refrain from acting on until I shall have

had an opportunity of comparing specimens of both trees.

MALVA.-Mallow

Calyx 5-cleft, persistent, surrounded by an involuc^l of usually 3, rarely 1-2 or 5-6, more or less

cell?. Carpels several (rarely only 5), capsular, in'dehiscent, I -seeded, circularly arranged round the axis.

Radicle inferior.- W. and A. Prod.

the whole globe, but most abundant in the warmer regions of Europe and about the Cape of good Hope.

The species are herbaceous shrubby or, though rarelv, sin. ill trees with alternate petioled leaves, usually ang-

so constant that, the species have been grouped and distinguished according to that circumstances.a proceed-

ing rare in Botany, owing to the constantly observed tendency of colours of flowers to vary in different plants

of the same species, and even in different flowers of the same plant.

and about
This species, comes nearest to M. verliceJlal

written characters seems amply distiuct.
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ABELMOSCHUS.—AinJrtai.

Calyx 5-Soothed, spathaceous, deciduous, surrounded by a 5-10-leaved often very caduceous involu-

eel. Ovarium 5-celled ; cells with many ovules. Style I, 5 cleft at the apex. Stigmas 5. Capsule 5-

celled, 5-valved, loculicidal, poljspermous. Seeds naked.— W. and A. Prod.

The few plants of this genus, known to De Candolle, were incluled by him in the genus Hibiscus

but referred, along with many other true species of Hibiscus, to his Section Abelmoschus. Subsequent smihors

have not adopted this arrangement. The genus was originally proposed by M. Medicus in 1787 a treatise on

Malvaceae : reduced by D.C. in 1824, and again revived by Dr. Wallich in the letter text of his splendid Plant.

Bamia, (on the plate) a M.s.s.name of Mr. Brown, (in tbe Banksean Herbarium) whose authority leaves no

doubt as to the future stability of the genus.

It now includes upwards of 30 species from India, the Eastern Islands, CipeofGood Hope, New

duncles and largt , usually, yellow flowers.

The plant here figured was some years ago 'published by Dr. Zenker in his Indian plants undsr

the uame of Hymenocalyx, in allusion I suppose to it* delicately membranous calyx, which lies concealed

within the large rough foliacious involucel, until artificially brought to light, owing to the latter spliaing

Bpath-like, along one side only. This structure is so different from what we find in the other species of

regard to the unsuitablenessofseparating this as » distinct genus. It certainly sufficiently accords with
Abelmoschus in most other points, which is adverse to its complete separation, but at the same time, it occurs

pers in his Repertorium Botanicum, apparently influenced by similar views, has referred our Lebritonia
procumbens to Vavonia from which it only differs in having a foliaceous 5-leaved involucrem in place of one
having from 5 to 15 filiform or subulate leaflets. For these reasons I here correct our former err r b
ing this plant to the rank of a subgenus, and making it the type of a section, distinguished by having a spa-
thaceous involucrum enclosing the calyx and tube of the corolla. The involucrum is composed of from 3 to 5
cohering leaves, the flower dissected by the Draftsman seems to have had four, as that is the number shown

pals cohere like the leaves of the involucrum and burst irregularly.
ANGT3LOSUS This is a considerable *«-. _: * _u_.i *-

XII.-EIw£OCARPE,E.

Botanists differ in opinion as to the propriety of keeping up this order distinct from
Tilliacece to which, if distinct, it is assuredly very nearly allied, so near indeed, that I feel dis-
posed to adoptEndlicher's views in considering it a suborder of TiUiacea from which it main-
ly differs in having fimbriated petals, and in the stamens opening transversely across the
apex in place of longitudinally. Distinctions such as these seem scarcely worthy of the dig-
nity of Scxence, when unaccompanied by strongly marked natural characters. These certainly,
are not wanting in the present instance, but seem scarcely sufficient to enable this tribe to be
kept up as a distinct family.

(Wall :) stenis herbaceous, not pri, kly : I

long petioles, )-lobed, ,„a:!y

'M'l'-r M
I

>
:<-.

rigidly and horizontally

petioles: involucel 3-5

tingspath-lik
' capsi

acute, very hi sp'id.—

'

W. imd A. Prod. V. W.
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Considered as a distinct order, it is a small one, consisting for the most part of

trees remarkable for the number and unassuming beauty of their flowers. Several species

are found on the Hills, namely, one very beautiful species of Elceocarpus, perhaps two, though

of that I am still uncertain, and three, if not four species of Monocera, of which the one

here represented is incomparably the most beautiful. I never myself met with it in flower

until this season, and was particularly struck with its beauty, which cannot be transferred to

paper. I found several trees on the bank below Coonoor in full flower in November. Most

of the Elosocarpi have very hard tuberculated seed, about the size and somewhat the shape

of an olive. These the native devotees are in the habit of boring and stringing as beads, which

they constantly wear as a sacred appendage round their necks. The fruit of E. serratus is

eat on the Hills by the natives, as we eat plums, but is a poor substitute.

Calyx 5-sepaIed. Petals 5, cuneate, usually silky on the back, 3-5-cIeU and much laciniated to-

wards the apex. Stamens numerous (25-80) : anther valves unequal ; outer one elongated, tapering and

subulate, much longer than the inner one. Ovarium surrounded at the base by 5 glands, 2-celled : ovules

numerous, in a double row in each cell. Fruit a drape : nut sraoothish or tubercled, 1 2-celled. Seeds

solitary in each cell.—Trees. Leaves lanceolate or cuneate-oblong, serrated or entire.— Jf. and A.

Prod.

One species only of this genus was known in the Peninsula when our Prodromus was published in

1834 namely M. tuberculata, since then I have found that and three others on the Neilgherries, namely

M.ferrugenia, also described by Dr. Jack as a Malayan tree, M. glandulifera Hooker, also found in Ceylon, and

the subject of tlie accompanying figure. The plants composing it were separated from JSlmocarpm princi-

at the apex, occasionally, ornamented with a few hairs. The distinction does not seem to be a good one,

being much too slight for plants in all other respects so nearly allied. As a section or subgenus it would

have been most useful for dividing a large genus, but I do not think it merits the value, as a generic charac-

ter, which has been assigned. The genus has, however, been preserved by the latest writers, Endlicher and

Meisner ; I therefore, in deference to their authority, relinquished my original intention of reducing it to the

rank of a subgenus and calling the plant here figured Elceocarpus (Monocera) Munroii which would, I think,

Monocera Muneoii (R. W. III. Ind. Bot.) gla- large and handsome tree, which I should estimate at

•

i

,_ ,
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riowereTflow^rrdrooping7
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Mpala Uuceotafe l

*J ^•JJ JJT^ f^Jl"' cl^S Monro first

g^eus'Ta^^ found Uin'coo. gaud sent me the 8P«»neus ftom

the

R
toruS very hairy : fruit about the size of an olive. X^^^^^^Sz^tJ^

On the slopes of the large ravine below Coonoor tree^in sacha state " j^™' °b^*
C™*%^y

fruit in February, apparently nearly full grown. A. ought to be united.

XIII.-TERNSTROEMIACEjE.

interesting family of beautiful flowering trees and shrubs is principally re-

ccountofits including the far famed Tea and Camellia shrubs: the leaves of
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the former being celebrated for their peculiar properties and the flowers of the other for their

exceeding; beauty, which obtains for them a place in almost every European green house.

The two species here figured might, by careful cultivation, be almost made to compete with

these in beauty, were it not for their great size, which disqualifies them for house culture, and

they are too tender to stand a European winter, however well they might bear the summer

temperature of Europe. Two other species, Ckm vm and EuryaWightiana,

of this family are also found on the hills, and the latter so generally diffused, that I

have met with it in almost every clump of Jungle from about 5,000 feet of elevation up, to

the top of Dodabet. The aspect of this differs somewhat according to the situations it oc-

cupies ; when found in woods, where it enjoys both shelter and rich soil, it attains the size of

a considerable tree with long lanceolate leaves ; in open ground it has a stunted shrubby ap-

pearance with shorter somewhat obvate leaves. These differences lead Arnott and myself to

consider them distinct species, which a more intimate acquaintance with all their forms in a

growing state does not confirm.

The plants of this family are extensively distributed, being found in Asia, Tropical
America, and, more sparingly, in Africa, probably owing to the flora of the last being less

known than those of the other two. They seem, however, most abundant in the Phillippine

Islands. When the first volume of De Candolle's Prodromus was published in 1824, sixty-

two species only were known, since then the number has been increased to about 200, a
large proportion of which are from the Phillippine Islands, but many also from Tropical
America and Brazil.

The long agitated question as to the origin of green and black Tea has, I believe,

been at length settled by the experience of the Assam Tea Company, proving that they are

the produce of the same plant differently prepared. Anew question has, however, arisen,

which threatens for a time to engage the attention of Botanists, namely, whether the Chinese
and Assam Tea plants are the same or different species. This is a question which one might
suppose could be readily answered, but judging from occasional passing remarks I have s^en

in scientific periodical publications, it would appear otherwise. This, however, is a point on
the discussion of which, I am not prepared to enter, as it would require for its thorough
investigation, not merely perfect specimens of both plants but also an aquaintance

ith them as seen both under Judging a priori,
and without these data, I should infer they were the same originally, but that,
course of cultivation the Chinese one has at length become so altered in appearance that it
can no longer be recognised as the same thing, much in the same way as we find the crab
become the golden pippin

: or, as we find the large leaves of luxuriant mulberries dwindle
into small ones under the operation of daily picking.

It is a curious fact, ascertained through the investigations of modern Chemistry,
that the peculiar vegetable principle from which Tea, Coffee, Coco and Paraguay Tea
derive their nutricious properties is nearly the same in all, and characterized by the large pro-
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portion of azote which it contains. In the Chinese and Paraguay tea, it is quite identical and

has been called Theme from Thea, the Botanical name of Tea ; that of Coffee and Coco being

slightly different, has been respectively called Coffcine and Theobromine, Theobroma

caco bein<* the name of the latter. These chemical investigations have further led to the dis-

covery that the fatty deposits of animal bodies contain a large proportion of Azote and that

azotized foot is necessary for its production : hence it is justly inferred that these beverages are

all endowed with nutritious properties to an extent far beyond what, previous to these dis-

coveries, they were supposed to possess.

Botanically considered, the Tea and Camellia are esteemed species of the same genus

In like manner Paraguay Tea and the common Holly are species of the same genus, but

chemical analysis has not discovered Theine in either Camellia or Holly, a fact that will

perhaps lead Botanists to reconsider the Botanical characters of these genera- before finally

uniting, the former with Thea or the latter with Ilix.

It is said that a species of Eurya is used in Ceylon as tea. There are two species

of Ilix on the Hills, one, of these Ilix dentata is very nearly allied to the Ilix Paraguayemis,

it might, therefore, be interesting to have the leaves of both our Eurya and Ilix analysed to

ascertain whether either might be used as a substitute for the Chinese leaf.

CLEYERA.

Calyx of 5 sepals, with 2 bracteoles at the base. Petal* 5, distinct, with abroad base, alternate

with the sepals : activation imbricated. Stamens distinct, adhering to the base of the petals : anthers ad-

rate linear, dehiscing longitudinally. Style single, crowned by z-3 stigmas. Fruit baccate, 2 3-celled.

Seed's 2 in each cell, pendulous from the summit of the axis, wingless : albumen fleshy : embryo curved.-

Evergreen shrubs with axillary peduncles. Flowers of a moderate sice, white or yellowish.— W. and A.

Prod. p. 86.

Only six species of this genus are yet described, of these one is from China, two Japan, one Japan

and Nepaul, one from Ceylon, and lastly, the one here figured from the Neiljjherries : another is stated

by Dr. Wallicli to be a native of Nepaul, but that has not yet been described. The Ceylon one, first de-

Neilgherry one is a large tree, extensively distributed over the hills.

shelter and rich no t» them, when weakened by being deprived of the greater

the delicate fibres of their roots, which are as truly the organs of nutrition of plants as the stomach

f animals. \\ hen transplanting is attempted, the rainy season, June and July, should be chosen, and

:a selected for removal the smallest that can be found, so as to admit of their being artificially shel-

jm the strong winds which then prevail. Tins is a general principle in transplanting applicable to all

trees and shrubs.

:RA gymnantheea (W. & A.:) glabrous : flowers, flowering in May, June and July, and ripening

-W. mdA Prod.p. 87,

, •
;

; -

liming leares and yellow sidered strong and durable.
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Calyx of 5 rounded coriaceous outwardly-silky sepals, with semilar external deciduous bracteoles

Petals 5, connected together at the base. Stamens numerous : filaments united at the base with the claws,

of the petals (and hence monadelphous or somewhat 5-adelphous, according to the degree of union among

the claws of the petals) : anthers ovate, oscillatory. Styles combined to the apex, crowned with a peltate

4-5 lobed stigma. Capsules 4-5-celled, 4-5-valved, loculicidal. Seeds 2-4 in each cell, attached to the

central column, terminated by a leafy wing: albumen none: embryo straight radicle, oblong : cotyledons fo-

liaceous, wrinkled and plated lengthwise.—Trees or shrubs, with the appearance of Camellia or Thea. Pe-

duncles axillary, 1 -flowered.— W. and A. Prod. p. 87.

Though the number of species of this genus be small, they are widely distributed, Virginia, Carolina,

Jamaica, Nepaul, Ceylon, and the Peninsula have each one or more species. They are all trees or large

shrubs with handsome camellia like flowers. All the Indian species, that I have seen are trees, and the one

here figured often attains a large size.

Gordonia obtusa (Wall.:) leaves cuneate-oblong, A pretty large tree, widely distributed over the

obtuse or with a blunt acumination, with shallow B t of them I have

eerratures, glabrous : peduncles short, not so long as yet visited ; flowering during the rainy season, and ri-

base : stamens somewhat pentadelphous.— W. and A. April.

Prod.

XIV.—OLACINE^.

This is a small family of trees and shrubs, but extensively distributed, as it species

are found more or less abundantly in every tropical country. In regard to its relations to

the other dicotyledonous families, considerable difference prevails among Botanists.

Mirbel, who first established it as a distinct order, placed it among the polypelalous tribes,

in the position it here occupies, near Aurantiacece. Brown had previously placed Olax, the

type of the order, as an allied genus at the end of Santalacea, but differing from true San-

talaceous plants in having both a Calyx and Corolla, and a superior or free ovary similar to

that shown in both Gomphandra and Stemonurus while that of Santalacece is inferior or

adherent to the tube of the Calyx as seen in the accompanying figure of Bursinopetalum.

Nearly all writers subsequent to Mirbel have followed his arrangement. Mr. Bentham in

an admirable Memoir published in 1841, in the Linnean Transactions, coincides in the

view taken by Mr. Brown, a view which is greatly strengthened by my new genus
as well as by Alphonse De Candolle's new genus Hyphocarpus, which has a similar

structure ; for myself, I now feel quite satisfied that the proper station for this order is

beside Santalacece and Baphnoidea in Endlicher's class Thymalaece ; nor do I apprehend the

double floral envelope can offer any solid objection to this arrangement, since the glands in-

serted on the throat of the calyx of Santalum, Daphue, Gnidia, &c, and the calyculus of

Choritrum may all be adduced as instances of analogous structure, while in the much more

important matter of structure of the ovary, ovulum, and seed, the Olacinea? closely associate

with these orders, and have scarcely any analogy with the orders among which Mirbel and

others have placed them. The same remark applies to Loranthaceoe which is truly a

Thymalceous family,

The plants of this order, though interesting in a Botanical point of view, have

little to recommend them to the favour of the amateur. Stemonrus, when in full flower, is
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somewhat ornamental at a distance but the fetor exhaled by the flowers does not encourage

a closer acquaintance. Bursimpetalum is certainly a very fine tree, as seen "rowing in its

native jungles in the humid climate of Sispara, but I am doubtful whether, if transferred to

other situations, it would realize the expectations of the planter.

GOMPHANDRA.— Waff.

Flowers unisexual, by abortion, calyx small, not enlarging in the fruit. Petals 4 or 5 cohering at

innate. Ovary free, 1 -celled with 2 ovules pendulous from the apex, stigma sessile, lobed. Fruit drupaciousi

one-seeded, embryo small in the apex, of a copious albumen, radicle next the hilum.

Large rambling shrubs, inflorescence axillary cymose, flowers numerous in the male, about 3 in

In the rudimentary ovary of the male, traces of two ovules are seen, and the female flowers are fur-

o3.h:\i.:rr,:s

[t's'-em/'iather
downed with the persistent to be an interim- iiale for™ between that variety and

stigma. G. cor iacia, diffsring from the latter in being pentan-
•spects, agreeing,

than pulymor-This large shrub is found in the dense clumps of upon the whole, better with coriaei

jungle about Coonoor, the Avalanche and elsewhere, pha.

8TEMONURUS.—Blume*

Flowers bisexual or dioecious, by abortion, corolla 5, rarely 6, petaled cohering at t hebase. Stamens

5, rarely 6, hypogynous ; anthers introrse two-celled. Ovary free, one-celled ; ovules 2 pendulous. Stigma

obtuse. Drupe one seeded : embryo foliacious, immersed in the apex of a fleshy albumen, radicle superior.

Trees or shrubs ; leaves alternate entire ; flowers axillary small, spicate, cymose, or panicl^d

others, at the end of the order as " genera ' penitus dubea" and from some differences in the character as given

byhim,which,however,do not appear essentia. I, it i i ;i : nay yet be separated to form the

type of a distinct genus. Agreeing, however, as it does, in so many important particulars.with the character ai

drawn by the founder of the genus, I donot feel myself at liberty to constitute a new one while uuacquainted with

everyother species. The other species of the genus, four in number, are all from Java, while this one seems coo-

lined to the Indian peninsula and Ceylon, but is apparently extensively distributed in both, as I have speci-

mens from various stations of both countries. On the Neilgherries it is very abundant and remarkable on

account of the extreme carrion-like fetor of its flowers.whuh often during bright sunshine indicate its proximity

when the tree itself is concealed, by other?, from the sight.

Stemondkus FaJTIDTjs (R. W.) leaves elliptic here represented. From what cause, I am unable

oblong acuminated, venous, to state, the flowers are often all males, for a long

clothed with'short hairs: stamens glabrous : style barium before I got them in sufficient perfection to

about the length of the ovary : drupe succulent olive- enable me to
' he

J™lfM*Z

This, when growing in favourable situations, becon

a large umbrageous tree ; the leaves are of a de

green colour, and when young marked
veins to an extent far beyond what the draftsman 1
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BURSINOPETALUM.-fl. W.

Flowers bisexual superior. Calyx 5-toothed. Petals five, furnished at the apex with an iuflexe

hMentateproce,, estiva.cn valvate, Stands 5, anthers ^^l^'J^^^^-Uh » Bin.l» nv ..lo nendulous from near the apex. Drupe ovoid umbihcate, one ceiiea, one , j
e the cell into two compartments. Embryo small, eccentric, immeised

radical very long superior.

the name, leathery petals) each furnuhed • I iin ftl llw point witn tin

two-celled introrse

.Uerna.eMk Pe„U,m.,uen,a abort ~p~«, »,£.^-^ti™^,^ W «*
attached near the base. Ovary enclosed .Hum the tube thee y ^ ej;_

llS.^uC^^ -P" »' « "*»<" feshj "bumM
'

'he r"dide
'

"ry
'

0DS
'

'" Pr0P0," °

the cotyledons, pointing towards the hilumor apex of the seed.

*•» , ii .!,»«. „f*Vw, «™.pr in its neculiar seed, and from each by many charao
This genus d.ffors from all the est of the order „ ,

pecul .. ,

distitl guished by

ters. It will form with Alph. DeCandolle's genus, Hypocarpus, a new

tipe fruit. In February, when coming into leaf and tint.

XV.-AURANTIACEJ5.-ORANOE Tribe.

This is a small tut beautiful family of tropical evergreen trees and shrubs, found

distributed b some of its forms all over the tropics. The two plants here represented are

on the slopes at a lower elevation. The fruit of both is brought to Ootacamund and sold in

the Bazars and both are considered by the natives quite indigenous. Such being the case

I ought probably to have distinguished them as distinct species which, apparently, they are, m

place of varieties of the same species. The latter course having, however, been adopted

in our Prodromus, I thought it better when putting names to the drawings, to leave

the matter as there stated, rather than create discrepancies between the two works,

the more so, as each variety is so distinguished that the name may be used either

specifically or to indicate a well marked variety. Further consideration has since led me to

take a different view, and I now think 1 should have designated the two plants figured a*

distinct species, under their respective names, Citrus vulgaris, and C. Limetta (by mis a

Limonum on the plate which I request the reader kindly to correct). With regard to the

first, I still feel some doubt as to its being the true C. vulgaris, as the fruit and large leaves

partakemore of the character of a citron than an orange ; but, on the other hand, the leaf stalk
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of the citron is not winged, while here it is, which is considered an important character. This,

therefore, seems to be an intermediate form, if not, indeed, a distinct species ; but the limits

between the species of this genus are so imperfectly denned that I could not help hesitat-

ing before adding to the difficulties which attend their investigation by adding one to the

number, which more extended acquaintance with its forms might afterwards require me to

reduce. Towards the base of the Hills several other Aurantiacious plants occur, such as

Limonia, Glychosmis, Murraya &c. The beautiful and fragrant, but very evanescent flowered,

Murraya paniculata is even occasionally found at an elevation of nearly 5,000 feet. I am

uncertain whether either of these species of citrus would thrive at Ootacamund, but the C.

Limetta certainly does very well when transferred to the gardens at Kottergherry and forms

a most ornamental shrub. The other I have not myself met with in its native place, (the

specimens from which the drawing is taken, having been brought in by a native Collector)

and cannot speak of its fitness as a garden ornament.

CITRXJS.-Orange Lime fr*.

Flowers usually in a quinary proportion. Calyx urceolate, 3-5-cleft. Petals 5-8. Stamens 20-60 :

filaments compressed at the base, and there more or less united and polyadelphous : anthers oblong. Ovary

many-celled ; ovules 4-8 in each cell, one above the other in a double row, pendulous. Style terete. Stigma

of numerous irregular pulpy bags or vesicles, which are mere cellular extensions of the sides of the carpels.

—Trees or shrubs with axillary solitary spines. Leaves reduced to one terminal leaflet jointed with the npex

of the petiole: petiole often winged.

This gemus ivated and its species so well known under the various names of

Shaddock Pumplemose,Orange, Citron,Lemon and Lime,that any remarks on its habits and peculiarities seem

quite unnecessary here.

Citrds vtjlgakis (Risso). Leaves elliptical acute As above remarked, I am doubtful whether this t*

or acuminated, • »1 more or less the true C. 9vi$arit,*oxa*. point* oi the character is

winged, flowers large white : fruit ontnize coloured, a: van-rue with th figure but none of much impor-

roundieh or elighl rind with e ti thout b tter specimens, for comparison,

concave vesicles of oil pulp, acid or bitter. of the true C. nJ^uris than I possess, I could not

Neilgherries on I venture to found a distinct species on these differ-

but possibly raised from seed accidentally dropped by

XVI.—HYPERICINE^E.—Tutsan Tribe.

This is as much an extra-tropical family as the oranges are a tropical one. They

abound in Europe and north America, and the Indian ones are all alpine. Five only have

yet been found on the Indian peninsula, all of which are natives of the Neilgherries : two
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are natives of Mysore but I do not recollect of any below that elevation, and these only on

hills there. The Hypericum Mysorense is perhaps the most common on the hills and is

indeed a very showy plant. The one here delineated is so very rare, that I can only refer to

one station, namely, on a swampy plain, known by the grandiloquent name of" New Eng-

land" near the Devil's Gap above Sisparah, there forming a single clump around two or three

stunted trees. In Europe, the species of this genus are found inhabiting mountains and val-

leys, marshes and dry plains, meadows and heaths, in short are to be met with almost every

where, and always conspicuous, especially towards the beginning of autumn, by their large

yellow flowers, that being the prevailing colour of the tribe.

In its affinities this order is nearly allied to Guttiferae so nearly indeed that many

Botanists unite them and several other families into a class designated Guttiferae, retaining

for the old family, so called ; that of Clusiacea. The genus Xanthochymus almost unites these

two families but is distinct from both, having the flowers of Hypencinece combined with the

fruit and seed of Guttiferce or Clusiaceaz, that is, the flowers are quinary and stamens fascicled in

groups as in Hypericum, while the carpels are one-seeded, and the structure of the seed the

same as in Garcinia. Thus the character of the flower forbids its being associated with Gar-

riniece while that of the carpel and seed are equally opposed to its union with Hypericineai

showing at once, that these two orders are quite distinct, and that it is equally removed from

both. For these reasons I should propose that the genus Xanthochymus of Roxburgh form

the type of a new order to be placed between the other two.

For reasons stated in my Illustrations, vol. I. page 130—31. I still adopt the name

Xanthochymus in preference to Stalagmitis, though opposed by all modern authors, Murray's

genus, as defined by him, being a hybrid, without a species to represent it, made up of a

series of particulars culled from two quite distinct genera and forming, as a whole, such a com-

bination as never met in any plant that ever grew. His Stalagmitis gambogioides the only

species being partly Cambogia Gutta of Linnaeus and partly Xanthochymus ovalifolius

Roxb. Which of the two is it to be taken as the type of the genus ? the one with 4 leaved

calyx 4 petals and 4 lobed stigma; or the one with pentadelphous stamens and 3-seeded berries

—they can't both go together—if the former is chosen then it has an older name, being

Cambogia of Linnaeus : if the latter, pentadelphous stamens and three-seeded berries does

not sufficiently characterize the genus, which has been long ago well defined by Roxburgh

and his name generally adopted. One of these names must assuredly be suppressed and in

my opinion the hybrid one, without a species to represent it, is the one to go.

I. HYPERICUM-^. John's Wort-Tutsan,

Sepals 5, more or less connected at the base. Petals 5. Stamens usually very numerous, united at the base

into 3-5 bundles, rarely somewhat distinct. Styles 3-5, distinct or rarely combined, persistent. Caspule

unilocular or with several cells. Membranaceous, 3-5 valved, many-seeded. Seeds roundish ; seed-coat dou-

ble ; albumen none : embryo with semicylindrical cotyledons.— Herbaceous or shrubby plants. Leaves opposite,

or very rarely (in H. alternifoHum, Vahl, Wall. L. n. 4806) alternate, sessile or nearly so. Flowers either so.

litary, in threes, cymosc, corymbosely panicled, or umballate, usually yellow.— W. and A, Prod. p. 99.
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But few of the species of this genus have been admitted into tl

remarkable as many of them are naturally very handsome, and might, I

improved ; so would H. Hookerianum if it will thrive in the garden, as its flowers are much finer than those

of the other, when seen to advantage, which they are not in the accompanying figure.

Hypericum Hookerianum (W. & A.:) glabrous, Neilgherries in swampy ground, flowering in Feb., and

shrubby, diffuse : stem terete ; young branches com-

and anastomosin iped from the overlapping of the edges of

black dots none : flowers (large) clustered at the ends the petals. It is at once distinguished from //. My-

: sepals roundish-obovate, obtuse,en- sorense by the form
_
and direction of the leaves

very numerous : styles 5, distinct, overtopping the ing and spreading in four directions, in that.

tule 5-celled.— W. and A, Prorf. j>.*99.

XVII.—GUTTIFERAE.—Man gosteen Tribe.

This is a small but very interesting family as being, that from which the Mangosteen

(one of the finest fruits in the world) and the Gambage (a substance quite unique in its

properties) are obtained. So far as the Indian species are concerned, it is peculiarly tropical

in its habits. The Garcinia here represented is one of the least so I have yet seen, growing

as it does, at an elevation of very nearly, if not fully, 6,000 feet, being found in considerable

abundance in the woods about Coonoor.

This family has been divided into four sections, according to characters taken from

the fruit, but, to my mind, nothing could be more unnatural than the combination as it now

stands in the latest Botanical works. The two first sections are Clusiea and Monorobea ;
the

first more nearly associated with Hypericineae than true Guttiferae, having polyspermous

capsules ! as in Hypericum, while the latter having quinary flowers and many-seeded

berries, approaches Xanthochymus / the third section Garcinie combines Garcinea with Xan-

thochymus and Pentadssma, two nearly allied genera, but yet so perfectly distinct from Garci-

nia, that theymight be united into a section or even order by themselves, as genera resembling,

but not true congeners of Garcinea. Mammea, an American genus, seems to associate better ;

but its leaves ha7e pellucid points as in Hypericum, apoint ot structurenot elsewhere found in

this family, and therefore demanding further investigation. The fourth section, Callophyllece,

is more natural, and associates with true Guttiferae in its quaternary flowers and erect ovules.

The whole order, however, requires revision ; for, as now constituted, it is ^distinguishable

from Hypericineae and includes several genera very remotely if at all related.

The two genera here figured belong respectively to the two Indian se

nieae and Mesueae which with Callophjlleae form together the proper types of the&™^
indicated by the quaternary arrangement of their flowers. The only point, so ar as can

learn from written characters, in which they agree with American divisions, u in having

opposite shining glabrous leaves Reasoning from the same data only, written characters, 1
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should suppose Clusieae might, without much violence to affinities, be transferred as a sub-

order to Hypericineae, and Monorobeae be associated with Xanthochymus and Pentadesma

and perhaps, Platonia, to form a new order.

But leaving these discussions which are scarcely relevant to this work, I may pro-

ceed to observe that the genus Garcinea for the most part consists of trees, or large shrubs,

with opposite glabrous highly polished leaves, with few, usually nearly sessile, yellow flowers

in their axils, inhabiting forests, in tracts of country enjoying a warm humid climate.
Hence they naturally abound in Malabar, Ceylon, Tenasserim, the Eastern Islands &c.,but

are almost unknown in the Carnatic, except where, under local circumstances, the above pecu-

liarties of climate are met with—about Courtallum, for example, species of Garcinea, Mesua,
and Callophyllum are not unfrequent, and there the Garcinea Mangostana or true Mangos-
teen has been successfully introduced. Two species of the genus Garcinea are known to pro-
duce Gamboge ; most of the others yield a yellow juice, but not gamboge as it will not mix with
water. The Mesuae yield very hard wood, hence the Java species has received the name of
M.ferrea or Iron wood tree, and the beautiful flowered Callophyllum Inophyllum also yields a
very strong timber, adapted for ship building. There may be other species turned to useful

purposes, but these are the principal.

GARCIN1A.-Mangosteen Tribe.

Flowers monoecious or dioecious. Sepals 4, persist, without bracteoles. Petals 4, deciduous.
WALE.-Stamens numerous, short, inserted on a large fleshy 4-angled or 4lobed receptacle with or without
an imperfect pistillum : anthers 2-ceIled, bursting longitudinally. FEM.-Stamens 8-30, (always ?) imper-
fect

:
filaments distinct, or monadelphous, or 4-adelphous

;
the fascicles alternate with the petals, without

intermediate fleshy glands : anthers destitute of pollen, and usually glandular. Ovary 4-10-celled • ovules
solitary in each cell. Style very short, crowned with a large lobed peltate stigma. Fruit fleshy and juicy,
indehiscent-4-10-celled, crowned with the permanent style. Seeds solitary in each cell.-Trees.- W. and
A. Prod. p. 100.

The species of this genus found in the Peninsula are nearly all, except the one here figured and
G. cmicarpa, found ou the sea coast, or but little elevated above that level. The subject of this notice 1
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crowned with the greatly enlarged style : seed some- tins plant »i

tinct species, where it exists ii

MESUA.-Iron-wood tree.

Sepals 4, persistent, without bracteoles. Petals 4, alternate with the sepals. Stamens

merous, slightly connected at the base into a fleshy ring: filaments filiform: anthers erect

bursting longitudinally. Ovary ovate, 2 celled : ovules 2 in each cell. Style longish : slign
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ous. Flowers terminal or axillary, large, white. Fruit about the size of a small apple.— W. £• A. Prod. p. 104.

This genus is purely Asiatic, and is limited, so far as yet known, to 5 or 6 species : figures of three

of which I formerly published. They are all handsome trees with large pure white flowers. Tha one here-

figured affords a good idea of what they are, when in full flower. They are handsome growing trees with as-

cending rather than spreading branches; the leaves of all <; n<1,perfectly glabrous and, for

Garcinin.. having 4 sepals and four petals, but differ intheovarv. -.wo erect ovules

in each, in place of 4 or more celled with 1 ovule in each.

Callophyllece forms a further descent in that organ, having a one-celled ovary with from one to

four ovules, but agrees in the quaternary flowers, 4 and its multiples being constant. Notwithstanding these

differences in the ovary, both these tribes seem correctly referred, as sub-orders, to Guttiftrce, but taking habit

3 tree I found on the Eastern the original M.fsrrta is an Baatel

he manner adopted by Dr. Lindlay in his School Botany,* along with true Garcinece.

Mesua speciosa. (Chisy) leaves long linear-Ian- plaal '' ftrrtawai op to tl

i D.C. prod.

i below Coonoor,
•

XVIII.—HIPPOCARTIACEiE,

This, like the former, is for the most part a tropical family, or inhabiting the

warmer countries immediately bordering the tropics. The species seem pretty equally

divided between South America and Asia predominating, however, in the former. The addi-

tions which have been made to the order since its publication in De Candolles' Prodromns,

have been principally Asiatic, which have materially tended to equalize the numbers for the

two countries. At that time, 1824, the American ones exceeded the Asiatic and African

species by more than a half, now they are nearly equal. It is not to be supposed that a

family so tropical in its habits should abound on the Neilgherries, and such experience

proves, as the one figured is almost the only species I have found at a considerable elevation.

This shrub I found at Sisparah at an elevation of, I think, about 5,000 feet, at a lower elevation

two or three others are found, but these come within the tropical range.

. working of the naturals
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The principal peculiarity of tins order lies in the stamens, the filaments of which

are much dilated at the base and adhere by their margiags, forming a cup, which incloses

the ovary. This peculiarity has led to their being placed at a considerable distance from

Celaslrine®, though in reality very nearly related. The two Indian genera are separated by

three well marked points of structure. In Wippocratea the anthers open across the apex,

the fruit is capsular, and the seed are winged. In Salacia the anthers open longitudinally,

the fruit are baccate, and the seed wingless. They also differ in habit, in the former the

flowers are panicled, in the latter, fascicled in the axils of the leaves.

Of the genus Salacia De Candolle described 12 species in 1824 ; between that date

and 1842, 19 were added to the list, and the one here figured makes twenty, being equal to

an increase of 160 per cent in twenty years. The number of new species throughout the

vegetable kingdom generally, discovered in that time, certainly does not equal that average,

though I believe it may with perfect safety be estimated at from 70 to 80 per cent. A most

extraordinary fact, as affording a conclusive example of the very engrossing influence this

most fascinating science is capable of exerting over the human mind, to have called forth

such an astonishing amount of mere animal exertion, exclusive of the dangers surmounted and

privations endured by its votaries, in the prosecution of their favourite pursuit. Linnaeus in

1760 knew about 8,000 species, and estimated that 10,000 would comprise the flora of the

world, 68 years after in 1828, Sprengel defined, in his species plantarum, 60,000, and now in

1845, descriptions of not fewer than 100,000 are scattered through our Botanical literature,

and probably fully 20,000, still undescribed species, already exist in the Herbaria of Europe.

At this rate, I believe, we may at a moderate computation, estimate the flora of the world at

over 200,000 species.

SALACIA.

Calyx 5-cleft. Petals 5, inserted between the torus and the calyx. Stamens 3, inserted on the top

of the torus or between the torus and ovary : filaments flat, distinct : anthers adnate 2-celIed ; lobes divaricat-

ing at thebaic, . Ovary 3-celled : ovules 2 or more in each cell. Style short,

stigma obsoletely 3-Iobed. Fruit indehiscent, fleshy, often 1 -celled from abortion. Seeds solitary in each

cell, wingless, covered with pulp—Sbrubs or small trees. Flowers in axillary corymbs, or more frequently,

from the abortio,a of the common peduncle, on simple 1-flowe red pedic.sis Kiting from a simall axillary

tubercle ; rarely (ever ?) in axillary tlicliotomous panicles— W. and A. Prod. p. 104.

The sp Eciesof this genus an! for the most par t rambling; shrubs with numerous smal 1 aggregated
axillary flowers £md several with large i fruit. The seed of this species and <>f our S. obtonga are large, fleshy

masses without a ny appearance of cotyledons or radicle
,
so that tl ructure, whatever ths.tmaybe,will

require to be maiie out by causing the seed to vegetate,
i

a method which ][ neglected to adopt iit the time of
obtaining the specimens and am now unable to state w.hat it is.

Salacia macrosfekma (R. W.) a idiffuse, rambling This ( pedes seeims nearly allied to my S. verrucosi
lon-.idiipnc, acumii Iv. * ,!l

glabrous: flowe rs numerous, fasiclled, short pedi-
lobed fringed with

din words. The str

in each : fruit amply distinguish il i , m m\ -V.

;, few seeded : seed
i conspicuous radicle

J^t:d
\

,;

r Sisp.nai, (W.ing,
»wu fruit m April.

and at the same . there they are nume,rous, forming
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XIX.—SAPINDACE.E.

This is a large order, exceedingly tropical in its habits, and interesting in an econo-

mical point of view from several of its species affording edible fruit, and others the well

known detergent known under the name of soap-nut. The Lichi and Ramboatan are exam-

ples of the former, the fruit of several species of Sapindus supply the latter. It is not, how-

ever, my intention to dwell on this order, as, with one or two exceptions, all the species be-

longing to it are found on the plains or lower slopes ; and being, therefore, purely tropical

plants, scarcely come within the scope of these remarks on alpine vegetation. One species

of the family, Dodonoea viscosa, certainly does ascend to the higher levels ; but being much

more abundant on the plains, and having no other peculiarity beyond its power of adaptation

to different climates to reecommend it to our consideration, need not be further noticed

here. It may however be remarked, in passing, that it differs from most of the other plants of

the family, in having simple, not compound leaves, the predominant form in this order, and in

having no corolla. The want of a corolla is probably of less note than the other, as the flowers

generally are unsymraetrical, parts being wanting or irregularly formed. The ovary is pretty

constantly 3-celled, which, combined with the irregularity of the flowers, forms the prin-

ciple distinguishing character of this family. This, however, is not constant, as in the genus

Schmidelia two cells is the usual number. The following character and figure of that genus

will serve to illustrate these peculiarities of the order.

SCHMIDELIA.-7/isj.

Sepals 4, unequal. Petals 4, the fifth or superior one deficient, and its seat vacant, either naked on

the inside or usually furnished with a scale above the unguis. Disk incomplete, with 4 glands opposite the

petals. Stamens 8, inserted ou the receptacle, and connate round the ovary at its base. Ovary usually 2-,

Sometimes 3-lobed : style from between the lobes of the ovary, 2 3- cleft, the segment* recurved, longi-

tudinally stigmatose on the inside. Fruit indehiscent, 1 -2, or rarely 8-lobed :

ill, in axillary r

The species of this genus are generally somewhat rambling shrubs, and when

climbing among the trees and bushes often to a considerable height. When growing ii

are low bushy shrubs. They resemble each other so closely that their discriminant

difficult. The one here represented affords a striking example of this fact; a passing

published by Rheede in the Hortus Mnlabaricus about 150 years ago, and yet, from thi

Cobbe with the addition " not good" which is most true, but for the plant here figured it

therefore dedicate I the species to the memory of the original discoverer, feeling quite ce

time, that ii i 8 his plant, partly from its likeuess to his figure, and partly from having found

Tell as on the hills.

owing in thi ckets

open ground, tbey

is generally Boat

jod figure of i t was

vv. his

writer on Indian

a synonym for S.
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1DELIA BHEEDFt (R. W.)

luury : r-aljx glabr-nis 4

!, ],;rr:»: ,

ith 4 fleshy glands at tlie t

, style compressed ending

n diffuse 6hrub, all stigmas, berry ti

etals 4 spathulate I have seen by

in two spreading racemes.

to, or, by abortion, o

glabrous : cotyledons, 1

mentoTand'V'tne
1

XX.—MILLINGTONTACEjE.

This small order, consisting of a single genus and five or six species, was first esta-

blished by Mr. Arnott and myself in our Prodromus of the Peninsular Flora. The species are

all large trees ; and though there are but five known, they are widely distributed over India;

3 are found in Ceylon, and, proceeding northward, extend as far as Nepaul and Simla, and east-

wards, to Silhet, Mergui, and Java, how much further I have yet to learn. Of the five known

species, two certainly are found on the hills in great abundance, and probably another,

though I have not yet observed it, which I found on the hills in the Madura district. Both

the Neilgherryones grow at great elevations abounding about Ootacamund, and more rarely

descending so low as Coonoor or Kottergherry,

The natural affinities of this family associate it in many points with Sapindace,

from which indeed it seems scarcely distinct, as shown by the circumstance of M. Arnottiana,
which was described from fruit only, being by us referred to that order under the name
Sapindus microcarpus, in allusion to its small fruit as compared with other Sapindi ; but, at

the same time, I doubt whether, in tracing its affinities, sufficient attention has been bestow-
ed on the examination of its relationship to Anacardiaceae with which it most strikingly

agrees in habit as well as in various points of structure. Both the hill species are large

handsome trees, and, when in flower, very conspicuous, owing to the large panicles of their

minute white flowers strongly contrasting with the deep green of their foliage.

One curious circumstance may be noted in regard to this small genus, the occur-

rence, namely, in it of simple and compound leaves. In families having both forms the

simple leaved species usually have a jointed footstalks, indicating that it is simple by the

abortion of some of its parts ; in the simple leaved Millingtonias, no such joint exists ; hence

they are truly, not apparently, simple.

As there is but one genus in the order, the ordinal character is substituted for a

generic one, there being no other with which to compare it to establish distinctions between

them. The following, therefore, is the character of the order as well as of the genus.
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MILLINGTONIACE,E.-i?oa;J.

Sapals 5, persistent, unequal, somewhat in a double series : aestivation imbricative. Petals 5, in-

n the margin of the receptacle, deciduous, alternating with the sepals, of two kinds ; three outer

jicular, entire, with an imbricative aestivation ; two interior smalle r, acutely bifid, resembling scales.

1 5, opposite to the petals, and slightly united to them at the very base: three exterior sterile, op-

> the larger petals ; two interior fertile, opposite to the bifid petals: filiments of the fertile stamens

ther-cells globose, dehiscing transversely, placed side by side on the inner side of the saucer-shaped

Qvary ovate, 2-celled ; ovules 2 in each cell, superposed. Style simple, short, and thick. Stigma

peduncles that are arrauged along the horizontal branches of the panicles.— W. and A. Prod. p. 1 15.

(Wall.) 1

XXI.-AMPELIDE^.-GRArE vine tribe.

In an economical point of view this is an interesting order as being that which

yields the grape vine ; but this, the Vitis vinifcra, is the only species belonging to the family

of any real value to man. The Fox-grapes of America are used there for some pur-

poses but can hardly be considered an exception to the rule, and still less can an Indian

species from which, in Mysore, vinegar is sparingly prepared. In a Botanical point of view

the family possesses considerable interest on account of the differences existing among Bota-

nists both as regards its affinities, with other orders, and the difficulty which has been expe-

rienced in finding generic characters under which to arrange its numerous speeies.

It is not my intention here to dilate on either of these points, I shall therefore

content myself by observing that its true affinities, as shown by uniformity of habit and struc-

ture of the flowers and seed, are unquestionably with Jraliaceoe, and through them to Umbel-

lefercB, but, differing from both in the free, not adherent, ovary. The climbing habit, and

especially, the mode of union of the leaves to the stem, combined with the vaiuate estivation

of the petals and albumenons seed, all point to this relationship which is only opposed by the

solitary difference of the superior ovary, or, in other words, the calyx being less developed

and not adhering to the ovary. Influenced by these views, Endlesher has, in his genera

plantarum, placed this order next Araliaceae as suggested by Lindley ; DeCandole also points
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out this relationship, but being trammelled by the necessity of adhering to the artificial portion

of his system, which groups families according to the more obvious structure of their flowers,

had to place it among those with inferior or hypogynous flowers, though he saw that the true

affinities connected it with perigenous orders.

The generic characters employed to divide this family are very unsatisfactory ; and,

as remarked by Mr. Brown, are hardly sufficient to supply sectional divisions. Cissus is

separated from Ampelopsis, by having quaternary flowers, while Ampelopsis has quinary,

those two genera being in all other respects the same. Viiis again, which also has quinary

flowers, is distinguished from Ampelopsis, partly by the habit of the plants, namely, the com-

pound coriacious leaves of the latter, and partly by the dehiscence of the flowers. In Cissus and

Ampelopsis they expand from the apex as in most other plants while in Vitis the petals adhere

so firmly at the apex that they generally separate from the base and fall off as one, like an extin-

guisher, so that a Vitis whose flowers by any chance open from above, becomes an Ampelopsis'

and an Ampelopsis by an opposite chance, becomes a Vitis. On these grounds, Dr, Wallich

in his catalogue referred the whole there named to one genus, Vitis, a course in which we

followed him in our Prodromus ; and for the same reasons, I refer the accompanying figure to

the genus Vitis, adding the as a sectional name Ampelopsis, on account of its quinary flowers

dehiscing from the apex. Two other peninsular species are referrible to the same section,

namely, Vitis tomentosa and Vitis indica of our prodromus.

lie centre, and surrounding the lower

tort ring (expansion of the torus) upon

nclosed within the to-us
i
2-(or occasionally 3) celled. Ovi

Berry 1 2- (or occasionally 3-) celled, t-seeded.—Peduncles usually changed,

All the species of this genus are rambling shrubs growing among trees and bushes, and, aided by
tendrils, generally ascend to the top of their supports before they begin properlyto flower. The Tendrils in

rity they develop and become clusters of flowers. In Cissus and some species of Ampelopsis they are either

all tendril or wholly fioriferous; in the true .vine they are partly both, that is, each cluster has a tendril, which
is not the case in Ctssus or the accompanying Ampelopsis, though both the others abovenamed have cirriferous
peduncles.

Vitis (Ampelopsis) Neilgheeriensis (R. W.) are sometimes coloured of a deep crimson : those

* '

'
. ,

late.a one, uneq.n. M-led. like! e centre o mim- mtiie &,„„ „f
in a slender str, .inal ped.n- the leaflets, .,-

.
. ply serrated, and

ekft, longer than the leaves: flowers pentaudruus, pe- ,«. The vena-
talsdi8t.net. tioaoftfaeh , My and shows

This species I
r and Nedda- at once they are distinct Sj

I fruit. The under surface of the leave*
: specimeus.
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XXIL—BALSAMINE^S.—Balsam trii

Most of the families we have hitherto considered have shown a marked tropical or

extra -tropical tendency, the one we are now about to consider may be viewed as possessing a

transition character, being found in both the temperate and tropic zones. But though much

more abundant in the latter than the former, its species are only found in perfection during the

rainy and cool seasons, and it is in the more elevated and cooler regions they most abound.

In illustration of this statement, I may mention that upwards of 20 species are found on the

Neil cherries, of which only two or three are iound to descend to the plains, and these only

towards the western slopes, where their growth is promoted by the humidity of the climate.

On the Pulney range, in like manner, where, during the autumnal months, a cool and

humid climate prevails, I found ten or twelve species. On the more elevated portions of

Ceylon they also abound during the rainy season. Thence they extend northward far as

the Himalayas, always selecting the rainy and cool seasons as those during which they

attain their greatest perfection. To the few met with in Europe the same observation holds

true. Hence, though India may be looked upon as the head quarters of the family, they

may still be considered a transition order as they are but sparingly found in the warmer

regions, and then only during the coolest seasons.

Much has been written on the structure of the flower of these curious plants, and

very different views taken of the nature of the parts of which they are composed until pro-

fessorKunth published his explanation which, for a time, was generally adopted ; he sets

out with the assumption that they are throughout quinary in the number of their parts, on the

ground that they have 5 stamens and 5-celled ovaries. On this point there can scarcely be

two opinions. The question then comes to be, how are we to discover 5 sepals and 5 petals

among the six apparent parts of which the flower is made up. It is done thus, take, for exam-

ple, Impatiens fruticosa. The upper two-lobed petal-like piece he considers 2 sepals soldered

together : the lower spurred piece he also considers a sepal, and then there are the two lateral

sepals, making in all 5-vi, 2 upper, 2 lateral, and 1 inferior. Witta these are two la era *

lobed petals : each of these he considers two soldered together, making four petals
:

he

5th, which should stand between the two upper sepals, he supposes wanting, or so united

with them that it does not appear if present.

This explanation of the structure of the parts of a Balsam flower, though generally

adopted at first, did not long remain undisputed. Professor ^.^J^?"
view of the parts of the flower, and of course gave a different explanation rf*.«~»*£

one not so easily explained, except to persons conversant with descnp ions o Botan cal

rl Heq 1 y considers the flower a quinary one, but in place of considering the

upper two-lobed parjtwo united sepals, he thinks it the odd petal. Thespur he considers,

the odd sepal, then the lateral sepals as one pair, and two scales often absent
;

but when p e-

sent, situated at the base of the odd petal, as the other pair :
then the Globed lateral petals

he,like Kunth, considers, each, two united, making four, which,added totheabove com *

the number. The rarity of the scale-like sepals and their minuteness, when present, .eems
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adverse to this view : further, he requires that the spur, which is invariably pendulous, and

the part of the flower most remote from the axis or stalk that bears it, that is when placed

horizontally, should be considered, not normally so, but by a twist of the pedicel, and that i

I position is posterior c He, therefore, like Kunth, views the spur as the

odd sepal, but thinks its proper position should be posterior next the axis, while Kunth con-

siders it anterior or remote from the axis. Analogy and the position of the bracts are m

favour of Roeper's view, the odd sepal of both Tropeoleae and Geraniacece, two very nearly

related orders, being posterior and often spurred. Should the odd sepal of Bahaminece

prove anterior, then it will stand, in that respect, in the same relation to these

other orders, as Leguminosa does to Rosacea, if posterior, they may all be united

into a class. Should Roeper's view prove, as I believe it will, the correct one, it will go

far to unite the four orders, Bahaminece, Geraniacece, Tropcelea and Oxalidea into one great

family, all having the same arrangement of the parts of the flower, all, except the last, having

spurred sepals, and in all the spurred or odd sepal posterior. Dr. Lindley, in his school

Botany, seems to take an opposite view of Geraniacece ; as, in his diagram, he represents the

odd sepal anterior, which is, I find, an error, perhaps of the printer. As such discussions are

not easily followed without the assistance of figures, I shall introduce into the next part an

nndescribed species which I lately found, adding diagrams explanatory of the above descrip-

Thoush thus affording an admirable field for the display of Botanical ingenuity,

the plants of this family have nothing to recommend them to our attention except their

beauty as flowers, and it is certainly surprising to me that they are not more prized by the

florist, the common Balsam, Impatiens Balsamina, being the only one I have seen in culti-

vation, a distinction which, when double, it well merits. Many other species, however, are, in

theirnatural state, much finer than the wild Balsam, and would, I believe, become much finer

flowers if cultivated with equal care, such I conceive would be the case with either I. fruticosa,

I. scapiflora or /. fasciculata, all most common on the hills during the rainy season,

the latter ornamenting every swamp and ditch side with its numerous large rose-coloured

There are but two genera of this order, Impatiens and Hydrocera. The species of

the former are very numerous ; of the latter three or four only are yet known. Those of the

former extend from the equator as far into the Northern temperate zone as Denmark ; two

are found in North America ; Eastwards, they extend to Java and China, while a few are found

in Southern Africa ; of Hydrocera, three species only are known, one Indian, frequent in

Tanjore, Malabar and Ceylon, one from Java and one from Madagascar. I have only found

the Indian one on the plains, never assuming an alpine character.

IMPATIENS.-BaZ*am.

Sepals 5, apparently only 4 from the union of the two upper ones. Petals 4, apparently only 2

from the union of each of the lower to each of the lateral ones. Filaments 5, more or les* united at the

apex : anthers opening longitudinally or transversely. Ovarium 5-celled ; cells formed by membranous
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,,s C<;

I A. Prod. p. 135.

our original generic character founded on Kunth's explanation of I

DCQtS. Seeds n

(D. C.) met, branched : br;

es villous, gla ; !r;

- Joi

3 rrect designation oft

rger, spurred or saccs

peduncles glabrou

i:z;S
i*J -ovate, acumifl th« >pe* : Dump woods about Pycarah, flowering July and
stigmas combim ; August. Plaut from 8 to 12 inches high, leaves from

wrs from 10 to 20. Petals ap-

gre

B

branch as richly covered with flowers as the fi

This species is well adapted for showing the

pound nature of the lateral petals.

tu

Impatiek 8 scap,jloka (Heyne) glabrousis

cordate, the lo the leaves, villous : posterior sepals mucil

...
.

.

in fruit hecomint; derlexcd : later ,1 ... I,.glabrous.— W. and A. Prod. p. 138.

s'j
ei,,nga:ci

•im
i

fli
duri

h
s,iie

r
i"y sea *

a»>! A. 1 rod p. 137. the year near springs, where the ground is alw.iys wef.

This yery beau: ful but unusual form ol Bali

the iijiper nm<;e v,i Hills, but is most plentiful petals and of a saccate not spurred sepal.

about Dodabet, October or
November, but is September
« >n it >| ,, .- Impatiens mconspicujl (Benth.:) branched,
"ft comf mud petals t 3 lobzd, atforuing a useful dill se, g!al us b res op *ite, neat v sesbiie,

specific character. from oval to i.v cordate at the

base, remotely and slightly hri>tle-serrated ; under

..:.-':•-
erect racemose Reded,— W, ad A* Frvd.p. 139.

long pedicelled, from the axil of a small subulate
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This minute and little known species I have only obtuse, the upper lobes a little shorter than the larger

t ..-..: i" I.--..:.::'
. : -..:: ' ' ' - ^ ' "•

ately beyoud and to the south of Elk Hill : in the Western »1< - *bout 5 miles

Utter Station among craggy exposed rocks. It flowers Ming in January

in November, and, but for its abundance where it does and February.

-row, would indeed be truly inconspicuous. This I dedicate this species to mv friend George Gardner

like the preceding, mteudent of the Royal Botanic Garden,

petals aud saccate not spurred sepals. €e>lon, who ing the delightful

excursion, in the course of which we found this and

erect, branched ranches as un<r, almost gla- Owing to the delay which has taken place in the

brous : leaves alternate, short petioled, ovate lanceo- .
-ve been enabled to introduce

late, acuminated, acute at the base, glabi its proper place,

padicels solitary, shorter than the. leaves; LiiciaL greater part of the plates for which are already printed,

sepals minute, caducous: spur slender, tapering, In the plate will he found two sets of diagrams A.
— J pwards: cap- and B. elu< 'd n g e\ vs of Messrs. Kunth and

, pointed, few- Roeper explained above— A. representing the posi-

i A. Prod. p. 136. tion of the parts as understood by Kunth B. as under-

This is one of the most common species on the stood by Roeper. In these diagrams the dark lines

Hills, being foumi i.uir it i.a.n represent the parts respeetiv y calk

In shady woods and the petals. From these it will be seen at a glance

moist soil 1 have seen it fully 8 feet high. It is so that, while Kunth allows only four petals, united by

, • -,,. .......-.-,;.:,,
. .

.: ,
,

... • • •
• , ,-

: T

of /. latifulia pink and considerably larger. present ; the upper or posterior compound sepal of

JmpatiENS GardnbrianA (R.W.) diffuse, glabrous, on the supuo- has got a twist

Ferratures bristl pointed : pedicels solitary, longer than ahird tribes. And is still further supported by the

the leave.;, filiform : lateral sepals ovate, m is simply a regular flowered

a filiform spur as
, marked so as to show, by the correspond-

Lous at the point; posterior about the length of the ing letters, the parts indicated in the diagrams : the

posterior lobes of the petals : petals obovate, very other figures require no explanation.

XXIIL—PITTOSPORIJE.

This is a small family scarcely including, so far as yet known, 100 species. It may

with propriety be considered extra-tropical, though many of its species are found within the

tropics, since the bulk of the family is from the extra-tropical portions of New Holland, and

the tropical ones only occur on the more elevated alpine regions. Three species at least, there

may be more, are found on the Neilgherries ; one abounds on the Shervaroy H ills, two are found

on the more elevated regions of Ceylon ; while I do not recollect having once seen one on the

plains or subalpine parts of India. Mr. Brown in 1814 stated that the species of Pittosporum

had a very wide range in both the northern and southern hemisphere, occurring in New

Holland and the islands of the southern Pacific ; in the Moluccas, China, Japan, and even in

Madeira in the northern. Since then, the number of species has been nearly quadrupled,

extending their range from Nepal southwards through India to Ceylon, the Mauritius, Cape

of Good Hope, and Canaries.
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In regard to the affinities of the order, Meisner has well remarked ' f ordo valde adhuc

insert* sedis." Brown, adverting, I presume, for I have not his paper to ascertain, to the

fact that some of the species of Pittosporum had been referred to Celastrus, remarked, when

indicating the order, that it is widely different from QelastrinecB and Rhamnea*, but did not

mention its affinities. De Candolle, in adopting the family, placed it beside Polygalece which it

certainly approaches through Xantlwphyllum. Ach. Richard thinks it alied to Rutacca by

a crowd of characters. Lindley adopts this view in the first edition of his Natural System, but

groups ifAmpelideae an&Olacmeae in his second, two orders, by the way, not very closely allied

to each other. Arnott, in our Prodromus, placed it next Celastrineae, an arrangement which

has been adopted by both Meisner and Endlicher. This, I dare say, is as correct a view as

any of the preceding, but still the relationship seems far from being near. In their flowers,

Pittosporeae, judging from Pittosporum alone, seem to approach Rutaceae, while their 2-celled

ovaries erect ovules and very minute embryo at the base of a copious dense horny albumen,

more nearly associcate them with Vitis : with Olax it appears to me, the relationship is

In regard to the properties of the order little seems to be known. One yields

finely veined timber, and the fruit of another is eatable. The seed of all the Pittosporums I

know, are enveloped in a viscid resinous secretion exhaling a strong turpentine odour, which

is also given out by the leaves when bruised.

PITTOSPORUM.

Sepals 5. Petals 5, the claws approaching each other, and forming a tube, Capsule 2-3-valved, I-

eelled, the valves bearing the placenta, along their middle or at their base. Seeds covered with a resinous,

pulp—Shrubs with persistent entire leaves.— W. and A. Prod. p. 153.

This genus, as already stated, has, within the last 20 years, been vastly extended. In 1824, DC. gave

character, of 11 species ; in 1844, Walpers compiled a supplementary list of 41, which had been published in

the interval, and, beyond doubt, there are still many unpublished species remaining to be added. One, if not

two, I have in my Hill collections, but not yet determined. Both the Ceylon ones will, I suspect, also prove

distinct from the Indian ones when opportunities occur for their comparison. The one here figured is com-

mon in the clumps of jungle about Ootacamund, flowering abundantly in February and March. The fruit re-

PrTTosPORDM tetraspeumum (W. & A,:) leaves from dry specimens. The stigma is 4, not _-looi

and the capsules arc somewhat compressed. 1 he lot

might easily have happened, and the capsules are

..-: :/.. ..... '-
'

' -

I flowers in a terminal

sessile umbel
;
peduncles aggregated, u <-.

.

I'-ii: petals linear: .v:uy hairy: style glabrous: of the seed does not represent the embryo which t

eimated at debase of the 'seed. P.'Neilgherrei

is also found in the jungles about Ootacamund a

Pvcarrah ; a third ir.idescribed species is tound

Sisparab, all of which are in flower at the same tii

(bed : ovules 2 in each cell : capsule

nearly globose, scarcely compressed, 4 seeded;

valve* thick-curi.iceous.~- W. and A. Prod. p. 154.

^wet-in!; in Fehruan i>i M.in Hi* figure differs
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XXIV.—CELASTRINE^.

This family, though including only about 250 species, has a very wide range, every

quarter of the globe claiming some of them as its own. From the equator they extend

on either side far into the temperate zone, and, though frequent within the tropics, are still

more abundant beyond them. Though, to this extent, an extra-tropical family, I feel yet

disposed to view it as pretty equally divided, or probably even the tropical forms predomi-

nate as a tropical climate prevails many degrees beyond the tropic. The extra-tropical ten-

dency, however, of so large a portion of the order may perhaps account for their frequency

on the Neilgherries. Here we find Turpinia, three or four species of Euonymus, 4 or '6 of

Microtropis several of Cdastrus and high on the slopes Pleurostylia and Eloeodendron, Since

the publication of DeCandolle's Prodromus the number of described species has been doubled.

He divided the order into three tribes or sub-orders, Staphyliacece, Celastrinece and Aquifolia-

cece or llicinece. More recent writers have elevated each of these to the rank of distinct

orders. This arrangement I only partly adopt here.

The distinction between Staphyliaceae and Celastrineae rests principally on habit,

the former having compound, the latter simple, leaves. Beyond that I can discover no essen-

tial difference, and that, judging from analogy, seems scarcely deserving of having so high a

value assigned to it. As a sectional character it is good, but scarcely amounts to an ordinal

distinction, I have therefore preserved DeCandolle's section in preference to adopting

Lindley and Bartling's order, though the latter has been taken up by Endlicher and others.

Aquifoliaceae, on the other hand, have been removed from this to the following sub-class,

on account of a difference in the position of the petals and stamens relatively to the ovary.

In all the preceding orders these parts are said to be Hypogynous, that is, attached

close under, or, as it were/round the neck of the ovary, and not into the calyx. In this and the

following they are attached to the calyx, distinct from the ovary, and hence are said to be Peri-

gynous, that is placed round about (not under) the pistil. In the former, the sepals may, and

sometimes do, drop leaving the corolla and stamens, in the latter that cannot happen : here

they may, and generally do, fall leaving the calyx, but the calyx cannot fall, leaving them.

In the perigynous orders the calyx is moreover generally more or less tubular at the base,

and lined with what is called a disk or torus to which the petals and stamens are attached.

DeCandolle, availing himself of these structural differences, has grouped together all the

orders in which they are found to form his sub-class of Calyciflorae, in contradistinction to the

Hypogynous orders, ofwhich he forms another sub-class under the designation of Thafami-

florae.

His third tribe Aquifoliaceae differs from the rest of the order in having a mono-
petalous hypogynous corolla bearing the stamens : it has therefore been removed, and form-

ed into a new order, under the name of Uicineae^nd placed in the next sub-class distinguished

by having their petals cohering, forming a Monopetalous Corolla, with an inferior attach-

ment, which he has distingushed by the name of Corollifloreae.

These explanations of this part of DeCandolle's system I have deemed necessary, to

show the grounds on which more recent observers have departed from the arrangement
of that great Botanist, in removing one of his sections to form a distinct order in a different

sub-class.
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TDRPENIA.

Flowers polygamous or bisexual. Calyx 5-partite, persistent. Petals 5. Toms discoid, with a free
lO-crenulated margin. Stamens 5, inserted under the margin of the disk, alternate with the petals : anther,
ovate, dehiscing longitudinally. Carpels 3, follicular, at first distinct or separable, soon combining into one
ovary, lower part immersed in (he disk : ovules 2-8 in each carpel. Styles 3, separable. Stigmas patent,
flat, cuneate. Fruit baccate, 3-celled (or with fewer cells by abortion). Seeds 1-3 in each cell bony
and shining, truncated at the hiium, fixed along the axis or to its apex. Albumen fleshy.-Tree,
or shrubs. Leaves opposite, unequally pinnated ; leaflets coriaceous, glabrous, stalked, ovate or oblon*
acuminated, serrated. Flowers white, p micled : branches of the panicle alternate (in the American specie")
or opposite (in the Indian).— W. and A. Prod. p. 156.

Only 5 species of this genus are yet known, one of which, is a native of Mexico, two
inhabit Jamaica, and two India. One occurs at Newera Ellea in Ceylon, apparently distinct from, but very
nearlj related to, ours; both are moderate sized, very.ramous trees, the leaves pinnate, with from 3 to 5 leaflets,

and corymbose inflorescence.

Turpinia nepalensis (Wall.:) leaflets 3-5, oblong A very common tree on the Hills, and to be found
niches of the more or less perfectly in flower at all seasons, but in.

j
'

3, or occasional!, ry (immature) attains a considerable height ; but its branches when

middieV'h 3
y

' "??"* °
U

-

l ' e °Utsid* above the il has r00ra t0 8Pread »
extend on a11 sitl es forming

styles), about 3-seeded : see^is pendulous : radicle
Buperior.— W. and A. Prod .p. 156.

MSONYMVS.—Spindle tree.

Calyx 4-5-parted. Petals 4-5, sessile. Torus a fleshy orbicular disk. Stamens 4-5, inserted or.

the surface of the disk, between the margin and ovary : base of the filaments persistent, and forming glandu-

lar projections on the torus: anthers with a thick coanectivum at the back, opening transversely or longitu-

dinally. Ovary immersed in the disk, with as many cells as petals : ovules 2 in each cell. Style short and

thick. Stigmas united into one, obtuse or lobed. Capsules 4-5-celled, 4 5-vaIved, loculicidal. Seeds 1-2

opposite. Peduncles axillary. Flowere occasionally with a fourth or fifth part additional.— W. and A.
Prod. p. 160.

This is a large genus inhabiting Europe, Asia and America, and generally found in the more tem-
perate regions of those tropical countries where it occurs. There are now nearly 50 known species. They
are not easy of discrimination, the genus being a very natural one, with a strong family likeness running

through the whole. Three, probably more, are found on the Hills, namely, the one delineated, by far the most

abundant; another very like, but abundantly distinct, occurring on the western slopes below Sisparah, which

like this, attains the size of a tree, the third, E. Goughii, I have not myself found, and E. India ?

Euonymus crbnulatos (Wall.:) leaves elliptical, very handsome shrub, on account of its numerous

t generally so numerous as i

specimen selected for representation. In the

igma blunt, somewhat urabilica- character of the species, the seed are said to b<

late. 5-celled, lobed at the apex : out an arillus. This is not quite correct,

i cell ; hilura truncate, without an arillus is present but much smaller than usual

, Prtid.p. 161. genus. One of the ovules only in each cell i

.ttains the size of a considerable matures, the remains of the other is shown in

aonly it occurs as a large and often 8 and 9, sometimes, however, they both ripen.
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MICROTROPIS.

Calyx 5, parted Imbricated, corolla 5-petaled perigynous inserted into the outer edge of an annular

disk, Ration imbricated. Sta.au, alternate with the petals rising fro* the edge of the d.sk. AiiUie,

introrse, dehiscing longitudinally, somet.mes alternating ™U * '
reVeS

'

epipetalae stamunbus alternates. Am.) uvary semi »uF .,,,,. , 4 k *

each- style Short, conical: stigma ohtuse, obscurely four-lobed. Capsule .uper.or l-celled, two-valved, but

usually dehiscing on one side only. Seed solitary, rarely paired, erect : testa thin, succulent, coloured. Em-

bryo, erect, enclosed in a copious firm tenacious albumen: cotyledons foliaceous : radicle cylindrical.

Shrubs or trees, leaves entire opposite, exstipulate, glabrous, shining, coriaceous. Cymes axillary

lul* 00 Zlt!t2lZ%ZZ small white, sepals and petals orbicular concave very coriaceous

il^3^^— -.lucent, easily sectile: cotyledons, when fresh gathered,

green, but not quite so deeply coloured as represented in the plates.

This genus was named by Dr. Wallich, but without a character, in his List of Indian plants.

Lindley adopted it in his Natural System but without defining it. Dr. Meisner and Arnott having got spaa-

roens,bpthpubli pendent of each other. Their generic characters are both goodso far

as their imperfect materials enabled them to go, but both admit' of alterations. The materials in my hands

being more perfect than those they had, has induced me to endeavour to render more perfect their characters.

Thepart I have described as the testa of the seed, Roxburgh has called an arillus (" Semina solitariaanUo touts

tucculento involula." Arnott from Roxb.) I do so from finding no other part corresponding to that

mpletely inve ting the seed, without any opening, which a true arillus must have, and from Us being

distinctly vaLlar, showing that it cannot be merely indurated

*£J*£"^J laid 1o be
Hill species the epipetalous scales mentioned by Arnott. « rno

.

ascending, in all the Neilgherry species the ovules are pendulous, the seed erect, and the nuhcle infenor.

How this change of position is brought about still remains for investigation.

When Dr. Arnott published his remarks on this genus, he doubted whether it belonged to this order,

anoint on n
*

c«nr»ot I t
,

J t be anv longer a doubt, even supposing the corolla gamopetalous.

This it certainly is not, but pJlypetalou., the petals attached to a disk. This structure is most easily made

out in the unopened flower bud.

MICROTROPIS mCBOCABPA (R. W.) an erect shrub : February and March, but may generally be found in

'

'

.'•' -' ^ ;

,

•
->

,
b j " __

'
, ... , „„- Ba u„. T ihiuk.•':

colour.

Kottergherry, in dry jungles, flowerin

were 8 or 10 fe I ing k av< 1 obovate obtuse or sugntiy emargmaie r>u»»u, ~^

flowers'had not°q

'

clusters along the naked branch*: petals somewhat

,-.,. : : . - . - .

'

- .

:-,-,.,-..
; —

shows the unopened corolla after the removal of the orange colour.

cal vx Ootacamund in thick jungles. This is the largest.

'
'

species I hai quite arborious.

Micbotrcpis ovAtiroiiA (R. W.) a large some- The leaves are from two to three inches long by about

than the leaves : petals orbicular, fruit « I 01 g ova!, covered with flowers as in ,h

J e
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XXV.—RHAMNE.^.
This is a family of considerable extent as regards the number of species and is very

widely distributed over the world. De Candolle, in 1825, denned 230 species ; and, if the

increase has been in the same ratio as Celastrineae, we may with safety assume that it now
includes 400 known species. Though most abundant in the lower latitudes of the temperate

zones, it yet extends to near there extreme limits in both hemispheres but has not been

found beyond. Within the tropics they are also numerous. This being, however, upon the

whole, a more decidedly extra-tropical than Tropical family, it seems rather curious that

so few species are found on the higher ranges of the Neilgherries. lean only at this time

recollect three decidedly mountain species, two of Rhamnus and one of Scuitia the latter still

undescribed and which I should have introduced here had I sooner become acquainted

with it. This family was formerly combined with Celastrineae but is readily distin-

guished by the form and position of the petals. Here they are small, scale-like,

and placed immediately behind the stamens, not alternate with them as in Celastrineae. This

is a character of greater value than might at first sight be supposed as it indicates that one

series or row of stamens has been suppressed. In a regularly formed flower each series of

parts is alternate with the one behind; hence, the petals are alternate with the sepals, the first

row stamens with the petals, but opposite the sepals, the second row alternate with the sepals

but opposite the petals. If the stamens are equal in number with the petals, and opposite to

them ; it indicates that the first row, which would have been alternate, is suppressed. This

then, is the principal distinguishing mark between Mamneae and Celastrineae, which are in

other respects nearly related.

The affinities of these two orders are not by any means clear to me. That they

are very nearly related to each other is certain : that they are nearly related to Ten binthaa as

seems also certain. Lindley has, moreover, long insisted on the near relationship existing

between them and Euphorhiaceae. That this order is related especially to Rhamneae «

unquestionable, whether so closely as to entitle Euphoibiaceae to be placed between

Rhamneae and Celastrineae is, to my mind, questionable ; though, to be sure, it is small mat-

ter which is first or last so long as really nearly related orders are brought together and formed

into family groups in the manner attempted by Lindley in his alliances, and by Endhcher

in his clapis.

In its economical relation, .his is, perhaps, a more important order than the preced-

ing, though its properties are of very mixed and anomalous character The berr

««. catharticus are a violently cathartic and under the name of Buckthorn «ere to

merly employed a good deal in medicine. The juice of them made into a^
occasionally so employed. The same juice mixed with a little .1-,*££*»*
proper consistence affords the colour called sap green. As a contract o ia ,

the Jujube ,, edible, so also are*-^**^££Z
**»• » Chin, »bUe *. leav, oi S^« 1»~ "

g h—
Plantof the order! arc used by the poorer classes there as a subsU.ute for tea. Such

lies in so natural a family are of rare occurrence.
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BHA MNUS.—Buckthorn.

Calyx urceolate, 4-5 cleft. Petals wanting; or 4-5, either nearly flat, or slightly convolute and

Ovary free from the calyx and not immersed in the torus, 2-3-4-celled, Styles 2-4, more or less, connected
or distinct. Fruit fleshy, containing 2-4 indeliiscent cartilaginous nuts ; one of them occasionally abortive.

—Shrubs or small trees. Leaves alternate or rarely opposite, slipuled, short-stalked, feather- nerved — IT-

and A. Prod. p. 164.

Only two species of this genus are known in Southern India both of which occur in considerable
abundance on the hills, but more especially B. Wightii, which is very abundant in the thickets about Ootaca-
mund. In appearance it does not agree well with the one here represented, and perhaps it may be doubted
whether it ought to be looked upon as a true Bhammis : but while my acquaintance with this genus is so

r is I think a genuine Rhamnus and very nearly relate!

iirStjta. (W. & A.:) young branches pu-

rather extensively distribul

lom.nonoa the higher ran.

:cimen delineated supplie

GOUANIA.
Calyx 5-cleft; segments spreading. Petals 5, convolute or cucullate. Stamens 5, enclosed within

the petals
: anthers ovate, 2- celled. Disk concave or flatfish, 5-angled, the angles opposite to the petals !

the e.ues usually produced opposite to the calyciue-segment, and forming a stellate disk, the accessory angles
bemg other entire or 2-horned or truncated. Ovary connate with the bottom of the tube of the calvx,
covered over by the disk, 3-celled. Style 3-fid. Fruit inferior, with 3 angles or keels or wings, consisting of

3 separable dry coriaceous compressed indehiscent carpels (mericarp*), which are attached to a central tri-

partite filiform receptacle.^Usually climbing shrub,, with the branches often, from abortion, converted into

tendrils. Leaves stipulated, alternate, feather-nerved, somewhat M.nprvaH »t t-K- K> a» fmm *!,« 1« OTpr nerves

Th.s genus partakes much more of the tropiat character than the other and is only found on the
lower slopes. The specimen figured was gathered some distance below Coonoor. Only one other species
is found in Southern India. They are both rambling scandeut shrubs, clinging bj means of their tendrils to
others among which they grow.— W. and A. Prod. p. 166.

reu

G
s°: kaves ovale,' wumba^ed. riighilJcoHafe a*' tie W^ndA^Prod^

'' ^ glahT°U8
'

sh°rtly win*ed»-

*1?3£ ;ou
X
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a
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! ^ k ^he hot season ' We for-
late to merly supposed this species confined to the Northern
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XXVI.—LEGUMINOS^E.

and interesting family of plants second only to Composited

the number of its species and, viewed in connection with

casting that gigantic Natural order far into the shade. This is indeed a splendid family

being, in every poi it of view e? cept the mere number of it- species, the first of the vegeta-

ble kingdom and < ven as regards urn on r, tlie di 'ereuce between il and Composite is by no

means so great as was once supposed. It was, I have heard, the belief of Profosor

DeCandolle when entering on the herculian task of preparing, for his invaluable prodro-

mes, a synoptical monograph of Composite that that family included about 14,000 species:

but when the whole were brought to light the actual number proved to be little more than

half, or about 8000, to which probably about 1000 have since been added. The number of

Leyuminnsce described by him "JO years ago in the same work, was about 3,500 species.

Since then the number has been nearly, if not actually, double"], thus placing those two

great orders more nearly on a par than could have been anticipated.

This family embraces within its extended limits some of the largest trees of the forest

and the smallest herbs of the meadow : it supplies man with much wholesome food for him-

self and excellent fodder for his cattle, with some valuable medicines and numerous drugs,

useful in the arts ; the trees supply him with abundance of valuable timber, while the bark

provides cordage and coarse cloth. Such are some of the numerous claims of this family

to his attention and consideration in an economical point of view, exclusive of the gratifi-

cation he derive.; from their contemplation as ornamental objects suited to gratify the senses

by the beauty of their forms and the elegance and fragrance of their numerous rich and

variously coloured flowers.

This Natural order of plants naturally divides itself into two principal sections, distin-

guished in the first instance bv the direction of the radicle of the seed, namely into Cur-

vembri* having the radicle bent down on the edge of the cotyledons and lievtembrie having

the radicle *ti u u\\. Those distinctions are ea-ii . a- er aim- i l>\ m -r. 1\ p- eli M a seed and

observing the direction of the growing points. The plants thus separated by that minute

point of structure are more widely severed by other marks taken from the habit, inflores-

cence, and form of the flowers; and also by properties.

To the first of these divisions belong the vast tribe ofPapHionacea including peas, beans,

in a word the whole Pulse family. In this division the flowers, with a t\^v exceptions, are •

all papilionacious, or pea flowered : a name derived from some fanciful resemblance they bear

to a butterfly. To the second belong Oualfrinem including the bonduc, sapan, logwood,

senna, &c., all having more or less regular flowers, and the Mimo.w in which they are per-

fectly regular and otherwise very dissimilar from the rest of the order, but which is at

once recognized as belonging to it by the presence of a kgnme. These two sections thus

afford a beautiful and striking example of the value of characters derived from tWeed

which, though minute and apparently in themselves of small moment, are yet. when followed

oat, indicative of the greatest differences in the characters oi the vegetation.
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This can be shown in another way, thus. The Curvembriate section, according to

DeCandolle's enumeration contains about 2,604 species. Of these 910 are natives of the

equinoctial zone, and 1,*277 of tin.- yund the tropic, the remaining

417 of the southern. The Rectemime amount to 8*29, of these 692 are tropical, 35 are na-

tives of the northern hemisphere beyond the, tropics, the remaining 102 belong to the

southern hemisphere where the Mi,)>ns greatly abound. These examples show that the

Ilectembrho are comparer' ' distribution while the Curvembri e have a

.:•,'.'; ;•.-..
•

.

-

. - ... : -.

. ; .>;, <•><

the Hills. Here, so far as I can at present recollect, only throe or four native species of

Itectembrue are found, and even one of those a doubtful native, while the Curvembrise

abound. On the slopes and near the bottom of the Hills the Rectembrhe attain their usual

tropical proportion. These are in ard to Botanical Geography.

In their afrinities L&ptminosx approach most nearly to Rosacea: so nearly indeed, that

when the extreme forms ot each i'amih are com} ire-d, but ci 1 coi <hn\t <!i thmuishing mark

is found by which to separate them, and that derived from the flower. In Leguminose two

sepals and one petal, the o hi < io, are next the lxi or m i ion hit rows: in Rosace®

one sepal, the odd one, and two petals are next the axis. This is invariable !

It may, and with much reason, be asked what possible relationship can exist between a

pea pod and a cherry or peach, or in other words between a legume and a drupe or apple, the

former the fruit of a Leguminous plant, the latter of a Rosaceous one. Strange as it may
appear, the relationship is much closer than could at first sight be suspected. A pea shell is

composed of a soft tender outside skin lined with a dense tough parchment like membrane
which can be easily peeled oft'. A cherry or peach in like manner has a soft pulpy outside,

lined with a hard bony mi 11 forming the stone, which contains the kernel. The pulp and

stone correspond therefore with the two parts of the pea shell and the kernel with the pea.

And there are one and two seeded pods, as well as one and two kernelled drupes. Here then
we find the same parts in both, only differing in texture. And when the comparison is car-

ried further we find in some genera succulent pods on the one hand and less pulpy drupes on
the other, until 1 two acta i et in DUarium, i\ legmuin •- j as 'ih drupaceous
pods, which, but tor the floral character, must have been referred to Rosacea. In the apple
and pear too we find the celts of the fruit lined with parchment-like membrane the same as the
pod and covered like it with a fleshy outside only move abundant: an apple then or pear is

simply a congeries oi .> pods ranged round an axis enveloped in a common pulp and enclosed
in a sm-le enlarged and adherent calyx. Legundnos^ have relationships with many other
orders but none so near or so striking as with Rosacea.

Calyx 5-toothed, campanulate, or s

This is a widely diffused genus though as yet only 17 species are described. Siberia, Nepaul, China,
Neilghemes, Ceylon, Havanah, Brazil and Peru, have each one or more species. The one here given is the
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Captain Monro found a second with red seed apparently S. heptaphylla

etween the Curvembrise and Rectembria?, having the Pap
s of the latter, the radicle being, moreover, I

ibby
: leaflets pi uv pinnate, leal

. :M .,.., 1 :. ...
' /> 179. . subulate bractea. Calvx tubular „ , \-]

I also m the hedge rows and thickets about the for

3 height of from 8 to 12 feet, particularly con- This very

ramous plar

This very ornan
den and shrubt

t might be much improved in apn ,

with sf
^ 5 "l0bed

".
S0mewhat 2 "liPped

;

the uPPer UP 2 "' the lower 3 - cIeft
- Corolla

: vexillum large, cordate,

all united
j
sheath usually cleft in its upper part. Legumes turgid: valves vei.tncose. inflated. Seeds com-

pressed, reniform, usually several.—Herbaceous or shrubby plants. Stipules and bracteas sometimes minute
or wanting, sometimes large. Leaves simple or palmately compound, with 3-5-7 leaflets. F]

yellow.— JF. and A. Prod. p. 180.
7

This i

3 genus, in the papilionaceous tribe second only to Astragalus in the n

species which now amount to about 250. They are generally large flowered showy plants,

exceptions, of tropical or subtropical origin and for the most part natives of Asia and America. In habit the
are shrubby or herbaceous many of the latter very small. Though the species are thus numerous, yet they ar
upon the whole of easy discrimination owing to the numerous well marked groups into which they cai
be classed. Very few of the species are in an economical point of view useful to man. The genus being prin.
cipally of tropical origin but few are found on the Hills, but those that do occur are usually among the mos
handsome that are met with in this part of India.

Crotalaria barbata (Graham :) herbaceous, leaves cuneate, obovate, obtuse elabrou<? on thp nrm*>

than the corolla, deeply branches: !

i the middle of th<

TtiTfiJe' 8

8,
'«

is not uncommon in the wood,
'^ t™™6 *

;

.
'

:
..--.

.

_• •- : :,
I .

aarrraesa of all the young parts and its months. It :• " being indeed a

-
! .|'\ P> 4 ,ft. the under whitish fi

: of the leaves: Crotalaria Wallic:
;ous, reflexed : baceous, erect, much branched, young branches'
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gularly and rather bluntly angled, with the racemes ™L^)*ffi*2^?c'";
.

.'
!

'.
.

'

:

ling trees and bushes. In *

iy. isnounconraonoccirrnce to *ee it

ters and general appearanc

™»nv.«««ded.—

W

r
. and A. Prod. p. 187. appears hard]

INDIGOFERA-INDIGO FAMILY.

marginate : keel furnished with a subulate spur on

as diadelphous (9 and 1). Style filiform, glabrous,

"or inore°seeded, 2-valved. Seeds usually truncated, separated by cellular spurious

or shrubby. Stipules small, free from the petiole.
^
Peduncles^

, blue, or white ; many of the upper ones of et

usually unequally pinnated or digitate : hairs, eitl

• middle.— J!', and A. Prod. p. 198.

,e preceding, is a numerous and polymorphous, but, upon the whole, natural genus though

1 by a single point of structure, the peculiar spur on the keel petals, well shown in the uissecter

flower of J. pedicellata. They are further distinguished by a peculiarity of th ir h urs whi :h is, I believe about

equally invariable throughout the genus, that, namely, of being attached by the middle and having two tree

ends in place of one, the usual form. This peculiarity however is not limited to this genus.

The genus includes about 200 species, some of them large shrubs, as for example I. pulcheUa and many

minute herbs almost inconspicuous when nestling among the grass where they grow. Many of them have little

short or round pods with one or two seeds, while others again have as many as twenty. The hidhjoferm are mostly

of tropical or subtropical origin, hence very few are found on the more elevated ranges on these hills, though

lower down they are sufficiently numerous.

Indigofera pi-lchella (W. and A. Prod.) large

pinnated; I fiett •',< pairs, obovate or broad el- be met with m "
uffrut i_

; .
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This very beautiful species abounds about Coonoor and acute). ;< 1 keel hirsute and
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kisa which usually conceals the rest of the plant.
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Calyx with two usually caducous bracteoles at its base, cleft to the middle into two lips; upper lip 2

er 3-partite. Corolla papilionaceous, inserted into the base of the calyx : vexillum roundish : keel c

not truncated. St!
i | I |, or monadelphous from the base to the middle and n

ate. Legume compressed, com posed of several joints
: joints 1-seeded, separating'at m: ,,„„.'v'.-lhT

at plants or small the

iteral leaflets. Partial stipubs 2 at the base of the term;inal leaflet, solifairy at the base of ;!ie 1, '
1 1 .J

ers usually racemose, sometimes i umbelled, sometimes on si !p le pedt incles, axillary or i u-i..T> :

1. Fb.iEis purplish, blue, or wllite.—W. and A. Prod.

rhis, like both the preceding, is a genus abounding in species inhabiting the tropics and war::m parl .

Africa, America and Australia. The number of its s pecies, already described, exceeds 150 and are

1 in the forms they present as those of either of the preceding. They, in common with the rest i ,";:., iri

istinguished by their peculiar joi nted legume or lomentim, as that kin d of pod is desigt:a:ed. They

3, but notwithstanding this tendency to as.ume differ* tit forms, the g onus seems upon the ^rhole a

DeCandolle's Prodromus, though in the mean time

de.-cribed. It is principally of tropical origia and, tl

in woods about Pycarah
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leaves. Leaflets oisagittate. Racemes axillary, few-flowered.

This is a small genus but as regards the discrimination of the species a most difficult one. There were origi-

nally but two species, the number has been since much increased and must, I believe, from among the various

forms met with on the Hills be still further augmented by probably as many as two or three species. This how-
ever is a point not easily determined, for I think I have never met with a genus in which it is so difficult to find

characters by w!. ... even in cases where to all appearance they are quite distinct.

Indeed in the present instance I feel almost quite certain that the elsments of two species are to be found in

the accompanying plate. The figure of the plant and dissections of the flower are taken from one specimen,
and the figure showing the pod from another. The calyx which accompanies the pod is glandular and hairy
within, that belonging to the specimen delineated is glabrous and eglandular, but the plants seemed the same.'

There are only six known an 1 di t'.nrui-hed species of this genus, 5 of whi h ai imi • .,
. tour of these I sus-

pect natives of 1

1

'•>!, racemosa, Manila, and paniculata. Through the kindness of
Mr. Law of Bombay I have other two, namely S. geminiflorat remarkable for bearing purple flowers and a new
species which I propose dedicating to the discoverer.

Smithia bl isd * V ll) g, ;V
| B ., diffuse, every- In the accompanying- figures. No. 3 showino- a ma<x-

'

; ;.-• ' •• -
. ,.: : "

"""'
.:.,-:;-

i ;

,

;;'
;

;NV
; 'M

i wlthout Pellucid glands or dots. |]

-:;!

of either species.

FLEMINGIA.

;ely 5-cleft
; the four upper segments about equal, I

vexillum without callosities ; the spurs indexed :

falcate. Stamens diadelphous (9 and 1). Ovary 2-ovuled. Style glabrous. Legume I

•2-seeded, without a partition between the seeds. Seeds nearly globose ; hilum small ;

niousorwantmg.-Shrubbyor suffrutescent. Stipules scariose, lanceolate; sometimes very large, usually
deciduous. Leai ^, or siinple . under side usually dotted^ gmall glandg . ^
nerves prominent, parallel, long and simple. Partial stipules wanting. Racemes axillary, solitary or aggregate,
sometimes pamcled. Flowers several together. Legumes more or less pubescent.- IV. and A. Prod. p. 241.

This genus, founded by Roxburgh in honor of his friend Dr. Fleming is pre-eminently an Indian one, none
cfits species having, so far as I am aware, been found except in India and the countries adjoining. I have
specimens of some of its species from Maulmain and Ceylon, but it seems not improbable they extend to Ma-
iaccaand far hi-- ^rent thp nr.P Iipw rsn»MnU „ .. \ \.F except tne one Here represented are erect growing plant
long erect racemes of flowers. The one figured differs, therefore, so widely in habit from the rest of the species,
that I had some difficulty m persuading myself that it really belonged to the genus.

Owing, apparently, to some of the species having at first been referred to the genus Hedyserum, DeCan-
dolle placed it ,n his tnbe Hedysare* to which it clearly does not belong. It is now, though somewhat at
variance with it. usual twining habit, referred to the tribe Phaseolea. Several species besides the present
are natives of the Hills, especially towards the Koonda ranee.

uhzsh ^. vv .) neroaeeous, dit- the veins, beneath : peduncles

• -''... un- Ian, >olate, unite, about the length*equal at the base, hairy above, nearly glal
3 hairy : legume s
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the calyx usually, by abortion, one-seeded : seed tending from

(KSACEjE-ROSE tribe.

This in comparison with the preceding is a small family but contribute* fall? a- much.

or perhaps more, to the luxuries of life, though less to the wants of mankind llian its more

bulky neighbour. To this we are indebted for a large proportion of the finest European fruits

such as apples, pears, quinces, medlars, cherries, plums, peaches, nectarine-, apricots, straw-

berries, rasp! -. and m my ; ere < f v -i >r note. Here also we find as

ornaments the charming ro>e. the ira _,..:, May, the elegant Service and Mountain Ash trees

while our flower borders are ornamented with the varied Potentillas, Dryases, Meadow-

sweets &c. In this again we have one of the most curious anomalies to be met with in the

vegetable kingdom an extensive family in which there is not a poisonous fruit, yet yielding

to the Chemist the most intensely active and deleterious agent to animal life yet known in

nature, namely, the Prussic acid so abundantly produced by the leaves of the cherry-laurel,

peach, almond, &c. trees.

The fact just mentioned, of its producing no poisonous fruit, is interesting, especially to

travellers, since any one may with perfect confidence eat the fruit of any Rosaceous plant he

happens to encounter though he has never seen it before.

In their geographical distribution are Rosacea peculiarly extra-tropieal a very few only-

being found within the tropics and these at considerable elevations. Of the small number,

about 15 species recorded as natives of the Indian Peninsula 11 perhaps 12 are found on

these Hills, while there is not one to be met with on the plains except the Loquat, an intro-

duced tree which rarely if ever bears fruit near the level of the sea, but does so abundantly

at Bangalore, 3,500 feet above it.

In its Botanical relations this family is to the full as intricate as Legtmimseet but like it,

all its various forms are linked together by one constant character, the posterior position ofthe

odd sepal of the calyx. It is always next to the axis, however different or unlike the plants

may be in all other respects.

To facilitate the discrimination of its species, which are often very dissimilar, they

like Leguminosea have been grooped into suborders, in which the genera that most nearly as-

sociate are brought together. These groops or suborders are— 1st. Dryadea including the

potentillas, strawberries, raspberries, &c. "2d, Rosea; including the true roses. 3d, Pomece in-

cluding apples, pears, medlars, hawthorn, &c. 4th, Amyqdalea: including plums, peaches,

cherries, &c. ; and 5th, Sanguisorbea: a suborder that might with advantage be removed to

another division of the system as a distinct order.

This enumeration of the parts of which the whole is composed will show how complex

that whole must be and the deep knowledge of vegetable structure, in connection with vege-
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table relationships, th.'it must have been required to trace the affinities by which they are

united. Who, for example, except a most profound and philosophical investigator of vege-

table structure could have traced any relationship between a rose and a strawberry, or be-

tween a raspberry and a peach, or not less extraordinary, between an apple and a cherry,

or many other -till 1.1 ire, apparent!;., irrecoucil. ible en.:,.-.- that m';.Jit be adduced.

i as such associations may ap] r tin I re all been most distinctly made

out and are now considered in Botany as well established facts as that two and two make

tour. To explain how these relationships are proved is not an easy matter since to trace

them require-, at starting, a eonsiderabl 1
•

! >d; e ol s; •
. ire in its most primary forms.

Attention however to the. following easily observed points will tend to show that the demon-

The general character of the whole order is to have 5 sepals, two pairs and an odd one,

the odd one being always posterior or next the axus while the odd petal stands opposite it on
the other side of the flower. The stamens and petals in all are pevigynous that is inserted on
the disk ot the calyx at some distae.ee irem the ovary (see all the accompanying figures) and
with one exception, tiie seen in all are without albumen, to tlic.se may be added that the sta-

mens generally exceed twelve ami are often very numerous and the ovules, except in Pome;e,
pendulous. In addition to these points of agreement the rose and strawberry agree in hav-

ing numerous one seeded carpels with the seed suspended from the apex of the cell, and in

their style rising from the side not the apex of the carpel.

But the rose differs in having its carpels inferior enclosed within the tube of the calyx,

or rather, if, may be called, a hollow receptacle formed of the dilated apex of the peduncle :

while the Strawberry has its carpels superior attached to a spongy receptacle, which swells

and becomes sweet end si cedent as the fruit attains maturity, in d< pre- b us of the surf; ce

01 which its little nuts nestle. Thus the fruitification is the same in both, all except the re-
ceptacle, which is a hollow concave cell in the one, a projecting convex spongy body in the
otner. This one diberem-e great as it is, is not considered of sufficient importance to con-
stitute them distinct orders. Potent.illa only differs from the strawberry in the structure of
its receptacle : in Potentilla it is elevated but dry and at maturity does not lite the straw-
berry come away with the seed or nuts but remains attached to the calvx. The Raspberry
and Bramble differs from both, in the fruit the receptacle of which is dry and elevated as in

the PotcntiUas, but the carpels, in place of being little dry nuts, as in them, are miniature
drupes or stone front, that is, each seed or stone U enclosed in a Bucculent pulpy covering the
same as the stone of a cherry or plum. Here then is the first de< id< ,i ,. \\ uio'n between the
Poinddie* and A mjydalex tribes, the difference between them being that in Raspberries &c.
there are a congeries of miniature drupes spread over a superior receptacle and a persistent
(,al

.
vx

;
while in < berries &c. there is only one carpel, in the middle of the flower, and the

-ns. These differences are esteemed of less value than the others by which the

ire considered merely a suborder of the family
u ' ,s

'

,c
'

"

ln(> ! " ,
"'

!! "' ;

'
;,> ,;i t[ns (niK; u<>

'

1! »<I non-succulent fruit the same as in the other,
• Pi/f/rum (Xo. 3D) which has neither a stone nor pulpy covering for its seed,

leow tree.
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Having thus shown how nearly Rosea and Potentillea associate and how brambles and

raspberries pass into cherries and plums it now only remains for me to endeavour to trace the

connection between these and Pomece or apples, pears, hawthorns, &c. In this tribe the

calyx corolla and stamens are the same as in the others, except that the calyx is tubular at

the base and more or less perfectly encloses the carpels or ovaries. These vary from two to

five having two erect, not pendulous (as in the other) ovules in each, and as the fruit advances

to maturity the calyx and outer coat of the carpel increases in size and thickness until in

course of time it becomes an apple inclosing the carpels which inmost of them, are not hard

and bony as in the drupe. Here are striking points of difference :
but to set against them

we have the inferior fruit of the rose : we have the enlarging receptacle of the strawberry,

the thickening of the outer coat of the seed vessel of the plum, peach, &c, and we have the

bony seed of the hawthorn, oue of the pomeaj, and the want of it in Pygeum one of the

amyn-dalea.. The difference therefore is reduced to the erect ovules and the seed vessels

fc»ng enclosed in the enlarged and prolonged calyx, to which in this family only a subordi-

nate value is assigned ; and this also is therefore reduced to the rank of a suborder thought

at first sight so very unlike all the others.

It must be acknowledged that it is no easy matter to construct a general character ca-

culated to include the whole hut still it has been accomplished. Endlicher however, the last

writer on the subject, has preferred raising AmygdaW and Pomaceaa to the rank of distinct

orders in which I am disposed to go along with him at least as regards the latter as tending

to render our characters less prolix while they more clearly define the limits of our orders.

1 particularly mention Pome*, because I think sufficient importance has not in this case been

ftfeehedtothe difference of position of the ovule which, added to the difference of habit

properties and relative position of the carpel and calyx, form a combination of characters, m

my opinion, quite sufficient for the purpose ; the essential difference depending on the direc-

tion of the ovule Ovules pendulous sec! hn crted would then form the essential distiuetu.n

of^a^-While ovules erect seed ascending would, combined with the other characters

of Rosacea^, characterize Pomea.

I have dilated on the interesting peculiarities of these two rentable families as afford-

ing snch „,„„..„„* nn-lsmkin* but npon the u hole, easily exphuned, examples of fro,,,

,„;., ,;..,,,•,, „., ., »huh, nhen p.ope.U .".ah-ed >>.»! I.«ccd back to then-

„,.; .;., ;|
. .,<, i

1( „vll ,„ |„. in their elementary structure nearly the same and owing

il.','!;'.,

,

''':','.\'''',ri ,. i, to a.Uen.i - toe ,en the creatures of art not of

nature Who f
•,'..' • .1 .1 -ciouM.eacl, or plum, ami as, aggy bean or pea pod, eom.l

ever suspect that in .L.-ir ™rli,r sta,,, they u ore ail
'-> "^^

could inline ,; art, of a ra-nborrv and a cherry ,, os.et.j- abac ha, m- ion,,,..
?

,
... ,

were, but h„ i
L - ------ ^ S«-— ,.1>..«.. "-;- - ••

J

structure through all its stages, «t oe»^«m*. confutes the Hubsophy ,«*£-!
forms the foundation on which the beauuful super-structure of the Natural class.bcat.on „,

plants, is built.
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FRAGARIA-STRAWBERRY.

Calyx concave at the bottom, 5-cleft, with 5 bracteoles. Petals 5. Stamens numerous. Achenia juice-
r, scattered on a fleshy and succulent deciduous polyphore or receptacle. Style lateral. Seed suspended.—

s plants throwing out runners. Leaves trifoliolate : leaflets coarsely toothed. Receptacles or poly-

range : Europe :

and South America beyond the tropics : and Nepaul, Neilgherries, Java, China, and, I think, Ceylon in

»«. ;
but in all tropical Asiatic stations at considerable elevations. Two species are found on the Neilgherries,

a larpe proportion (£) of the whole recorded species. The one F. elatior is also found in Europe, America
and China, the only station assigned for the other was Nepaul until discovered here.

Several species are more or less extensively cultivated for their fruit, but the F. Vesca and its varieties
by far the most extensively. To offer any remark on the excellence of this fruit would be waste of time, as
vfeo requires information on that point ? but as regards its cultivation on the Hills, a passing remark may be
...*i«.-which is, that those desirous of enjoying this fruit in something approaching to European perfection,
.nu<t plant it afresh every year. Those produced from two year old plants I have almost invariably observed.
are sparing m quantity and indifferent in quality, unless perhaps in those rare instances where they find a very
congenial soil and exposure. When growing in low situations and annually exposed to frost in sufficient

generally the rule is to take

Fragaria Indica (Andre
peduncles axillary, solitary, l-fi,

:r most apex.— if. „,, I \. {',„,/.
r

flower Frequent in shady wood

It has yellow. The fruit is a brij

E^tjn eye, but w

i head on the flattish i

i- bracteoles. Petals 4-5. Stamens numerous. Acheni*
stent dry receptacle. Style lateral. Seeds suspended.—
und. Stipules adnace to the petiole. Flowers white or

mis genus is one of great extent, including nearly if not fully,
only are found' within the tropics, none so far as is yet known on the
H -. on* of these, (No. 63) is very common, the other though much
a marsh plant, less seen owing to its being liable to be hid among the

utiJlLl^ °f it8 8pecieS ™ 1™* confounded with it,

hrino- » t™ l>'

•' " producing any fruit resembling a strawberry, which as
d rtinctbn between the two genera as already mentioned, resting onine one strati, succulent receptacle for the seed, while that of the other is dryMany of the species of this genus are cultivated as garden ornaments and two or three introdu d t EnTland from Nepaul, axe indeed very ornamental

: among these may be mentioned P. atro^uinea. NevalJu,
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PoTENTILLA LeSCHEN

petioled

safletB of t
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thers : upper every road or ditch side, as

aboutequal the grass on all sides. It is olVn, or rather is <n-\\Z
liclc leaves: rally proeuml. it. hut also occurs as here represented,

upper toothed or deeply cut : flowers in terminal forked to that of the gti mum in the genus,
panicles, or corymbose : calycine segments and brae- owing to the \ture of the re-
teoles about equal, oblong-lanceolate, more or less oh- eeptacle, but still it is a true potentilla.

tuse: petals (yellow) slightly obcordate, about equal

Calyx 5-toothed. Petals reflexed. Ovary half-adhering, villous, 2-celled, 4-ovuled. Styles 2, glabrous.

Pericarp bilocular (rarely from abortion unilocular and 1-seeded), inclosed within the fleshy calyx. Testa of

the seeds cartilaginous.—Trees. Leaves simple, coriaceous, evergreen. Panicles corymbose, terminal. Fruit

small.—W. and A. Prod. p. 302.

possessing the taste of the fruit of the mountain Ash so exactly, that any one on tasting them would at once

pronounce them the fruit of that tree. Between the two genera Photinia and Pyrus, the difference seems slight,

if indeed a truly •-. In Pyrus the ovary is usually 5 or 3 celled, and here it is two, but

two also occurs in Pyrus. Exclusive of this, the other points of distinction mentioned in the characters of the

two, seem differences but not distinctions, as they are not of a nature to be permanent in a number of species.

The essential character of this is styles 2, ovary 2 celled, while that of Pyrus is, styles 5 or 3-ovary 5-3 celled.

In this tribe as already mentioned, the ovules are erect, the seed ascending, and the radicle inferior. In the

plate the draftsman has reversed the position of the seed and represented the radicle superior, a blunder which

trusting to his general accuracy, I did not detect until I came to examine the character of the tribe, with &

Photinia Notoniana \ : to rose coloured, flowers. In

entire or with June the fruit ripen and then are of a dull redish

ifewinconspicu a brown colour. Seeds usually four, each enclosed in

compound; ramifications p
< 1 in the succu-

t>horler t!i an the ealw : cells of the ovary spuriously- lenl ciilvx. radicle int'cimr. The fruit possess in a re-

M'ini-hilo .ilar: fruit glabrous, 2-seeded.— W. and A. markah d _i^ the peculiar sour, austere taste of

This is a considerable tree, abundantly distributed Figures 8, 9, 10 and 1 1 of this plate are all in-

over the Hills. It flowers during March and April, verted. The radicle should in all have been inferior,

and when in full flower it eh not superior, as shown in the plate,

branch being terminated as here shown, by a large

COTONEASTER.

Flowers often polygamous : calyx turbinate obtusely five toothed : petals short erect : sta

kiigth of the teeth of the calyx, styles glabrous, shorter than the stamens carpels 2-3-partially,

*alyx 2-ovuled. Shrubs with simple entire leaves wholly beneath : corymbs lateral patent,

deciduous subulate bracts : petals small persistent.-D. C. Prod. 2-632.

«*ect, very ratnous : leaves oval or subobovate, points
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A small erect densely ramous scraggy looking shrub, nate at the point. Flow

sides to Kotagherry and Kulhu '. - .-in, M of two carpels

and April -also very abundant in Orange valley, where I, > » ,-x ;
rah x

"

i How -i

"
;, is full of little branches the size of a arsh austere taste :

the length of | an 1 D. C. referred

i breadth, glabrous doubtfully to it, in its erect not procumbent habit,

vhite hair ; usually smaller leaves and fewer flowered corymbs.

Tube of the calyx cup shaped limb 6-cleft : corolla 6-petaled inserted on the throat of the calyx : I

13 inserted with the petals ; filaments filiform ; anthers 2-celled deluscing longitudinally : ovary se

il stigma dilated : drupe dry transversely oblong sub]

;yledous, very thick, radicle ver

superior. Trees with alternate oblong entire leaves

lateral, solitary or several, often tomentose, flowers small 1 bractiate. Endl. gen. plant.

Pygeum acimivai i.m ? Coiehr.i "a tree with presented with distinct calyx and petals, but I have not

alternate oblong, ua 1 ives : now the specimens to re-examine. Specimens of a

racemes axillary: flowers yellowish."— Polyodontia I , correspond withthrl

arborea Blume. Should this pi the following cha-

The specimens from which the drawing was made, r nn the other spe-

were gathered at Kaitee falls in July. I since, in com- cies of the genus,

pany with Mr. Gardner of Ceylon, found it in great Arboreous : leaves alternate, oblong, acuminated,

K is . large tiee producing a fine spread calyx lobes and corolla in-

ueuu> head, with large ovate acuminate entire gla- >: rued pubescence:
'

•
'

' - . '

..'.-..
:

:
.

:
I
::.:

brous -nii; and 2-lobed dilated stigma.

impossible to s;y uli "iei ' on n Ind m
;

1 nt

!....'.:!...•..._:. .•..' • !
.<.:-..'-'-

me. pers in his " R p . , /. i n," h .• : f, rred as a synonym

I am uncertain about the species, because it seems to Colebrook. ,i . ou-ly, d" t!is

to me, had this been the one •• As regards the analysis oi

XXVIII.-MILASTOMACE^.

This is a large, and for the most part, a Tropical family, the number of extra-tropical

species being small when compared with the great number of equinoctial ones, and those

found in the warm latitudes immediately adjoining. Many of the tropical species however

possess the transition character assigned to Balsnimnea', that is. they are found in Alpi»e

regions, and only m ike their appearance during the cool and rainy season of the year, or

immediately after the rains are over. Such is the character of the Neilgherry ones, nearly

all of which are in their g : .:.-. p< f -tion in J«un;ar\ and February.

By far the greatest number are natives of America, extending as far south as Brazil,

;.n wilier, country they are numerous
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known species. Asia and her Islands, hold the next place, the number of species already

derived from these regions amounting to about 200, a few only have as yet beeu obtained

from the African continent, and still fewer from New Holland.

In Ceylon they are numerous in proportion to the extent of country where they princi-

pally occur, upwards of 20 species having already been obtained from the southern and more
elevated districts of that country : that being the tract best examined. And there thev are so

numerous, that I have no doubt the number will, ere long, under the keen scrutiny of Mr.
Gardner, be doubled. In India, so far as yet known, the number ofspecies are, I suspect, fewer

than in Ceylon
; but the western ghauts where only they can be expected in anv considerable

number, have not yet been sufficiently examined during the most favourable seasons for find-

ing them. In the plains of the Carnatic and Mysore, where the climate is dry, they are al-

most unknown, but about Courtallum where during the Southwest Monsoon, the climate i«

cool and moist, they are more frequent. On the more elevated Alpine regions such u the

Pulney Mountains and the Neilgherries, they abound, though the number of species is small.

The most productive tracts however of these hills are still imperfectly explored. On the

western slopes where the climate is humid and apparently congenial to their constitution, f

apprehend they will be found much more numerous than we are yet aware of. This I think

from having lately found seven or eight species on the Sisparah Ghaut, about the end of Fe-
bruary, the season being at that time so far advanced, that most of them were nearly past

flower. Most of these are undescribed in our Prodromus.

When writing that work only 16 Peninsular species were known, these accessions raise the

number to about 22, and among those obtained from other quarters now in my collection but

not determined, it is probable three or four more may be added, making only 25 or 26, for

the whole of the Indian Peninsula; a small proportion of the estimated number of Asiatic

species. I have extended these remarks on the geographical distribution of this family, in

the hope of their leading to future enquiries on the subject.

The family, as a whole is a very natural one, and marked throughout bv so strong a

family likeness, that two or three being known, the whole family may generally be recogniz-

ed at first sight. This family likeness had led DeCandolle to remark of it, that " the family

of Melastomacece, though composed entirely of exotic plants, and established at a period

when but few species were known, is so well characterized that no one has ever thought of

putting any part of it in any other group, or even introducing into it genera that do not

rightly belong to it" (see Lindley's nat. system.) But it is not so easy to distinguish among
themselves the genera and species of which it is composed, the closeness of their affinity of-

ten rendering this a very difficult process. The genera Melantoma and Osbeckia afford a

striking example of this fact, the distinguishing character being derived from the anthers when
in flower, aud from the pulpy baccate fruit of the former when in fruit. The fruit of

Osbeckia is a dry capsule. From both these and from the rest of the family, Sonerilla is at

once distinguished by its ternary flowers, many of its species have moreover pinnatelv

veined, not ribbed leaves, the 1 atter being the predominant form in the order. This last

indeed is one of its distinguishing features, and added to the long beaked anthers opening

at the point by pores, leaves scarcely a doubt that any plant in which they meet, belongs

to this family. They are further distinguished by the position of the anthers in seativatio*,

the apex of the filament being bent or folded down, and the anther lodged in a cavity
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between the calyx tube and ovary. A nearly similar formation is found in Memccylea,

which has induced both Meisner and Endlicher following Chamiesso, to unite these families,

but to my mind injudiciously, as, so far as my acquaintance with them extends, I think

they each form distinct and very natural groups, and that their union tends to spoil both.

In habit they differ widely, also somewhat in the structure of the flower, by the complete

union of the calyx and ovary, in the number and position of the ovules, which are very

numerous in Melastomace<e, but in Memecylea solitary and pendulous from the apex of the

cells of the ovary: and lastly, the cotyledons of Memecylese are spirally convolate, which

is wanting in the other. Each of these, as solitary characters, would be of little weight, but

taken together, in my opinion, are more than sufficient to outweigh the solitary one derived

from the incurved anthers in aestivation, by which alone the two families are sought to be

united.

Regarding their properties, nothing of any importance is known—none are unwhole-

some, while the fruit of several are edible. Those of Melastoma being succulent and dark

coloured, stain the mouth black in eating, whence the name which, literally interpreted

means black-mouth.

the segments deciduous. Petals 3, ovate-lanceolate, acute. Stamens 3 : anthers oblong, pointed, straightish,

bifid at the base, opening at the apex by two pores ; cennectivum not produced at the base. Ovary truncated

and glabrous at the apex. Style filiform. Stigma obtuse. Capsule turbinate, crowned with the margin of

the calyx which is thickened on the inside, 3-celled, 3-valved, the, valves opening at the apex only. Seeds

cuneate-obovate, sharp and somewhat grooved along one side : hilum at the base.—Herbaceous or suffrutes-

cent usually small plants. Leaves membranous, hairy, opposite, one of them often a little smaller than the

other, rarely quite abortive. Peduncles axillary or terminal, few-flowered. Flowers racemose or fascicled,

rose-coloured.— JF. and A. Prod. p. 321.

This genus was founded by Roxburgh for the admission of four undescribed plants known to him. He
took the name from a native one given by Rheede, to one he had figured in his Hortus Malabaricus. In

under the necessity of excluding it from the family as one, unknown to him. Fifteen years after, Walpers in

his " Repertorium Botanicum," compiled a list of 21 published species, and several have since been discovered.

This therefore promises ere long to become a large genus. The three species I have introduced here, are the

handsomest I have seen. They seem all to be annuals, except, perhaps, the first, which appears to have a

woody stem ; but as, of a great number of specimens gathered, the stems of all seemed of this year's growth, I

suspect the root only if even that is perennial, and that the stem is annually cut down by the frost.

serrated, 3-5 nerved at the base : peduncle terminal ends o
ibotit the length of the leaves, flattened at from 12 to 18 inches high, the leaves between 2 ar

curved raceme inches long and about 1 broad, three to five nsn
- ovate, point- the outer pair of nerves often very slender, but

ed: style as long as the stamens : stigma simpl; jfa as the one represented,
- - . 1. scarcely the length of the tinctly .", -nerved

pediceL-H . and A. Prod. p. 322. Sonkrila speciosa (Zenker) stem erect, I

•

•-.'
; hive only met petioled 5-nerved, broadly ovate, acute, mucrona

in Long Val- serrated, glabrous
; petioles hairy n

ley, about mid-way ?~ L - »—'-—»--
'
- - •

rah. There it occu
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petals, below, covered with short, rigid, glanduliferous elongating : flc

! and sta- cent : neuils a

a large and beautiful species differing from many of cuous species, at first a few j..,iJt- "{.ink ihnvers open,

- B long, covered along the upper edge with a row of
'

\
- \ I .

.jn, ban two or three open at once on each branch the branches in the meant
of the cyme. with a backward ten<\

Sonehila elegans (R. W.) herbaceous, erect, other, present! the letter V. as

hows in the drawing. They often become much
.

•
. ...-.,

terminal, cymosely dichotomous ; branches afterwards peduncle unopened flowers and ripe capsules.

tally covered with stellate bristles or pubescence; limb 4-5 cleft, with apj

the outside. Petals 4-5. Stamens 8-10 : filaments glabrous : anthei

shortly rostrate or very rarely truncated, opening by a single termir

base. Ovary covered with bristles at the apex. Capsule

e base.—Herbaceous or usually shrubby plants. Flowers i

Africa, but I believe upon the whole predominate

ne plants, and under cultivation would, I should

.rden. Several species are natives of the Hills, of

Kotagherry and Nedawuttem, flowering August and September. 0. Gardneriana is equally common about

Ootacamund ; while O. Wightiana is more frequent about Coonoor and Kaitie.

OsBEcitiA Leschenaultiana (D. C. t) shrub- **» wWeohu
by: branches 4 angled, beset with stiff hairs: leaves stamens 10, anthers recurved, corrugated on the inner

sessile, ovate, somewhat acute, approximate, 5-nerved edge, shortly beaked.

•

tube globose, covered with species found on the Hills, is very abundant in the

;> utely riliat-d shirt 'scales; segments 4, lanceolate \ westwards as far

nthers c! • X large bush 8 or 10 feet high, thouc

with a tuft of bristles. (R. W. MSS.) 4 or 5; flowering in profusion during February and

Frequent;: ; during the March, when it is indeed a striking object. At first
i Kotagherry,

'", compared wi! rery nearly all

etlur speces of the genus, i

They are nearly two
portion to the size of the plant, which often attains a Bpecies. IV

mson spots. It MM
'

.

"
• ... •

;:-. I.--.-..- -: ':::'-

in DeCandolle's specimens seem to have been imperfect, adpressed, grii i almost metahc

OsBr^KL^ARDNERirNA^RwTa^arge erect there 5 to 7-

.
i-,

.
,:: - , ..' ,•

' -
'

'
'

' '' •

"

the apex,clavate adpressed noble species to Mr. George Gardner the Supennten-

late, obtuse, more than twice the length of the appen- him in exploring the vegetable treasures of these Hills,
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many of which discovered for the first time during that vered with short adpressed capitate scales, beaxjnfl a

excursion, will embchVh tins work, raid also to my tuft of long bristles at the apex; segments 5 decidn-

h:i.di estimation of his great Botanical attainments. ous ; appendages deciduoi.

Osbeckia Wiciitiana i l.enth. i shrubby: anthers 10, linear-oblong, scarcely beaked: style cla-

branches herbac britUes: v.itx:. -IV. and A. Prod. p. 323.

leaves nearly m -- '>' ' >otaeamund ; bur - : u

5.7 nerved; O]
• iressed, some- Coonoor and K n. It is readily

what shining bait- ; under hirsut on th nen s, and distinguished from the preceding, by the short iidged

si'orily tomentose between them : flowers (large) ter- -
• > to 7-nerved

iry • calyx campanulate, densely co- nearly white, while in it they are a deep brownish red.

XXIX.—MYRTACE.E.—MYRTLE TRIBE.

This is a family of great extent, and has engaged much of the attention of Botanists in

elucidation of its connections, its genera, and towards the discrimination of its numerous

species ; much however is still required, as up to the present time, it seems a very hetero-

genous assemblage, and apparently one of the most difficult to define.

It includes some very interesting plants ; such as the clove tree, the Jamaica pepper

tree or All-spice, the Rose-apple, the Guava, and a host of others ; and generally its species

are remarkable for their handsome flowers, and the aromatic odour of their foliage when

bruised ; owing to their containing in numerous little cells, a quantity of an aromatic essen-

tial oil, which can be seen collected in transparent vesicles when held between the eye and

the light, in the common myrtle they are easily seen.

This is one of the beat irks of the family. Anyone finding a plant

with opposite leaves and calyciflorous flowers, that is, the stamens and petals growing from

the cup of the calyx, may feel almost certain it belongs to this family if the leaves have

transparent dots. Care, however must be taken not to confound them with the Hyperi-

cums or the Rutaceous fan having a superior ovary, while the Myrtles have

an inferior one, that is, in other words, the young fruit is seen below the flower.

The dotted leaves though general, are not universal : they are wanting in the guava

and some others, and in many, are so minute as to require the aid of a magnifier to see

them. In the Myrtus tomentosa, they are also wanting, wlm-h rireumstaure induced me care-

fully to compare thi< plant with Mi/rt/ts communis, the type of the genus, when 1 ascertained,

that they could not be associated as true congeners, and that the former must be separated

to form the type of a new genus. Salisbury long ago suggested their separation, and DeCan-

dolle has partially accomplished it, by placing this along with Myrtus spectabules, (the type

of another genus,) in a distinct section, under the name of Rhodomyrtus, with the character,

«* Florcsrosei. Semena compresso-plana in loculis biseriata." This name I therefore adopt for

the genus. It is allied on the one hand to Myrtus, by its 3-celled ovary and osseous seed,

but differs in their simple double series compressed form, horizontal position, even in the

ovary, and in habit. On the other, it approaches the Guava (Psidium,) in habit, its im-

punctate leaves and succulent fruit ; but differs in its 3-celled ovary, its flattened seed, not

nidulating in pulp, and its 3-nerved leaves. It seems to form the transition from the

one to the other, agreeing with neither, but largely partaking of the characters of both.

The order is very widely distributed, but greatly predominates within the tropics or

in the warm latitudes immediately adjoining on either side. Numerous species are natives
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of America, Asia, and New Holland, fewer have yet been found in Africa; but it has not

been so well explored. The number of species referred to tin- order, 1 estimate by a rough

calculation at from 1000 to 1200, but I think it probable my estimate is under the true

number, as there are 70 genera, and some including upwards of 100 species, one Eugenia

above 300. One species only is a native of Europe, that from which the family takes iu

name Myrtus communis, and ta,;t -
1 .i latitudes.

Such being the rase, if is natural to suppose, that i.i a climate partaking so largely of the

European character as this does, that; the number of species should lie small. And this is

the case, four only being found on the higher ra lges : while a- we decern I to the plains, on

ail sides, the numbers increase. Those however that do occur here are very abundant, and

three of the four, stately trees ; the fourth Myrtvs tomnitosu, or, as I now propose to desig-

nate it, Ilho

.

is generally a shrub, though sometime* it attains almost

arboreous dimensions.

The relations of this order with its neighbours are sufficiently extensive and varied,

and as it now stum's, bring loosely denned and very pel with a great

number can be easily traced. The essential character of the order is, an adherent ovary:

stamens usually iudefinate not induplicate in a-stivaliou, (that is the filaments are not folded

on themselves as in Mehstomacecp,) leaves pellucidly punctuate. Exclude the last clause

—leaves pellucidly punctuate —am! then the following may he i :clud< d under the rest of the

definition

—

Pomicece, Combretucex, AUmgiez, Rhizopho/ece, Philadel/jhea, and Onagraria.

From this it would appear the characters of Myrfacesc are rather of a negative than

positive kind, and that to discover a Myrtaceous plant, we must first ascertain that it does

not belong to any of the above orders, and then we may infer that it belongs to this. Or-

dinal distinctions taken from the ovary and fruit, can have noplace here, for among the

sections and genera we find nearly all kinds. The flowers and leaves alone supply the or-

dinal characters, the ovaries and fruit seelinual and generic; ones.

The Pomegranate was long associa fed with this family. Don removed it as the type

of a new order, iu this he has been followed by most Botanists : Emiiicher has, however,

restored it to its old place, but I think incorrectly, as it assuredly is not a Myrtaceous plant.

The late Mr. Griffith referred it to Lythrarieae, and 1 now think he is the only Botanist who

really understood its true structure and am uta

I have already alluded to some of the economical applications of the species of this

family, one rather curious property remains to be noticed ; namely, that the juice of the

Khodomyrtus, when simply boiled for some time yields without the aid of sugar, a jelly of as

firm a consistence as snim toce, 1 believe, of rare occurrence among vege-

table juicea.

RHODOMYRTUS-R. W.-MYRTUS-Sect. II-DC.

icmtal, 2 series, testa bony : embryo terete the shape of
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bracteoles at the apex : calyx and outer surface of the petals tomentose, calyx lobes suborbicular quincunxly

embracating on the margins : petals subelliptic, redish within, clothed exteriorly with white adpressed pube-

scence : stamens very numerous, filaments slender purplish, anthers small : style as long as the stamens, tapering

upwards : stigma capitate : berry globose, tomentose, soft succulent and yellowish when ripe, crowned with the

persistent lobes of the calyx.

ntermediate between Psidium (Guava,) and Myrtus ; it has

in its ovary. In habit it is widely distinct from Myrtus

communis, the only genuine species I know, and also in its ovary the cells, having invariably 2 rows of colla-

teral ovules, while in Myrtus there are four. In the form of the seed they also differ, in this they are always

compressed and horizontal ; in that thick approaching to globose on the back, very few (at least in this coun-

try) coming to maturity, while in this nearly all do so.

Rhodomyrtus tomentosas (R. W M ' v froit, «d when ripe is very palatable. The jelly ob-

(Rhodorayrtus) tomentosa.—DC. Prod. 3, p. 240. apple jelly both in taste and appearance.
Very cormr, ; : iis, where it The plan me parts of Cey-

is generally known as the " Hill gooseberry," a name Ion, or one r ina, &c, in all of
far from inappropriate, as it a good deal resembles that which places the fruit eat.

Calyx tube short, nearly globose, or variously elongated ; limb 4 or 5 cleft. Petals 4 or some multiple

tached to axillary placenta;. Berry crowned by the segments of the calyx, one,' or rarely two-celled. Seeds

one or two large : cotyledons thick and fleshy, partially or completely combined into one mass with the radicle :

radicle very short scarcely distinguishable.

Trees or shrubs with opposite, entire, pellucid-dotted leaves and axillary or terminal, solitary or aggre-

gated peduncles either simple and one-flowered, or racemose, cymose, or panicled. Flowers small and very

numerous, or large conspicuous and comparatively few, usually white but sometimes coloured. Fruit a suc-

culent few seeded berry, white, pale redish, or deep purple coloured, usually sweetish, sometimes combined
with a peculiar rose flavour, (as the rose apple,) at others rough and astringent.

This is a very extensive and complex genus, but at the same time, when properly understood a very dis-

tinct and natural one, essentially resting on points of structure not liable to change, the number, namely, «f

cells, of the ovary and peculiar formation of seed.

When DeCandolle undertook its elaboration for the third volume of his Prodromus, he seems to have

almost side by side, small shrubs and large trees inflorescence of nearly every imaginable form, flowers the

most minute and clustered on one species, on another large, showy and distinct, usually white, but as in

the case Eug. (Jambosa) Malaccenses, deep crimson. On more closely analysing the parts of the flower, we
And some with the calyx tube very short, almost inconspicuous, in others forming a little ball under the flower,

and in others lengthened out into a long cylinder like tube exceeding an inch in length. The limb in like

manner is either deeply lobed, merely toothed, or cup-shaped, and quite entire on the margin. The petals for

subgenera Syzygium and Caryophyllus, they are, in the

To several of these secondary variations, notwithstanding the uniformity of the more essential organi-
zation he attached generic value, and divided the genus into four or Ave genera, Eugenia had the limb of the
calyx cleft down to the ovary. Jambosa had a turbinate calyx tube attenuated at the base and the limb 4-cleft.
Acmena, a turbinate calyx tube, and the limb entire. Caryophyllus, a cylindrical calyx tube, 4-parted limb,
and four cohering petals

; and lastly, Syzygium had an obovate calyx tube, subcntire limb and concreted petal*
separating like a lid.
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While engaged in preparing the article Myrtacece, for my Illustrations of Indian Botany, the futility of
euch characters in the formation of genera, was rendered strikingly obvious by two or three species in my
herbarum, which neither associated with any of these, nor would they unite with each other to form one addi-

tional genus. Each required to be elevated to the rank of a genus resting on characters equally artificial with
any of those given above. This circumstance induced me to examine with much care, the characters of a!]

these genera, as given by DeCandolle, which led to the conviction that they are, at best, all mere sections or
subgenera of one vast and very natural genus, differing from each other more or less in habit, and in the form
of parts of secondary value in the formation of genera, bul e of really essential importance
—the position, structure and contents of the ovary ; structure of the seed, and position of the radicle. In then
points they all agree, and to the same extent differ from the rest of the family of Sfyrtwoem. Tbfr last fact had
much influence in inducing me to re-unite all the above named genera into one comprehensive whole.

The genus thus formed is one of great extent, including probably not fewer than 400 species. These are

distributed generally over the tropics and warmer latitudes on either side. America, Asia, Africa tad New
Holland, all claim indigenous species, but they most predominate in America, and are very sparingly distri-

buted in Australia. Three species of the subgenus Syzygium, present themselves in the woods about Oota-
camund, and one of these occurs on the top of Dodabet, a fourth is met with on the lower levels of Coonoor
and Kotagherry, but rarely ascending above that level. On the Western slopes E. Munronii, referable to the

subgenus Jambosa, occurs some distance below Sisparah.

The following characters of the subgenera of this extensive genus, I extract from my illustrations slight-

1. Eu eugenia. Calyx, tube globose; limb 4-parted down to the ovary. Pedicels axillary, one

5. Syzygium. Calyx

beyond the ovary, margiu tn

Eucenia (S) Arnottiana (R. W. 111. Ind. Bot. a considerable extent by the natives, though, owing to

, ; ; ,

.....'
,:

•
i

'.

. .
. - - -v r .

•.

> :.'
:

an umbel of B-] subtended by oval, very obtuse, to obovate-orbicular, corvueotM;
. : .

.-...• ,;-.
. .;.

'.
. . :

:'.. •
' '

"' '- -
. before falling off.— W. and terminal, corymbose, short peduncled, many flowered :r lobed

:

calyx repandly 4-toothed : petals 4, m
Abundant in the jungles about Ootacamund, and ing as one : berries oval, oblong, succulent, dark pur

generally of low growth,

Prod. p. 329. * calyx repandly 4-t

at in the jungles about Ootacamund, and ing as one : berries oval, ohiong, succulent,

tree, very abundant in .__

edingly nu-

generally met with in the woods on the higher hills, pie when ripe.

lt> ib mtifiil tree, generally of low growth, with A low spiv,

-:.'',, ...'.' ..-,-.
.

'.'.'"•
'

:

v ;i "'

horizontally one above the other with a small radi- fruit is so like those of E. Arnottiana, that the same

cle between. description will serve for both.

The fruit, which is sweetish and austere, is eat to
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XXX—PASSIFLORI.E-PASSION FLOWER TRIBE.

In Indian Botany this is a family, of very minor importance as so very few Asiatic spe-

cies belong: to it. There is but one native species of Passion Flower in the Indian Penin-
sula, and, so far as yet known, only found on the Hills. A second is found on the Hima-
layas, and one or two in the EWrn Islands. All the other species, nearly 159 in number,
are with the exception of a few African ones, natives of America. The few that are found
in India, are however interesting as forming so many links of the chain connecting the floras

of the two countries. It was principally under this point of view, that I was induced to in-

troduce the Neilgherry Passion Flower into this collection, as I had already published it in

my Icones, and there is certainly nothing very g'riking in its appearance to entitle it to the
distinction ofbeing published a second time, as it is in truth, about the plainest looking spe-
cies of this curious and generally handsome genus, I have seen.

It is met with in considerable abundance on the Hills growing in woods, and climbing
extensively over the trees. The flower though plain, when looked at as a whole, owing to

the want of the bright colours which many of its congeners present, is by no means wanting
as regards the perfection of its parts when more closely examined. Here we find a double
scries of floral leaves or a cnlyx and corolla, while many have the outer series only. Here
we haye a double se.-ies of fij

.
uentou ; process , the same as in the most perfect, and lastly

there is within these, a membranous tissue plaited with the greatest nicety, surrounding the
base of the pedicel ofthe ovary, properly to appreciate the beauties of which the microscope
isrequired. Within that, borne on an elevated torus, or pedicel, embraced by the base of
the stamens, is the ovary or embryo fruit, surmounted by three diverging capitate styles.

Such is the structure of the Neilgherry passion flower.

Considerable difference ofopinion exists among Botanists, regarding the nature of the
parts of the flower. Some maintain that it has no corolla even in those instances where,
like the present, there is a double series of floral leaves, and therefore call them all sepals,
though the interior series are petaloid in their appearance, colouring and texture, and say
the crown or filamentous processes rise from the cup of the calyx. Jussieu, DeCandolIe,
Endhcher, and Meis ter all a lop th .t view. Lindley on the other hand, maintains that the
inner series are true petals, and that their crown is metamorphosed petals. Dr. Aruott
and myselt considered the second series petals, but viewed the crown as more properly be-
longing to the stamens.

When preparing my accountof the order for the illustration of Indian Botany, I was in-
duced to take a view somewhat different from either, considering both series of floral leaves
sepals and the crown, as modified corolla. A very careful examination of this species has in-
duced me to adopt Dr. Lindiey's opinion, as being the more correct of the three, as I think
it can be shown that both the inner series of floral leaves and the crown, arise from the ex-
tenor eA.re of a d«k, lining the throat of the calyx, while the stamens spring from the in-
terior edge, proving that both the crown and inner series of leaves belong to the same
series of parts and are equally distinct from both calyx and stamens. Lindley however
.eenusubseqiientiy to have relinquished the idea of the crown being metamorphosed petals,
and ,u Ins elements of Botany,

(a more recent publication than his natural system,) at pag«
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203, defines his Ci Alliance Pa^im/al's" •< Flowers with a riiic or coronetof storilcstamens "

a view which my present examination does not enable me to adopt.*

This discussion is introduced to show how gradual the transition of parts sometimes is,

and that in such cases much discrimination is required to enable the investigator of natural

objects, to call parts by their right names.

Regarding the properties of the family almost nothing- seems to he known. The fruit

of some is edible and is said to be (i fragrant, juiev, cooling ami pleasant."

PASSIFLORA PASSION FLOWER.

Flowers bisexaul. Calyx-tube very short. Corona composed of numerous filaments in several row?.

Anthers reflexed. Berry stalked, usually pulpy, rarely somewhat membranaceous.— W. and A. Prod. p. 352.

This genus as already remarked, is one of great extent, though so sparingly found in India. The species

are either herbaceous annual i i Imirably adapted for arbours, as well on account of their

tice said, " Passion flowers are the pride of South America and the West Indies, where the woods are filled

with their species, which climb about from tree to tree, bearing at one time flowers of the most striking beautv,

and of so singular an appearance, that the zealous Catholics who discovered them, adapted Christian traditions

to those inhabitants of the South American Wilderness: and at other times fruit, tempting to the eye and re-

freshing to the palate."—Lindley. The Indian plant cannot compete in richness of colouring, with those

forest jems of the Western World, but still it does not merit the total neglect with which it is treated by the

European sojourners on these Hills. I therefore hope this notice, by directing attention to the factofour
having a native Passion flower/among us, will also have the effect of bringing it into vogue.

Passiflora Leschenaultii (DC. :) climbing : Kotagherry, Coonoor, the Avalanche, &c. The flow-
leaves half-orbicular, rounded at the base. i compared to some of the finer species,
;:':.

the under side, but particularly so on the nerves, with- much thought of too ; the colours though not briu'.;

•

'
'. . \ : : ;.

;
- .. ;

.•.
: \ ' :- ..''

'

'

' ...•..•.-.
die

: tendrils simple : peduncles in pairs from the .,-,ty which 1

same axils as the tendrils, simple, 1 -flowered : calvx appr< bend as tended to keep them in the back ground,
without an involucre

;
petals 5.—DC. Prod. 3. p. 326 ; It is generally in flower at all seasons, but most

Wall.! L. n. 1231; Wight! cat. n. 1154.— Neil- abundantly durintr the rainy ones. 1 have not heard

dantly and in greater pei:,

XXXI.-CRASSULACE^E—STONECROP TRIBE.

This is a family of succulent "plants, of which a good many are natives of Europe, b

many more of the Cape of Good Hope, where succulent plants of all kinds are most abu

dant. In India they are so very rare, that our peninsular Flora only includes 5 specie

.
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and one of these a doubtful native. The one here delineated is, however, very common on

the Hills, and has moreover been gem-rally introduced into the gardens, probably more on

account of the facility ofpropagation than any thing else, for indeed, nothing can be easier to

propagate than this plant. In habit this, the only Neilgherry plant of the order, is peren-

nial, very succulent, attains a considerable size, ; nd during the earlier months of the year, is

rDvered with large clusters of yellow flowers which continue appearing in succession, for two

or three months. Towards May they have pretty generally disappeared, but plants are

still to be had even at that advanced season in flower.

This, in common with the whole family . Is distinguished by the exact symmetry of its

flowers; 4 sepals, 4 petaN. 4 carpels, and 8 stamens. These numbers vary in different genera,

but the proportions remain the same, and by their regular alternation, this family is readily

distinguished from all its neighbours. DeCandolle's classification of this familv does not

appear to me by any means a satisfactory one, and has not been adopted by either Lindley

or Endlichor. Saxifrage®, a femily as yet undiscovered on these Hills, seems clearly its

nearest relative, hut from which it i- easily di-timjuUhcd by the number of carpels, which

in this equals the number of petals and are free to the base, while in Saxifrages!, two is the

number of carpels with usually S petals. There is also a difference in the placentation wor-

thy of notice in determining affinities.

I have never heard of any useful application to which this plant has been turned, in

Ewope the leaves of the Houseleek are esteemed for their refrigerent properties and in my
younger days I was familiar with it under the name of, « Healing leaf," and thought it a

sovereign remedy for all manner of external sores or injuries. Some of the stonecrops are

KALANCHOE.

Calyx 4-partite
;
the sepals scarcely combined at the base, narrow acute, somewhat distant. Corolla hypo-

ratenform
;
tube cylindrical

: limb spreading 4-partite. Stamens 8, attached to the tube of the corolla at the

base. Scales 4, Lin u Carpels! Styles filiform.—Suffruticose fleshy plants. Leaves opposite, irregu-

larly pinnatiSdi* mere, usually toothed, thick. Cymes panicled, lax. Flowers yellow, or rarely reddish or

This, tho' a small genus as respects the number of species, (about 16) but makes up by the extent of ground
they are spread over. India, from the Hymalayas to Cape < omorm, Ceylon, Muhu-c as, China, Arabia, Egypt,
Sierra Leone, Cape of Good Hope and Braz.l, all claim indigenous species. Of the 16, four belong to the

DI FLORA (Wall.:
) glabrous: bluish green or glaucous colour • the u er ones fre-

crenated, upper c

sepals oblong, acut
tse, furnished

icitous ovate or suborbicular bracts at

. quaternary with 8 stamens,

n_ of 3000 feet. Iseughernes. anthers oblong, • note eapi *

.r^rin^oftenTiriatofafcS i iiu:_ ,n i -
; .. ovary with

mS on^L^m
>se, but rarely
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XXXII.—UM J..

On the plains of India they are almost unknown, but <

means uncommon either as to the number, or the freq

however, their numbers are out of all proportion grc

15 or 20 species distributed over an area of probabb

walking- across a meadow, of perhaps less than 5 n

In its properties this family is very rema rkabie. The seed, or more
oearlly the whole are aromatic and carminative, not even excepting these of

ous; while the vegetation of all is suspicious and ought to be used witl

quali lied by culture, or ascertained by exp<u-ience to be innocuous. \

Foot s Parsley, both very poisonous plants, ar e members of this familv <

nearl y as bad; but so are the true Parsley, Celerv, Carrots, Parsnips, &
othei"8 that are in daily use as wholesome articles of food. Notwithstandi

virul ent poisons, medicinal virtues, and whole:some properties, the whole

tanii ally, is one of the most natural of the veget able kingdom, and the mo<
1 of its dowers and fruit. An interior, nearly entire or

nd umbelled inflorescence. This "last varies as in tl

icrs where the flowers are capitate.

ing to this uniformity of the structure of the flowers, fru

>ne of the i and groop

. way as to facilitate their recognition, but hitherto with

DeCaudolle. the one followed bv us in the peninsular;

linatives
; while the leaves of the Hemlock, used with judgment, are in

tse a most powerful remedy, hut unfortunately uncertain in its operat

o the season. Several others are virulently poisonous, and are ofte

is last class. I do not recoils . t a i\ ha\ in- hi n e;iiti\ ated for ornamen
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m any remarks on the affinities of this order for the very simple reason, that

oderstand them. There is nothing <else like it in the vegetable kingdom.

B Ivy iiave each points by which they approach them, especially in their

and albuminous seed ; Ranicneulacea also agree to the same extent and are

is, hut somewhat di>t • it ; the s; ( i ic *ua.\ he said of the Spermacoceous sec-

bat still all arc widely <

!:
-ti ict. Rummculaceae is, perhaps, that which

>arest in some points, and Aralacece in others.

HYDROCOTYLE.

tly compressed ; limb with the margin obsolete. Petals ovate, entire, acute, spreading,

Fruit laterally compressed and flattened. Merricarpa without vittae : primary ridges 5,

d lateral ones often obsolete, the intermediate ones enlarged. Seed carinately compress-

rarely suffrutescent plants, usually slender and aquatic. Umbels simple. Involucre

sessile or pedice.led, whitish.—W. and A. Prod, p. 366.

s genus as the name implies, generally frequent low, wet or marshy grounds, and where

erally very abundant. On the Hills they are frequent in damp shady woods. Four spe-

n them, two frequenting the open grounds, and two more shady woods. They are pro-

tests, the most erect of the set being the one I have selected for representation. It grows

in dark shady woods, in low, wet soil. In such woods about Pycarah and the Ava-

een it ; I do not, however, recollect finding it about Ootacamund, though I dare say,

n the woods here.

i'OLYCEPHala (W. and A.:) didymous, slightly 2-ribbed on each side, smooth and

lobed j larg . ] have found it in many and

rapitate and almost e fruit) tation.

nnewhat permanent pedicels : fruit

^aiyx-umeecmnaie; its xooes Sflgbl Petals erect, connivent, obovate, with long i

fl.vtv.l points. Fruit oom.-wiut glubos.-, terete, not dividing spontaneously. Merricarps densely clothed wi

hooked prickles, without r '--, uit'i many vntiv. Carpophore indistinct. Seeds semiglobose.—Herbaceo
perennial plants. Radicle leaves petioled, palmately lobed ; the lobes cunate, incise and toothed towards r

apex. Stem naked or sparingly leafy. General umbel with few leaves; leaflets of the involucre tew ai

often lobed : partial one of several rays ; the leaflets of the involucel several 'and entire. Flowers in "the Ban
umbel, male, female, or bisexaul.— W. and A. Prod. p. 367.

This, like the last, is the only genus of the tribe to which it belongs, found in this part of India. I ha
introduced it here partly on that account, but principally to show a sport of nature by presjntmit a pla

whose general appearance is so unlike that of other umbelliferous plants, that one, not havii g a practical a

h the family, might find much difficulty in finding its place in the system of vegetables. It

very abundant in all the woods about Ootacamund and Dodabet, during the rainy season.

uuibcls usually !-;>], t->w li -. red : flowers polyga-
mous, the males p /,..,/, p% 307,
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Margin of the calyx obsolete. Petals ob

tracted laterally, ovate. Stylopodium cushion-shaped. Styles generally

what capitate at the apex. Merricarps with 5 equal filiform ridges, the lateral one

with many vittae, Carpophore bifid. Seed gibbous-convex, flattish in front.— Herbac

roots. Radical leaves either pinnated, or entire : stem leaves more finely divided. Umbels general a:

tial with many rays, without involucres or involucels, or very rarely with them. Petals white, mor
reddish or yellow.

—

W. and A. Prod. p. 368.

There are only two species of this genus natives of the Hills ; one having an involucrum, or ray <

late leaves round the base of the umbel, the other without. The one here represented is the one wit

umbels, a mark by ' pushed from the other. It is very common in the pasture
slopes of the Hills all about Ootacamund, and readily recognized by its umbels of small white flowers i

or three round radical leaves lying flat on the ground.

PlMPINBLLA Las< iikxaultii (DC.:) peren- A low herbaceous plant seldom exceeding ]

mal: stem slight!, [t j
'_ ^raUt distributed

ng : style diverging : fruit

BUPLEURUM.

Margin of the calyx obsolete. Petals roundish, entire, with the closely involute point broad and retuse.

Fruit laterally compressed or somewhat didymous, crowned with the depressed stylopodium. Ridges of the
merricarps 5, equal, either winged, sharp, filiform, or obsolete : the lateral ones marginal. Interstices with or
without vittae, smooth or granulated. Seed teretely convex, flattish in front.—Herbaceous or shrubby gla-
brous plants. Leaves rarely divided, usually from the abortion of the limb and dilatation of the petiole changed
into phyllodia with quite entire margins. Umbels compound. Involucres various. Flowers yellow.

Of this genus, including in all about 70 species, four are found on the Hills. They are remarkable in the
family for their simple undivided leaves, a mark by which the genus is generally much more readily distin-

guish*] tfa m by those taken from the flowers and fruit. The one here represented is by far the most common
and most conspicuous from its size, and very numerous umbels of small yellow flowers with which it is cover-
ed. All along the roads from hoth Kotagherry and Coonoor, it abounds, often attaining a height when sup-
ported by bushes among which it grows, of seven or eight feet, forming a strong contrast with another found
m open pasture grounds which rarely exceeds as many inches. A third species I have found in several places
of much larger growth, having stems several inches in circumference, and the lower leaves of the stems some-
times 7 or 8 inches long and about 1 | broad. That species B. plantaginifolium. R. W. Icones.—Occurs in

woods on Elk Hill, at the bottom of Kaitie Falls, and on Snowdown.

BUPLEURUM RAMOSISSTM™

frith a long mucro, narrowed towarus mc uase, am. lerscices wren l-a vittae.

—

w. una m. rn
I
us and rnem- A very large ramous diffuse speci

vrs : leaflets of the involucre and ir.vo- hushes in moi>t soil, usually from 4 to
ucel about 5. . r hut often arreatlv exceeding that size—

1

: fni:
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PASTINACA.

Margin of the calyx obsolete or minutely toothed. Petals roundish, entire, involute, the involute
]

broad and retuse. Fruit flat-compressed dorsally, surrounded by a dilated flattened margin. Merricarps \

very slender ridges ; the dorsal and 2 intermediate ones equidistant, the lateral contiguous to the dilated n

Carpophore bipartite. Seed flattened.— Herbaceous plants with a fusiform and often fleshy root. Let

pinnated, the segments toothed, cut or lobed. Umbel compound. Involucre and involucel wanting or few-l<

ed. Flowers usually yellow.— W. and A. Prod. p. 372.

The well known Parsnip is a member

ed by Tournifort. Since his time anothei

downwards, under the MSM erf ever, so far as I can discover, only differs in one point,

the form of the petals. In this they are said to be roundish, entire, involute, the involute part round and

often larger, spreading and bifid. To my mind these distinctions are too slight and indefinite to merit the

importance assigned to them, at least as regards the Indian species. Under this impression, I have taken the

liberty of uniting the Indian H :, and now publish the H. rigens of our Prodromus

there are several species on the Hills, all distinguished by their coarse foliage, and more or less compressed

winged seed. So long as they were separate I always found it exceedingly difficult to tell one genus from the

other, united they are generically easily recognized, though the species are not always quite so easily mads

out. They are all common during the rainy season, but disappear after having produced their seed. I repub-

lish from my Icones No. 1010, the following brief remarks regarding the union of the two genera. Being

unable to discover any characters, by which these species and several others in my collection, may be distin-

guished generically from Pastinaca, the older genus of the two, I have been induced to refer them all to that

genus in preference to retaining both it and Heracleum in the Indian Flora. It is my impression that there is

no difference between the two genera, but I leave that for those who have better means of determining the

point, to decide. So far as written characters go there is no difference, but there may be in habit, with which

I am unacquainted.

PASTrNACA RIGE n-s (R. W. Heracleum
Wall L). C. W. and A.) stems slightly brai

^nridut'^'omewhat cordate at the base,

under densely pubesce
le on a long petiole, the

bluntly 3-tobed or teimate ; leaflets of the inv

. ondA.Pmd.
,

the two outer

d. p. 373.

flowering during the ra

mths. The radical leaves are usually f

I on the ground. The specimen selec

ation is a small one, but as compared fl

XXXIII.-ARALIACE^.

To this order the Ivy (Iledem Hclex) belongs, and though on these hills we have

nothing at all like the true Ivy to recall the fondly cherished associations of our native land ;

we have several species of the same germs and with them the aid of a name, though the

things are most unlike, to make us think of the Ivy clad towers and trees of the old country-

The Ivies of India are certainly most unlike those of Europe, but not more so than we find in
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other genera. In Ceylon there is a species of fig that, so perfectly associates in liabit, with

Ivy, that any person not knowing; the difference would almost suppose, on seeing- a wall or

trunk of a venerable tree covered with it, thai he wa- looking on genuine Ivy.

The difference between that Ivy-like Fig and our stately Banyan tree, is therefore

greater than that between the European and Hill Ivies; for even the most arboreous forms

of the Hill Ivy when growing along side of another tree or cleft of rock, have a tendency to

seek support from it. Both the trees here delineated show that disposition.

This is a widely diffused family, and in proportion to the number of species, India has

perhaps the 1 ai • being about 60 Indian species out of about 200, the

remainder being distributed over China, the Eastern Islands, Madagascar, Mauritius,

America and Europe. Of that number the Neilgherries furnish a list of no fewer than

8 species, (exclusive of one reduced,) with which 1 am acquainted, and probably more may yet

be found when more carefully explored. All these I refer to the genus Hcdera, not think-

ing the genus Paratropia, D. C. under \\1
"

!i
\

irl I '!. :n ; re de<rri ,1 i:i our Prodromus,

sufficiently distinguished. They are all more or less arboreous, the wood in all is soft,

brittle and very juicy, the juice having a peculiar terebenthine odour when tirst exuded.

The leaves in all are compound pinnate or palmated. The flowers in umbels, the fruit

baccate, generally small, about the size of peas.

The nearest relations of this order are evidently Umbellifera: and Ampelidex, but both

so widely separated that there seems little chance of any of them being confounded, though

all agreeing in some important points.

Regarding properties little can be said, none of those on the Hills so far as I have yet

heard, are turned to any useful ace. unit ; but the Chinese Gensing, a medicine in prodigious

repute among the Celestials, is obtained from a plant of this family. Its medicinal proper-

ties are perhaps somewhat exaggerated among them, but must have some foundation in

truth, otherwise it never could have aed the high esteem in which it is

held by them.

HEDERA. Ivy.

Margin of the calyx elevated or toothed. Petals 5-10, distinct, or cohering at the apex, and falling ofF

like a calyptra. Stamens 5-10. Styles as many as the petals rarely only 4, converging or combined into 1.

?.—Climbing or erect shrubs, or trees. Leaves simple or com-

id A. Prod. p. 3/6.

of this family, I can see no difference in the organs

3 compound, but in Hedera they

nee in my estimation not forming a generic distinction, I have

t difference both the species here represented are Paratropia*,

shall so far keep it up as to employ it as a sectional distinc-

r levels, such as about Coonoor. : woods about Oota-

Prodromus it is remarked that Paratropia appears a natural genus, having the Ie

L f Oowerfl arranged in racemes forming thyrses, &c, being now impressed with convic
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as a very natural and characteristic

these, in the absence of structural c

entitle them to generic value.

.!.

brous, leaves digitate; leaflets about 5,
;

Blanches racemose, flowers pe-
ate, very obtuse or sometimes obcordate, coriaceous : dicelled, furnished at the base of the pedidd with r.•'..,: ... '

.

!',

branches, ebracti -, solitary on 5,. styles 5 si -„ obtuse: fruit 5-

ind celled.

l%oiaa i ight, rarely six-, ovary 8, rarely 6-celled. A large tree of rather rare occurrence. A few fine

V nit 1 r wide!> distributed ti >. of small size, oc- trees 70 or 80 ieet hi^h. and ' i ^ i i
;

i > t , n are
'.;....«

:

Courtallum; Si u ar Coimba- mund. I have met with it in several other places, but

the riixht liau ! side of the road, going down about 100 -
. t of the genus,

yards below the 2-mile-stone, furnished the specimen The leaflets vary a good deal in form and size : in
figured, where it flowers during April and Mar. Th - ,, o . !y waved nearly
1 r " !i "7 tni " '. under 4 inches
all the other s p, the remark- hv:.;r, and 1 ', broad, in i.'.'.lts they are 6 or 7 inches
able foliage. long and aboi t J i < . , 1. i

; i<nvers Ju
nii":u.v 'I

1
i? a 'mo v V V> i arboreous, ami Jul) 1 he ma ire iruit scarcely attains the size

leaves digitate : - ol a moderate sized pea.
llate on the margin, to elliptic

XXXlX.-LORXSmACEJE-Mistletoe Tribe.

This is a most curious family of (with one exception,) tree parasites. The species are
very numerous, but the genera very few. They are always found growing on other plants

commonly on branches of trees, hut not infrequently on each other, and I have even seen

examples of a new plant parasitic on its own parent. DeCandolle remarks that they grow
on nearly all kinds of trees except milky ones. This remark is according to my own ob-

servations generally true, but not without striking exceptions, as I have seen tliein quite

abundant on Fig trees, and one Loranth. Euphorbece R. W. on our milk-hedge (Euphorbia
Antiquontm.) The family generally most abounds within the tropics, or in the warm regions

ofthe temperate zone, only two species being natives of Europe; but on these hills, with a

temperate climate, they are very numerous, Viscums and Loranthi being found every where,
scarcely a tree to be met with being constantly free from their visitation, and among them
are some very beautiful species. This last remark applies exclusively to Loranthus, the

species ofViscum, though some are very curious, have no beauty to recommend them to our
notice; but are not on that account the less deserving of observation, owing to the contrast
which they present in habit and appearance, to the tree that supports them, and from which
they extract their nourishment.

The species growing on milky plants show clearly that they have the power of climena-
tion, and can select such portion of the juices only, as are suitable for their nourishment, their

own juices being watery, while those ofthe supporting plant are milky, an interesting fact in

the history of these vegetables.

The floral structure of this family furnishes an example of the difficulties which occa-
sionally present themselves, as if, to set at nought classification of the vegetable kingdom,
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resting on the assumed uniformity of those organs. Polypetalous flowered families are

grouped together in one series ; monopetalous ones in another, and apetalous in a third: in

this order the three meet— Viscum is polypetalous, Loranthus monopetalous, Misodendron

apetalous, and as if that were not enough, we find in Viscum the first atid last combined, the

male flowers being apetalous, and the female ones polypetalous.

Jnssieu's and DeCandolle's systems are based on the structure of the flowers, Polype-

talous, Monopetalous and Apetalous flowers, forming their primary subclasses. Such being

the case, it is not to be wondered at that much discrepancy of opinion exists among Botanists,

as to the place this family should occupy. By most of the Botanists of the present day, it

has been placed among monopetalous orders, mainly I believe, on account of the perfect

corolla of Loranthvs, the most prominent genus of the order.

Brown, however, with his usual farsighted discrimination, long ago decided that their

proper place is near Proieacece, an apetalous family ; an opinion which is gradually gaining

ground, as our acquaintance with Thymalaceous orders enlarges, and must ere long be uni-

versally adopted, as there can be no doubt that the nearest relations of the family are to be

found in that subclass. Proieacece, Olacinea, Thymatm and Santulacecs, are all more nearly

allied families than any of those among which they are now generally placed, and all belong

to that division of the vegetable kingdom.

Viewed in connection with these families this is a most instructive one, as regards ex-

isting systems of mttural classification of plants, as tending to show that hitherto, probably,

too much importance has been attached to the form, perfection and relative position of the

flower, and scarcely enough on the ovarium and its contents; as it is similarity of the latter

that furnishes the bond of union by which the genera associated in this family, are held toge-

ther, notwithstanding the wide discrepancy among their flowers.

Another cirenmstauce may be mentioned, as incidentally tending to confirm the rela-

tionship existing between this order and those mentioned above ; namely, that DeCandolle

has placed the genus of Sc/ioepjia among Loranthacece, while Mr. Bentham a Botanist of the

highest attainments, has referred it to Olucinea-, an order, on the affinities of which I have

already offered some remarks, tending to show that it is erroneously placed by DeCandolle

and his followers, on characters taken from the flowers, but not confirmed by the ovarium

and fruit.

I have mentioned at the commencement of these remarks, that the species of this order

are <' true parasites," that is, they send their roots into the substance of, and draw their

nourishment from the proper juices of the plant that bears them. In this respect they arc

unlike epiphites : that is, plants that simply adhere to the bark, but do not penetrate into

the substance of the plant. Of this description are numerous Orchide*, and Mosses which

are nourished by moisture obtained from the atmosphere, and retained by the rough and

porous bark of the trees on which they grow.

The process of vegetation can be easily ohsefved, probably in aH kinds of Loran-

thacca*, but certainly in numerous species of Loranthus; all that is required being to tike

mature seed, and stick them by their viscum on any substance. In due time the radicle

shoots from one end, becomes curved, swells and dilates at the apex, and attaches itself to
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the body on which the seed adheres. If that body be a suitable one for its support,

ing- plant for example, a radicle in due time issues from the dilated sucker-like portion

t rates the bark, and extends itself on the wood below. I have seen seed in a state o

tation on leaves, stones, and in short anywhere, but of course they can only take ro<

their support is of a kind to admit of it.

The plants of this family abound in the substance familiarly known under the n

" Birdlime" or viseum. The Mistletoe, the European representative of this family,

known, at least by name, on account of the superstitious traditions regarding it, whi

been handed down to the present time from those of the Druids, among whom it was ^

ed as a sacred plant.

Calyx with the margin obsolete and entire. Petals 4 (more rarely 3 or

5.) thick, nearly triangular from a broad base, very shortly united at the base into a gamopetalous 4-partite

corolla, or distinct, valvate in aestivation. Stamens wanting in the female ; in the male without filaments, and

with the anthers adnate to the petals, and composed of numerous little cells (or bilocular ?) : ovary in the female

cohering with the calyx. Stigma almost sessile obtuse. Berry umbilicated, internally mucilaginous. Embryo
irregu'ar in its direction, sometimes 2 or 3 in the same seed : extremity of the radicle often (always ?) protruded

beyond the albumen,—Parasitical shrubs, growing on dicotyledonous trees, all (with one exception,) glabrous.

Branches terete, tetragonal, or compressed, often jointed. Leaves opposite or rarely alternate, often wanting or

reduced to a mere scale. Flowers fascicled, or in spikes.

Of this genus there are about 100 known species. They are generally ramous, pendulous plants, the

branches jointed, bearing the leaves and flowers on the joints, the flowers are very minute, and often in the

leafy species, required to be looked for before they can be seen. The fruit is usually an oval, pulpy berry, fre-

quently red, when ripe the seed is enveloped in a very visced muscilaginous substance, by which, they adhere to

way they might be easily propagated. The species of this genus have but little in their appearance
d them, hence, except as curiosities, they are not worth the trouble. Not so however many of the

ioranthus, which are indeed very beautiful plants, and might, I think, be easily turned to account

purposes.

Viscum ounicuLATUM (R. W.) monoicous, the joints, opposite or in opposite fascicles of 3 together,

lar.muchiw
. -, nerved: Thu i ,idely distributed

and female plant, and is found on all km Is of tr. », the ip < i W
mixed: anthers sessile on the lobes of the calyx, flat, here given, grew on the Rhododendron arboreum, a
composed of numerous little cells, berries oval, oblong, portion of Which KsCOtnpanies.
obtuse at both ends VlSCOTB M ,.(R.W.) This

A very rare shrub ; the plants from which the
, ndance on the

drawing was made being the only ones I have seen; i ..,, and shrubs,
ranches of Agapetes or- yient on a species of IS*.

borea. lhedraf: represented The specimen from which the drawing was taken,
the anthers, the other parts of the figure are unex- g , of the r>-
ceptionable.

. ^ rarah River.
( j, , eior.s : B**

; '-
'

' ":"•',.

pressed : angulations obovate-oblong, tapering at the Unct specie*,

apex of scarcely warrants its separation from the preceding.
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Flowers usually bisexaul. Calyx-tube ovate, rare! y ti I runcated or toothed. Petals

4-8, usually 5-6, either distinct or more or less united : activation valvular. Stamens as many as the petals

and opposite to them : filaments adnate to the base of the petals, free at the apex : anthers 2-celled, adnate, or

erect, or versatile. Style filiform. Stigma simple, capitate or turbinate. Berry roundish, ovate, or oblong, or

turbinate, 1-celled, 1-seeded, usually crowned with the limb of the calyx. Shrubs usually parasitical, rarely

growing on the ground. Leaves opposite or alternate, entire, usually thick and coriaceous. Flowers spiked,

or racemose, or panicled.

The Neilgherry species of this genus are numerous and individually abundant. How many species there

may be is very doubtful, but my impression is, that as many as 20 are natives of these Hills, though I have

not yet collected so many. Every wood about the Hills abounds with them, and scarcely a tree grows but is

subject to their attacks. In their general appearance they greatly vary ; some are stout, erect growing shrubs,

are of the most dull and unassuming. The colour and appearance of the flowers equally vary ; some are large

and richly coloured, others smaller, but still conspicuous for the richness of their colouring ; while others are

the dullest imaginable, and as if to conceal the little colour they have, are clothed with dirty whitish or tawny

coloured hairs. Many attain a great size, and by their drain on the vital fluids of their support, speedily induce

the premature decay consequent on deficient nourishment.

Loranthus Neilgerrensis, (W. and A. :) scurely repand toothed : corolla glabrous, ventricose-

glabrouj : branches terete, young ones obscurely and ly gibbous at the base, equally 5-cleft to beyond the

somewhat fleshy, ultimate one A. Prod. p. 3S2.

of the branch lab :-' : peduncles This is a fine species of great size, and when in

hott, about the length of |
BOBS from its numerous deep

the petiole, bearing an umbel of 3-7, very shortly pe- red, almost cr which complete-

dicelled flowers ; -ovary and ly cover the branches, while the young leaves on the

close to it, lateral, ovate : margin of the calyx ob- new shoots, are also often deep red.

XXXV.-CAPRIFOLIACE.E-HONEYSUCKLE TRIBE.

This is a small, but to the Horticultural Amateur, au interesting family, as including

within its narrow limits the Elder, the Honeysuckle, the Tiara and Lauristinus, Guelder,

Rose, and numerous other ornaments of the shrubbery and arbour. They are the more es-

teemed as, being for the most part natives of temperate climates, they are hardy enough to

bear the winters of England. In its geographical distribution this family occupies a wide

range, extending from Lapland within the arctic circle, where Linnaa borialis is indigenous

to New ZealaruCnearly 50° South of the equator, the native country of the genus Alseuosmia;

and all round the world from the Western shores of America, to the Eastern ones of China

and Japan. But while thus extensively inhabiting the temperate regions of both hemispheres,

they are of rare occurrence within the tropics; except where, as in the instance of these

mountains local circumstances produce a temperate climate.

In Nepaul and the Hymalayas generally, they are numerous; upwards of 20 species

being described from the vallev of Nepaul alone; thence they extend Southward to Ceylon,

an d Eastward to Japan. On the Neilgherries 6 species are indigenous, two of Dmicera, and

four of Viburnum: thereby indicating by their vegetable productions, the extra-tropical

ch aracter of the climate of these Hills.
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The order itself, in its Botanical characters, is one of great simplicity, being quinary in

all its parts except the ovary, which is usually o-celled or, in other words, made up of 3 united

carpels, each cell usually containing several ovules. I have however specimens of Lonicera

Leschenaultii, (the common Hill Honeysuckle,) with four and five celled fruit; this however is

a rare and a probably depending on some local cause.

Three carpels, with several ovules in each, is the usual numbi r in Za niceras and most of

the other genera; but Viburnum departs widely from the character of the order in that respect,

as I find, in all the species I have examii i d, n| wards of2 I in nu nber; it has constantly a soli-

tary carpel with a single ovule pendulous from the apex of the cell. Thinking this structure

limited to the Neilgherry species, nv to remove them from the rest of the

genus, which nearly all modern Botanists describe in such a way, as either to lead to the in-

ference, that it has a plurality of cells and ovules, or actually assert, that such is its structure ;

and had I not possessed specimens of two common European species which agreed in struc-

ture with our Indian ones, I would undoubtedly have acted on my first impressions, on the

supposition that the Indian members of the family had been referred to it on external appear-

portanceof Get tionin the limitation of genera. The case however as it

now stands, is less creditable to the leaders of the science in Europe, than I at first supposed.

The affinities of this order need not be dwelt upon : it is evidently most nearly related

to Rubiacece, from which indeed it scarcely differs except in the want of r.shrpetiolar stipules,

a character of great importance as being the only invariable bond of union by which the

large assembUui' •>: \>\ lwm. ch;i-,v^ a-.-\ umler that family, are held together. In one tribe

hitherto associated with Rubiaceae, they are wanting or doubtful, and that has, by Dr.

Lindley, been removed from them as a distinct order, under the name ofStettata. The pecu-

liar structure of the ovary of Vtburmm, furnishes a connecting link with Loranthacea, not

previously suspected, an order in other respects far removed.

VIBURNUM. Guelder Rose, Lauristinus.

Limb of the calyx small, 5-cleft, persistent. Corolla rotate, somewhat campanulate, or tubular, 5-lobed.

Stamens 5, equal. Style none or short. Stigmas 3. Berry by abortion 1-seeded, ovate or globose, crowned

with the teeth of tbe calyx. Seed compressed.—Shruba. Leaves opposite, petioled, entire or lobed. Corymbs
terminal. Flowers whits, or slightly reddish.— JF. and A. Prod. p. 3S8.

This is an extensive genus consisting for the most part of handsome flowering shrubs with some small

trees, I am not aware of any of large dimensions ; several of the species are much cultivated as ornamental

of Europe, Asia and America. Among the Asiatic species several are from China and Japan, and four are

natives of the Neil (ed in our Prodroinus, I have since ascertained to be an

imperfect specimen of V. Wightianum.

Iysi3 of the ovary of all the species will show
an have taken place when that one cornea to maturity,

unequal.

Ifrmn DeCandolle,
, and adopted in our Prodromus, the

This is a mistake: : it is o-ie- :--:. '.-I, b'.t n>t by abortion,

* that the ovary co ntaina only one ovule, consequently no
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:ubel-shaped, 3-c-par-
, roiJS vvnen old,
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viscous ad v.i
,

,.,,_r • • _, . - --, L bum- u\J-

drawin.jr was made were found in the neig .1, Proa. p. 388.
of Kotagherry. I have other specimens from ihe A mo.htate tree or lar-re shrub frequent in the
Pulny range, fo,r. i n: hut v, „ds ah ut () >a L>nin i. nWnng in April and
«

'
<

to the rirx-f
,

hui evidently disihict. Flowers during oval succulent drupe, red and subacid when ripe.

LONICERA—Honeysuckle.

Calyx 5 toothed. Corolla tubular, campamilate, or infundibuliform : the limb 5-cleft, often irregular. Sta-

mens 5. Style filiform. Stigma capitate. Berry 3- (or by abortion sometimes 2-) celled, the cells few-seeded.

Seeds crustaceous. Erect or climbing shrubs. Leaves opposite, sometimes connate, entire or occasionally

6%hlly runcinate. Inflore-. W. and A. Prod. p. 3S9.

Many of the species of this genus, like those of Viburnum, are general favourites as ornamental plants,

especially among the lovers of arbours, for the construction of which the trailing habit, and the profusion and

fragrance of their flowers admirably adapt them. In regard to the limits of the genus different Botanists have

taken very different views. Linnseus combined 4 of Tourniforts genera, in the formation of his genus Lonicrrn,

J .

-.
.

.':'.';>-

literating Linnfcns' generic name. This division was followed by most Botanists until the publication of the

4th volume of DeCandolle's Prodromus, wl ean genus, vastly augmented in the number

of its species, thd red Jussieu. Since that time Botanists generally seem to

have followed that great authority in reviving Lonicera as the generic name, an i

Xylosteon to the rank of subgenera. Lirviiev, h r.wver, in a very recent work of his, " School Botany," still

retains the genus Caprifolium, as distinct from Xylosteon or Lonicera, (the name he has by some oversight em-
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ployed) though I confess I cannot see upon what grounds, as I cannot help thinking that to keep up both is to

retain two must ai ra ; where one most perfect and compact is already form-

ed by nature herself for our acceptance. He, I am aware, upholds the doctrine that excessive analysis is pre-

extensive and careful observation and accurate knowledge of the value of our generic characters ; but not other-

wise. Loosely constructed verbose characters very analytical in appearance, but quite the reverse when them-

selves thoroughly analysed, are the bane of natural science : we are too much given to the subdivision of really

natural genera on the principle above stated, that excessive analysis is better than excessive synthesis, a princi-

ple which, however good in the abstract, can yet be carried too far. Under this conviction it appears to me,

DeCandolle has done well to reunite them; as combined, they form a most natural genus, but separated, two

very artificial genera.

As it now stands, the genus Lonicera includes nearly 70 species drawn from China, Japan, Southern and

Northern India, Europe and Amerii i : and is divided by D. C. into two sections or subgenera— viz., Capri-

folium and Xylosteon, which last is again subdivided into 4 subdivisions ; both our Hill species belong to the

latter suborder. The plants of which it is composed are only useful for ornamental purposes : forming arbours

covering the trunks of a venerable tree, or the face of a wall which it is supposed will look better when richly

clothed with luxuriant vegetation than as a naked surface. The one here given, L. ligustrina possess-

ing none of the trailing habit which predominates in the genus, is used as a substitute for privit, in the

formation of garden fences for which it is well adapted; and is named in accordance, ligustrum, being the

generic name of the privit.

Lonicera (X) ligustrina, (Wall.) stem some- gibbous on one side at the base ; berries distinct, both
what erect and bushy ; branches slender, slightly covered by the common bractea.— W. and A. Prod.

s-horiiy peti I i. .• <<-. at the This is a very common plant about Ootacamund,

;-
',:

. .

''.".-
- .

.•-
.

' ;..,::—!•.-
ing hairs : peduncles a little longer than the petioles, compact one. The flowers are too small and too few

tiightty cino] tog at the apex, 2-flowered, a gj to admit of its

solitary : bractt as, a subulate one at the back of each '

werinff shrub, but

surrounding and so far as general form is concei

hills, it would well

XXXVI.-RUBIACE^-Juss.—CINCHONACEyE—Lin

In giving names to families, the rule is to select one of the most char;

of the group, and alter the termination of the name by an affix, cete, being the one usually em-

ployed in Botany. Both the above names are constructed on this principle, Rubiacea being

derived from Rubia, and Cinehonacete from Cinchona
; to this extent therefore, they are both

unobjectionable. But the genus Rubia belongs to a small section of the order, and that pre-

senting peculiarities which, in the opinion of Dr. Lindley, juMiiy it- si-i aration from the rest

of the family and elevation, to the rank of a very distant and well defined natural order. In

accordance with this view he gives anew name to the old order, and selecting the well known

Cinchona (Peruvian Bark,) as the type has, in his natural system, called it Cinchanacea, appro-

priating Stellate or Galiacece, (from Galium) to the new one by which arrangement the con-

fusion apt to originate in appropriating a new meaning to old names, is avoided.

The family even after this division, is still a large and important one, contributing

greatly to the comforts of mankind through the powerful medicines (Bark and Ipecacuana,)
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provides, as well as by the grateful and nutritious beverage (coffee,) which it

Its predilections as regards temperature, are decidedly tropical, or subtropical • not
one species-excluding S^-being, so far as I am aware, indigenous even in the South
o Europe; while within the tropics they are estimated to constitute l-29th of the flowering
plants. At this rate and assuming that on the higher ranges of these Hills there are 1000
species of flowering plants, which 1 dare say is near the truth, there should be 38 species of
Rubiaceous plants. This, I think, is somewhat beyond the truth, though not much.

This estimate though derived partly from assumed data, for I have never counted the
number o species in my hill collections, is I believe very near the truth ; and tends to show
that this climate partakes more of the tropical character than some of the examples previ
ously noticed would lead us to expect; and that, although an immense improvement on
what we have on the plains, we must still look upon it as tropical, and inferior to even the
South of Europe, as a temperate region, unless it can be shown, that the temperature is
modified in its effects on the constitution by the very rarified atmosphere, requiring a neater
volume of air, by probably nearly ±th, to be respired to yield the same quantity of oxv-en
to the circulation that would be obtained in a similar temperature on the level of the sea
This is not the place to consider what effect this difference may have in modifying health and
disease, though it seems quite in place to advert to the circumstance in connection with facts
deduced from a consideration of the natural products of the region.

In a purely Botanical point of view, this is a most interesting family; being in some
respects most heterogeneous in its composition, while in others it is one of the belt market
and most clearly defined, Composites perhaps excepted, in the system of plants. The ques-
tion will naturally arise how can such a paradox be explained.

It is clearly defined by its monopetalous corolla, inferior ovary, and opposite leaves
with intermediate stipules. The last is, however, the most constant character, and the one
by which only it is "strictly limited." We have other orders with monopetalous corollas,
inferior ovaries and opposite leaves; but Cinchonaeea alone, are these combined with inter-
mediate stipules, which is in fact the essential character of the order, and in this respect it

is most constant
; ex-stipulate plants being almost uniformly rejected. It is on the other hand

most heterogeneous in the structure of its ovary and fruit. One tribe Opercularie*, has
a one-celled, one-seeded fruit. Another Spcrmacocea: has a dry 2 or 4-celled fruit, with one
seed in each. Coffeacex has a berried 2-celled fruit, with 1 seed in each. In Pcederie* the
two carpels are suspended from the apex of a filiform axis, as in UmbeOiferat. Gncttardacecc

has drupaceous fruit, with from 2 to 10 stones. In all these the cells of the fruit are one-
seeded. In Hamdiece the fruit has many cells, and the cells many seed. In Hedyotidea:, the
fruit are two-celled with many seed in each. In GardeniacecB, the fruit is one or two-celled
indehiscent with numerous parietal seed, while in CinchonecB, it is a 2-celled capsule with
numerous winged seed.

All these tribes differing so widely in these most essential organs, the ovary, fruit and
seed, are yet all bound together by means of the opposite leaves with intermediate stipules.

The Stellate want that character, having in lieu of it, a whorl of leaves round the joints of
the stem, on which account mainly, Lindley removes them from the order. Caprifoliacea:
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has opposite leaves, but no stipules ; had they stipules, they must have been united, there

being no other point of structure to separate them. Apocynea in like manner has oppo-

site leaves without intermediate stipules, but combined with a superior ovary (a good cha-

racter, but not unexceptionable, as there is a Cinchonaceous genus with a superior ovary,)

Lnt/aniciea has stipules* but they are supra axillary and sheathing, and combined with a su-

perior ovary. They agree, however, so well with RvMa< *<e, thai they have been designated

" Ilnbiaeeai with a free ovary." Ritbiacece are considered by many Botanists nearly allied to

Composite, this relationship does not strike me as near, though it certainly exists.

To this order we are indebted for that, to India, most valuable of medicines Bark, and

its derivative Quinine also, for Ipecacuana with many others of minor note. The roots of

Morinda tinctoria and of Hedyotes (Oldenhndia) umbellata supply very permanent red dyes,

especially the latter, which is the basis of the bright Modina red so highly prized among

natives of India—and last, but not least, to this family we owe that most delightful and whole-

some beverajre, Coffee and a few esculent fruits. A few species yield useful timber, such as

our bastard cedar, the produce of our IL/mmodyction excehum, Kuuclru mrd>f(dia, and one or

two other species of the same genus, which attain a large size in the Malabar jungles, also

supply timber, but of inferior quality and of a yellow colour.

HEDYOTIS.

Calyx-tube ovate or globose : limb 4-toothed or 4-cleft, the teeth or segments persistent, without smaller

intermediate ones. Corolla somewhat regular, infundibuliform, tubular, or rotate, 4-cleft, the segments iin-

roundish, oblong, or short linear. Ovary crowned with a fleshy disk. Style filiform. Stigma bifid or 2-lobed,

rarely entire. Capsule obovate, ovate or globose, crowned with the limb of the calyx, 2-celled, debiscing at

the apex within the calyx, in a direction transverse to the dissepiment, at length sometimes splitting to the

middle or to the base, and either loculicidal or scepticidal. Seeds usually minute, numerous and angled,

rarely few or solitary in each cell.—Herbaceous, suffrutescent, or shrubby plants. Stems 4-angled or terete :

branches sometimes compressed. Stipules i >les, usually fringed with several bristles,

rarely entire. Inflorescence various.— W. and A. Prod. p. 405.

It is well remarked in our Prodromus, that this is a polymorphous genus not only in habit, but also in

characters, for it certainly is such. But though this is the case, they are generally readily recognized. Some

certainly have so much the habit of Spermacoceee, that dissection of the ovary or fruit, is required to detemine

to which of the two tribes they belong.

The species of this genus are numerous on the Hills, and many of them most unlike each other; some

being large hand- 1 others minute, almost inconspicuous herbs. Here they are found

in nearly all situations, and flowering at all seasons. The larger shrubby species are in greatest perfection,

about the beginning of the year, February and March, and then they are truly most conspicuous objects,

when growing in somewhat moist, sheltered situations.

Hedyotis lawsoxi.b, (W. and A. : shrubby, woods about Ootacamund and elsewhere, not very

glabrous: branches t-a>i-bd : laves oblong-lanceo- rare on the ii ii in fine plants,

late, acuminate

d

a ees few and
*

distant, < urveil : si:pni s ii , i. in us, t

ers than thr.se here represented,

care bestowed on its cultiva-

i passing <rood substitute for

. and when covered with bios-

really a beautiful object. The upper flower-
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ing branches only are four-sided, the older cnes he- long or longer lhan the tube of the corolla : corolla
come nearly round. The drawing was made at Kn- ii ,n the throat: btamens more

..;e it comes into flower during er 1 ^ \-u! -J or included.
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EDYOT,T
n

STYLOSA (Brown-) shrubby gla- lanVwiA^ennUI
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style much protruded : capsule ovoi, :
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flowers are nearly white, and it i> in st.nver at nc:\i\.

base, that they hold
Hsdyojis (D.) verticellaris (Wall lied, lie.u-c I have ai'.vavs found a quaul
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WENDLANDIA.

Calyx-tube somewhat globose, often striated : the limb very short, composed of 5 small persistent teeth.
Corolla with the s longer than the calyx, widest at the throat, glabrous or nearly so

spreading, 5-lobed ; the lobes oblong or lanceolate, acute or obtuse, imbricated and slightly twisted in ajstiv;

tion, and forming a globose or oval head to the flower-bud. Stamens 5: filaments spiinging from the vei

top of the tube, often very short : anthers oblong, exserted, oscillatory. Ovary crowned with a fleshy disl

Style exserted, filiform. Stigma of two pretty large, oval, thickish segments. Capsule globose, emm
with the limb of the calyx, 2-celIed, splitting at the apex, loculicidal. Seeds minute, numerous in each cell.-

Trees or shrubs. Leaves coriaceous, oval or lanceolate, petioled. Stipules solitary on each side, broad at tl

Flowers white.

3 not ascend to the higher ranges. About Coonoor and on that level it is v

it Kaitie Falls, where I obtained the specimen here delineated, in February,
j

3wer this is a very handsome shrub, each branch terminating in a large pai

under somewhat glaucous, more or less minutely pube- A large and very beautiful shrub frequ
v. but not ascendin

and veins: sCnr;': tte at the eleral mof Oota m n 1. It also occurs ah

ths-pomda Mrw ben it is most ornan
and forming interrupted s] ikes : c-iyx hoary, tii teeth '

. from 10 to 15 feet, *

tri inritlar, acu-ninVe i : w !h gh'bmus, 'ti-S tin a ..large panicle of re'd(
longer than the limb of the calyx tube widened at the flowers.
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LASIANTHUS, Jack—Mephitidia, D. C. Santia, W. and A.

Calyx, limb 4-7 cleft. Corolla 4-7 cleft : throat and limb usually hairy, Stamens 4-7 inserted nfar the

throat : filaments short : anthers oblong, scarcely txstrted. Ovary crowned with a fleshy disk, 2-7-ctlled

with a single erect ovule in each : Style about the length of the corolla : stigma usually capitate, 2-7-lobed„

Drupe globose, containing 2-7 nuts. Nats usually rugose, or furrowed on the back. Seed erect : albumen

fleshy, enclosing a cylindrical erect embryo.

Shrubs or small tress. Young branches, petioles and costa of the under surface of the leaves, usually

clothed with long matted, or rigid adpressed hairs. Stipules caducous, bearing a ring of hairs or filiform

bristle-like scales. Leaves short, petioled, usually elliptic, oblong, more or less acuminated at the apex, and

tapering at the base ; often hirsute on both sides, but generally on the costa and veins. Veins prominent,

pinnate, running in curved lines towards the margin, the last pair forming, with the costa, a 3-nerved termi-

nation of the leaf ; veinlets conspicuous, pal Bow between the costa and veins, giving a

peculiar and unique character to the venation. Bracteas often large and numerous, copiously clothed with

long matted hair. . rum round the axillary sessile fascicles of flowers. Flowers always

Bmall in all the g i. Calyx limb sometimes much produced, and parted to the base,

into simulate or lanceolate teeth ; sometimes i-hort and obtusely lobed, rarely truncated, and furnished nuh

short, almost inconspicuous teeth. Corolla small, tubular, lobes of the limb spreading, and, with the throat,

generally hairy. Drupe usually succulent, generally blue when ripe.

The hairs on all parts of the plant, especially where long and shaggy, are jointed, in 6ome species almost

approaching to moniliform. The leaves are said by i reeable odour : this I have not

observed. In this definition baracter, and extended the na-

tural one, in the hope of gt1 i I strength.

This genus was first estal For the reception of soma plants, natives of

the Eastern Islands. For reasons which I cannot adopt, it was changed by DeCandolle to Mephitidia, I there-

fore restore the original name, having fully stated my reasons for doing so in a paper published in the Calcutta

Journal of Natural History. "When preparing our Prodromus, we found specimens of the accompanying plant

in my collection, and as it is s : be original species of the genus, we supposed formed tha

type of a new one, which we named Santia. That genus I also reduce, as not being sufficiently distinct from

Jack's, hence the above two synonyms. Before doing so, I availed myself of the ample opportunities I had, of

examining our pi ma <md stages, as well as comparing it with several other species in

my collection, two or three of which are natives of the Hills, abounding on the western slopes towards Sysparab.

This genus is remarkable for its tendency t

is from 4 to 7 lobed, so is the corolla, the stame

the agreement throughout the whole, is

fcrhichis qnite peeufisr. bl , forming double capitula in the

axils, generally furnished with bracteas, in some very large, quite foliaceous ; in nearly all the lobes cf the co-

rolla is densely clothed with short hairs, giving it a velvetty appearance, whence the generic name, in all the

ovules are erect, a useful mark 4 ; them from some other genera, with pendulous ovules,

and in nearly all the fruit is a blue berry. The leaves of some exhale a fetid, odour, which suggested the name

Mephitidia.

The genus includes about 40 known species, all natives of India and the Eastern Islands, and it seems

probable there are many yet to be discovered. Regarding their properties nothing is yet known ; most of them

La si a nth us vrNrv;"us (R. W. Santia venu- late, as long as the tube of the corolla : corolla 4-5

losa W. and A.) shrub v. ulibmus : '. ;,u<\ lobes l;i;y: timers 4 5: style as

gular hairy: leaves come on-, sb,.rt pel!;;! <!, elliptic- long on; -i 3-5 lobed : cells

'""-
. :

••

cym
!

, (red : Common it

bracteas small hairy : calyx 4-5 parted, di\
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CANTHIUM.

Calyx-tube ovate ; limb short, 4-5 toothed. Corolla with a short tube, bearded in the throat ; lobes 4-5,

spreading. Anthers 4-5, inserted into the throat, scarcely exserted. Style filiform exserted. Stigma thick,

ovate-globose or mitriform, undivided or bifid at the apex. Drupe globose or compressed, crowned with the

(sometimes inconspicuous) calycine teeth, fleshy, 2-celled. Seeds solitary in each cell, inserted near the apex,

inverted, incurred. Albumen fleshy. Embryo central : radicle long, Buperior.—Shrubs, with branches un-

armed or thorny. Leaves opposite, somewhat coriaceous -ilitary on both sides. Pe-

duncles axillary, short, several flowered.

The plants composing this genus are for the most part thorny shrubs ; the one here represented, however

does not partake of that character, and is, I believe, the largest and handsomest species of the genus : so far

as the flora, this part of India is concerned, it certainly is. There is another species very like this in every

never seen except as an Alpine plant. The other, C. didynum, dinars from this in having a loose cyme of flow-

ers in the axils of the leaves, while here all the branches which go to form the cyme in that, are united into one,

forming together a thick, short peduncle, the somewhat dilated apex of which is covered with longish pedicelled

flowers, forming a simple umbel, whence the name.

The genus itself is not considerable, including only about 24 or 25 species, and of these not one of any

note. It belongs to the Coffea section of the order, distinguished by having a two-celled ovary with a single

more or less pendulous ovule in each. The flowers of this genus possess a peculiarity not elsewhere met with,

so far as I am aware, the throat is full of hair, the lower series of which, in place cf being directed upwards

conspicuous as in some of the other species, and requires to be looked for. to be properly seen, and has evidently

escaped the observation of the artist, who has not done justice to that part of the analysis. The stigma of all

the species is large, more or less mitriform. These are the only points of any note, and in truth, may almost

be said to constitute the character of the genus, which seems so little distinguished from several others in its

vicinity, each consisting of few species, that one can scarcely avoid thinking some of them might have been

dispensed with by merely giving a slight extension to the character among which Dumnacanthus, Plectronia,

and Psydrax may be mentioned : Dondisia, D. C. has been already referred here.

found it in great abundance on the tops of the
sat ShevnghenT in full tio-.vtrin September. It

ery neitlv ali 1 to C. <
' n ul h >.

aceous : flowers axillary umbelled on a sborl ; k i the inflorescence, and subar-
peduncl . cal I < uhhi-i y :>-lw! t ( t t • b > a, ! i i j , .il) . the leaves

.;:in, the lower hairs pointing down- when the two are compared are found much larger

wards : stamens 5 : style exserted : stigma mitriform, and more coring": us in t"

.

'-. but its most striking

characteristic, is tne union of all the branches of the

An alpine plant rather rare on the Neil<zherries cyme into a single stout peduncle from the dilated

* which, the flowers rise on short pedicels

—

Valley I found it forming a moderate sized tree. I Flowers white.

GRUMILEA.—PSYCHOTRIA.

Grumii.ea (Gtert.) Calyx-tube obovate, very short ; limb cup-shaped, truncated and 5-toothed. Co-

rolla infundibuUform ; tube short, villous in the mouth : limb 5-partite, segments incurved at the point : sesti-

vation valvular. Stamens 5, inserted upon the tube : filaments short : anthers oblong, exserted. Style filiform,

the length of the tube or of the corolla, surrounded at the base by;; I !>ed fleshy disk.

Stigma bipartite (occasionally 3-partite) j divisions thick. Berry crowned with the converging limb of the
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caly*, ovate-globo«e, somewhat coriaceous, 2- (or occasionally 3- sometimes from abortion 1-) celled. Seeds

led. Albumen somewhat en

lobes by numerous chinks and fissures). Embryo erect, small, slightly curved, somewhat dorsal
:
cotyledons

lanceolate.-Glabrous shrubs. Leaves opposite, petioled, attenuated at the base. Stipules usually with hair

at their base on the inside, often caducous. Corymbs terminal. Flowers sessile.- W. end A. Prod. p. 432.

Psychotria {Linn.) Calyx-tube ovate; the limb short, 5-lobed, 5-toothed or somewhat entire. Co-

rolla infundibuliform, usually short, 5- (or rarely 4-) cleft, regular : throat glabrous or bearded ; limb spread-

ing or recurved, segments incurved at the point: estivation valvular. Stamens 5 or rarely 4 ; the anthers

exserted or included within the throat of the corolla. Stigma bifid. Berry drupaceous, containing 2 nuts,

crowned with the limb of the calyx, usually market! .. h 10 libs by drying, sometimes 4-angled and with 4

furrows, sometimes even. Nuts chartaceously coriaceous, ribbed, angled or even, I-seeded. Seed erect, with

a cartilaginous solid (not ruminated) albumen. Trees or shrubs, rarely herbaceous plants. Leaves opposite,

petioled. Peduncles usually terminal. Flowers panicled or corymbose.—W. and A. Prod. p. 432.

These two genera are, in my opinion, part and parcel of the same, the former only constantly differing

from the latter in one point, of all those enumerated in these two long characters—that one point is stated in

these few words Under Grumilea, " Albumen somewhat cartilaginous, grumose." Beyond that there is not

a single character assigned to Grumilea, tint is not to be found among the numerous species of Psychotria.

For these reasons, I have come to the conclusion that the two genera ought to be united, and I therefore

club them together here, considering them but one.

The species are all shrubs, many of them very handsome, not on account of their flowers, which are gene-

rally small, and so much concealed among the leaves, as to be little conspicuous, but on account of their

compact form and bright shining foliage. In this point of view, the Grumilea is a shrub well deserving a

distinguished place in every ornamental shrubbery, as it might, on the hills, supply the place of the Holly in

English gardens. The Psychotria is also a pretty shrub, but according to my taste, not equal to the other.

There are two species of Grumilea currently met with on the Hills, and so very like each, that they may

easily be mistaken for each other, as they are by the inflorescence, the one, namely, here

represented and another which I have called G. elongata, in reference to the flowers which form an elongated

panicle like cyme. I introduce the distinctive characters of both to prevent their being confounded.

I shall conclude these general remarks on the two genera which perhaps I should have united under the

older name by appending a few observations extracted from my Icones just published.

" Obs. These two genera ia ought to be united as they are truly one in every

thing except the ruminated albumen of the former; a character, which, however good in a mere carpological

system, is too limited for a vegetable one (which requires its generic characters to be taken from more organs

and structures than one) as it can only be made out from ripe seed. If both are preserved, I believe, I

may almost predict that probably half the present genus Psychotria must ultimately he transferred to Gru-

milea and then, without specimens ft:- .t.-'.\ ! .-ith ij -fruit no man can tell whether an unknown species be-

longs to the one or other genus. Our P. i h a the ripe seed is found, prove a

Grumilea : Vv'allich's P. truncata I am all but certain is a Grumilea, and I think identical with our G. congesta

—Genera in a natural system surely ought not to rest on a solitary character, unsupported by habit, and still

less so when that is only to i. inet from Psychotria, is certainly the case

with Grumilea"

Grumilea. elongata (R. W.) shrubby glabrous : broadly triangular, <-• late, caducous: corymbs

'
'

•

in<lr\i i. i |>! s afterwards 1 r- r ' u d .compact or rarely

'

'.'-; '"'

enlarging Simi^.vhat in f.:
1 .:.- calyx limb inn i \<m}, not furrow-

S-t mh .1 : tube ' A. Prod. p. 432.

with hairs: sty In embraced at the br.se by a tlv.rU. B.>lh m :

' mt Ootacamund,

\: ,

.'<
short pr-Li.ilc], ub.i/ig, ruu<:i>\-d at b .ih vi. '

,
<1 to each other,

panninerved becoming yelk but are, I think, abundantly distinct species, as well
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by character as habit; the two bushes, even when ramifications: enlvx-limb 5-lohed ; lobes roundish-
growing side by side, generally flowering at different ovate: tube of the corolla bearded in the throat,
seasons. The flowering season of the latter is the ;

- the calyx -limb : filaments

; : ,
.-•

,
••

..
..-:. '

-
'

.
, •

.'
. ...,

.."'':

by, i.i, se, glabi >us : leaves with a short petiole bv < \ r: . 1'umen flat on the inner side
slightly dilated at the base, oblong-lanceolate, taper- with two i an intermediate
ing at the baa

. and A. Prod. />. 434.
ducous : coryi : 1, small, few- In
flowered, trichotomous or with the primary rays in The 1

unchanged in colour."

1 light lively green, and dry almost

COFFEA.—COFFEE.

Calyx-tube ovate, globose or turbinate ; limb small, 4-5-toothed. Corolla tubular, infundibuliform j

limb spreading, 4- 5 partite, the lobes oblong : aestivation twisted. Stamens 4-5, inserted on the summit or
middle of the tube, exserted or included. Style bifid at the apex, the lobes rarely cohering. Berry umbili-
cated, naked or crowned with the calyx-limb, containing two somewhat parchment-like 1-seeded nuts. Seed
convex on the outer side, flat and marked with a longitudinal furrow on the inner. Embryo erect in a

horny albumen ; radicle terete, obtuse ; cotyledons foliaceous.—Trees or shrubs. Leaves opposite. Stipules

interpetiolar.

of which the fruit is unknown, do accord with it: the anthers in all the specimens we have seen are long-linear.-4T.ttJ
A. Prod. p. 435.

This is an extensive genus of fine flowering shrubs including fully 50 species. It seems doubtful how-
ever whether its limits are well defined. DeCandolle remarks the probability of its requiring to be divided,

while Dr. Arnott in the above note doubts whether the characters are sufficient to distinguish it from several

others. Be that as it may it seems sufficiently certain that, as regards the flora of Southern India, it is suffi-

ciently distinct, at least if I am correct in referring here the two species described below, which I see no very
obvious reason to doubt as they correspond well with one exception with the character, the exception being the
clavate not bifid stigma and that I cannot consider of sufficient importance to nullify all the rest, especially on
considering that they do sometimes cohere. Assuming then, which I think I may safely do, that both are true

Coffeas, there can be no difficulty in distinguishing this genus from all the others ;yet found in this part of
India by the above generic character whether adequate or not as applied to the flora of the world.

The genus as at present constituted occupies a very wide range—Africa, Asia, and America—both North
and South—claim indigenous species, but all confined to the warmer regions, either actually within the tropica

or within a few degrees of either side. In Mexico, Brazil, and Peru they abound—there are several from
Africa while India and her islands claim about £ of the whole number. On the properties of Coffee I conceive

it quite unnecessary to offer any remark, but it may be observed that the Coffea Arabica is the only one
which contributes towards the support of man, and it, history informs us, has been in use as an aliment from a
very ancient date, as records a. ; use in Persia in the 8th century of the present a?ra,

how much earlier it is impossible to say, and in the middle of the 16th century its use had become so far intro-

duced into Europe that Coffee houses were established for its sale in both Paris and London. Now it has

become almost a necessary of life all over Europe, the "Western portions of Asia, and adjoining pro-

vinces of Africa, and it is much to be desired that its greater abundance in India enabled it to supersede the

deleterious Toddy, so generally consumed by nearly all the lower classes of Hindoos.

Let us hope therefore that this much to be desired result, which is already in progress, may soon be
brought about by the activity of commercial enterprize so keenly embarked in the production of Coffee.

Coffea ali 1

. glabrous: terminal corymbs: corolla five cleft; divisions much
btrea lanceolate, cuneate towards the base, pointed, longer than the tube, lanceolate, obtuse: anthers
coriuxMiis: peduncles axillary, confined to the upper exserted style : gibbous near the base, hairy: stigma.
heaves, longer than the petioles, aggregated, forming clavate, glabrous ; berry oval 2-seeded.
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id in woods flowering March an 1 April. E 5- cleft, throat
nous shrub the branches nearlj i, t - I, I ny, divisions oblong elliptic obtuse; anthers ex-
ivere.l with closely app > ima i com- s ] vb not gibb

' > i » s ' > l ' '- ti i t Ja [,2\: beny ovoid, crowned with the per-
linal axili

-oat and line of

1 l^of cc.r.ffii

han the preceding

GALLIUM.—Bedstraw, Cleavers, $c.

Calyx-tube obovate-globose or oblong, with scarcely any limb. Corolla 4- (very rarely 3-)

Stamens short. Styles 2, short. Fruit didymous, roundish, rarely oblong, dry, composed o:

1 -seeded mericarps.—Herbaceous branched plants. Leaves with the stipules forming a verticil. W. and A.
Prod. p. 442.

I mentioned above that Dr. Lindley proposed separating the section Stellatse including Gallium, Rubia, &c.
from the rest of the order, and elevating it to the rank of a distinct order, mainly on the grounds of the plants'

composing it not having stipules, but in their place verticels of leaves. He has not succeeded in persuading
other Botanists to adopt this view, as they object that all except two of the leaves of the whorl are in fact sti-

pulary appendages, since they, however much they resemble leaves in form and appearance, are not truly

such being destitute of axillary buds. This objection has scarcely been met by Dr. Lindley. He
argues thus—"The only ground on which this is intelligible is that taken by DeCandolle and others who con-
sider the apparent leaves of Stellate to be in part true leaves, and in part leaf-like stipules. To this verbal

whorl of Gallium were rtipoles, they most bear a certain proportion to the true leaves; suppose the whorl to

consist of two leaves, each will have two stipules, and consequently the whole number of parts in the whorl
must be six, and in all cases the number must be soma power of three." Such not being the case in nature,
he considers " an incontrovertible proof that the apparent leaves of Stellate are true leaves and not a modifi-
cation of stipules." To all this of course the simple answer is, if they are leaves, where are their axillary
buds which all true leaves have? if not, why should not their number vascillate as readily as the number

So far as Dr. Lindley has carried out his answer to DeCandohVs "verbal distinction," it can only be
viewed as special plea h,.., ts.l has failed to prove by any decisive mark, that the apparent leaves are true
ones, nor has he shown that viewed as stipules their number might not vary the same as the number of bristlei

Such was the state of the question when the late Mr. Griffith took it up, and by showing that the appa-—
t
corolla is simply a coloured dilatation of the calyx, and that there is in fact no corolla, established on some-

i-onable grounds, the correctness of Lindley's

order, which Lindley has certainly failed in doing for himself. According to Mr. Griffith's views of its struc-
ture Galiacem or Stellate should rank near Nyctagynte, in the monochlamedious class of DeCandolle.

The genus Gallium is one of great extent, including in all about 200 species, and is truly cosmopolite,
: ,:! i,

l value, unless perhaps i

3 tropics. In India, the very few species we have a

i are valuable as yielding excellent red dyes—
.nd R. cordifolia.the manjettie of the Tamools. The latter is

light !» collected in vast quantities with little trouble or expense

where its value is known, might yitld a profitable return to
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both a calyx and corolla. The Draftsman seems herehairy on the outside: fruit roundish, hispid with to have settled the point in

s.-W.andA.Prod.p.4M. knows nothing of Botanical opinions or theories, but
I his is a low growing procumbent plant what he sees, and here he has assuredlr
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